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1

Introduction

IN the last decade wireless communications have made an enormous impact on people’s
lives. First, they brought convenience by using air as a communication medium instead

of wires. Hence, people have been allowed to communicate while being mobile. This fact
is the essence of astonishing success of wireless communications. Second, it is important
to mention the social aspect. Today, when highly dynamic lives and overall rush can not be
circumvented, wireless communications allow people to feel closer to each other. Finally,
the gadgets with wireless communications have become a part of a modern lifestyle and
fashion elements.

Wireless communications are also used in many other applications, for example in
data transmission (multi-media applications, data acquisition systems, control systems,
internet access), automotive industry, military applications and medicine. The applica-
tions in automotive industry and medicine are clear examples where wireless commu-
nications contribute to welfare by improving security in the traffic as well as by allow-
ing health-care systems to provide better diagnostics, treatment and patients monitoring.
Hence, it is easy to conclude that wireless communications have become inseparable parts
from many segments in people’s lives and their activities. Consequently, the market re-
lated to wireless communications are large and have great potential. This is the force that
pushes thousands and thousands of engineers, researchers and scientists around the world
to work in the field of wireless communications. Therefore, instead of being observer and
reporter of an extraordinary development of wireless communications, it is much more
exciting to be a part of it. This thesis is an attempt to actively take part in shaping the
landscape of wireless communications and at the same time our own future.
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Fig. 1.1 shows the current landscape in the field of wireless communications. In the
shown landscape, three areas can be clearly identified. They are: ultra low-power com-
munications, mobile and personal communications and high-date rate communications. It
is important to notice that most wireless communication systems are bi-directional. Apart
from being able to receive and access information, users can also send information and
communicate. This is opposite to broadcast systems, which are uni-directional. In these
systems users can only receive information. Broadcast systems are outside the scope of
this thesis.

100 MHz 1 GHz 10 GHz 100 GHz

Low-power

100 uW

1 mW

10 mW
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1 W

communication systems
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Figure 1.1 Existing systems in the filed of wireless communications and their
differentiation into different groups

The low-power communication systems are frequently used in data-acquisition sys-
tems, sensor networks, ambient intelligence systems and medical systems (for example
implants and patient monitoring). The main property of these systems is very low-power
consumption. Usually it is lower than 1 mW. The challenge is to minimize the power
consumption in order to extend the battery lifetime. Considering the operating frequency
range, the existing low-power systems use the Industrial Scientific Medical (ISM) bands
located around 400 MHz, 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz. They support relatively low data rates,
up to a couple of Mbits/s. Also, there are attempts to exploit the Ultra-Wide Band (UWB)
frequency range from 3.1 GHz up to 10.6 GHz for low-power pulse radio. Considering
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the future of low-power systems for wireless communications, the research and devel-
opment will be directed towards reduction of the power consumption and use of energy
harvesting techniques.

Mobile and personal communication systems incorporate very well known Global
System for Mobile communications (GSM), Bluetooth, Personal Communication System
(PCS), Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN), Digital European Cordless Telephone
(DECT), and Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS). These systems al-
low voice and data transmission as well as access to Internet. In terms of frequency, they
are located in the frequency range from 900 MHz up to 5 GHz. The challenge here is the
integration in terms of functionality and hardware. All these systems provide very useful
services for customers and it would be great if they could be integrated in a single device.
In this way mobile and personal communication systems will gain in simplicity, which
will be highly appreciated from customer’s side. In order to make these systems afford-
able for a large population, the cost must be low. An important step in this direction is
the design and implementation of an on-chip solution that can incorporate all mentioned
standards. Actually, this means paving the way for Software Defined Radio (SDR). From
Fig. 1.1, it is clear that the frequency range up to 5 GHz is crowded. All theses systems
for wireless communications create interference for each other. An ultimate solution is
a smart system that can scan the spectrum and use a free part for communications. This
system is in literature known as a cognitive radio.

High data-rate communication systems have to provide throughput higher than few
hundreds of Mbit/s. When spectral efficiency of the modulation schemes is maximized,
the only way to reach such high data-rates is to use large bandwidth. It is necessary to
use a bandwidth of a couple of GHz. Such a bandwidth is available in the spectrums
between 3-10 GHz (data rate up to few 100 Mbit/s) and around 60 GHz (data rate up to
few Gbit/s). The challenge here is to design and implement robust systems for wireless
communications that operate at such high frequency by handling sensitivity to parasitics
(resistance, inductance and capacitance), modeling issues of active and passive compo-
nents and distributed nature of interconnects. Nowadays, there are systems available on
the market, which provide data-rates higher than 1 Gbits/s. Nevertheless, they consume
too much power. Therefore, the effort in the future will be directed to reduction of power
consumption. Also, perpetual need of having more and more Gbits/s will force research
and development to find a way to provide even higher data-rates.

Research into any of three mentioned areas in the wireless landscape is interesting
and challenging. Nevertheless, in order to investigate the subject with sufficient depth, it
is necessary to confine the scope. This thesis deals with mobile and personal communi-
cation systems and investigates possibilities and solutions for cost effective integration of
hardware. This chapter is organized as follows. In section 1.1 the overview of standards
for mobile and personal communications are presented. Next, the trends in IC technolo-
gies and packaging are discussed in section 1.2. Further, in section 1.3, the motivation for
this thesis is explained. The objectives of the thesis are discussed in section 1.4. Section
1.5 defines the scope of the thesis, while in section 1.6 original contributions of this thesis
are summarized. Finally, section 1.7 presents the outline of the thesis.
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1.1 Standards for mobile and personal communication

Figure 1.2 shows a compact picture of the evolution of the wireless standards versus the
mobility/data-rate requirements [1]. The overview of the standards for mobile and per-
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Figure 1.2 Evolution of the wireless standards versus the mobility/data rates
requirements

sonal communications starts with the first generation cellular networks (1G). That was the
first commercial fully automated cellular network for voice transmission. It was launched
in Japan in 1979 1. The initial launched network covered the full metropolitan area of
Tokyo with more than 20 million inhabitants. Within five years, the 1G network had been
expanded to cover the whole population of Japan. The second launch of 1G networks was
performed in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden in 1981. Next, 1G networks were
launched in UK, Mexico, Canada and USA in the early 1980s.

The first generation cellular networks was suppressed by the appearance of the en-
tirely digital second generation cellular networks (2G). 2G systems were designed for
the transmission of voice and data at low bit-rates. The first ”modern”network technol-
ogy on digital 2G cellular technology was launched in 1991 in Finland based on the
GSM standard. Another standard used in 2G networks is Code Division Multiple Access
One (cdmaOne). Most 2G GSM networks operate in the frequency bands around 900
MHz and 1800 MHz. GSM1800 is called Digital Cellular System (DCS). Some coun-
tries (for example Canada and United States) use the frequency bands around 850 MHz
and 1900 MHz. GSM1900 is also called Personal Communication System (PCS1900).
The frequency bands around 400 MHz and 450 MHz, which were previously used for
1G systems, are in some countries assigned to 2G systems. The GSM standard has a low
data-rate of 14.4 kbit/s. The cdmaOne standard has two versions: IS-95-A with a 14.4

1Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile phone
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kbits/s data-rate and the upgraded IS-95-B version with a maximum data-rate of 115.2
kbits/s.

In order to support data transmission through GSM network, General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS) was invented. GPRS 2 is a packet oriented mobile data service. It delivers
data to mobile phones at relatively high-speed (56-114 kbits/s). This technology allows
access to WAP sites, where WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) is a mobile internet
technology that allows mobile phone access to certain internet sites. 2G cellular systems
combined with GPRS are often called (2.5G) systems. In order to increases further data
rates within the GSM network, the Enhanced Data rates for Global Evolution (EDGE)
system was invented. EDGE, also known as Enhanced-GPRS allows improved data-rate
up to 384 kbit/s and provides access to the Internet. GSM systems combined with EDGE
are called 2.75G systems.

Further, pushed by demands for higher data-rates the third generation networks (3G)
were launched. 3G is a family of standards for mobile communications which includes
GSM, EDGE, UMTS, CDMA2000, Digital European Cordless Telephone (DECT) and
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX). Services provided by 3G
include wide-area wireless voice telephony, video calls and wireless data. UMTS is usu-
ally used in Europe. Outside Europe the system is known as Wide-band Code Division
Multiple Access (W-CDMA) system. UMTS supports data rates in the range from 384
kbits/s up to 2 Mbits/s. CDMA2000 supports high data rates in the range from 307.7
kbits/s up to 2.4 Mbits/s [36]. Both UMTS and CDMA2000 offer access to the Inter-
net. The bandwidth available to 3G devices gives rise to applications that have not been
previously available to mobile phone users such as: mobile TV, video on demand, video
conference, location-based services, and so on. The new generations of 3G technologies
can achieve data-rates above 10 Mbits/s. They allow commercial video telephony and in
general their capacity allows full multimedia communications and fast access to the Inter-
net. DECT and WiMAX are independently developed standards. DECT is developed for
digital cordless telephony. WiMAX was originally designed to cover 50 km range and to
offer data-rate up to 70 Mbits/s.

Apart from the mobile communication standards other standards such as Wireless
Local Area Network (WLAN) and Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) become
important in the modern society. WLAN technology is a cheap technology that provides
high data-rate on short distances or on so-called ”hot-spots”. The ”hot-spots”can be lo-
cated on various places at airport, railway, bus stations or shopping malls. At the moment
there are three WLAN standards: IEEE802.11a, b and g. The maximum data rate that can
be achieved with IEEE802.11a/b/g is 54 Mbits/s. WPAN technology is a cheap technol-
ogy that allows low data-rate at short distances. The main WPAN standards are Bluetooth
and Zigbee. Bluetooth provides connectivity on short distance for applications which re-
quire data-rate up to 1 Mbits/s. It is used for e.g. wireless head-sets, wireless mouses
and wireless keyboards. Zigbee provides very low data-rates at very short ranges and at
a substantially lower power consumption. It is used for home and building automation,
industrial monitoring and control [36].

2Source:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General Packet Radio Service
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Finally, the last generation of mobile and personal communications are the fourth
generation (≥3.5G) 3. The ≥3.5G systems should be a complete replacement for current
network infrastructure. It is expected to be able to provide a solution where voice, data
and streamed multimedia can be given to users on an ”anytime-anywhere”basis, at much
higher data-rates compared to the previous generations. ≥3.5G systems should support a
large number of simultaneous services by integrating WLAN, WPAN, mobile communi-
cation standards, radio and TV broadcasting and satellite communications. The key point
in such a system is free roaming from standard to standard or from service to service.

1.2 IC technology and packaging
Electronic devices used for wireless communications have been following the develop-
ment and progress of standards for wireless communications. Fig. 1.3 shows the evolu-
tion of mobile phones during the years. The evolution of the mobile phones and the other

First hand-held
mobile phone

A 1991 GSM
mobile phones

Mobile phones 1997 - 2003

IPhone - 2009
3G

3.5G and beyond

Figure 1.3 Evolution of the electronic devices used in wireless communica-
tions

electronic devices used for wireless communications can be characterized by miniaturiza-
tion and functionality improvement. This is a direct result of the progress in Integrated
Circuit (IC) technology and packaging.

Considering packaging there are two important trends: System in Package (SiP) and
System on Chip (SoC). In the SiP approach a number of circuits, which are integrated
in different technologies, are assembled in a single package or module. The idea of SoC
approach is to integrate all components into a single chip using one technology. Con-
sidering IC technology the most important trend concerns overall use of Complementary

3Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile phone
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Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) technology and down-scaling of CMOS to deep
sub-micron processes. IC technology and packaging influence each other. Therefore,
they will be discussed together.

The SiP approach provides more integration flexibility, faster time to market and lower
research and development costs. In the SiP approach, appropriate technologies can be
used for each building block in the system. This can maximize the achieved performance
of separate blocks. When the number of the building blocks and the number of the con-
nections between the building block is relatively small, the product cost tends to be similar
to the price of the SoC solution, while achieved performance is maximized due the imple-
mentation of different building blocks in the most appropriate technologies. However, in
complex systems, where the number of high-frequency interconnects increases, the SoC
approach is better because it is difficult to model and characterize high frequency connec-
tions. Such an example is the GSM mobile phone. In Fig. 1.4, [36], the RF component
count of the GSM mobile phone over the years is presented. Reducing the RF component
count is a result of the SoC approach. Therefore, the form factor of the electronic devices
for wireless communications are reduced allowing miniaturization of the mobile phones.
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Figure 1.4 Component count in GSM telephones over years 1994-2002

In many RF transceivers the area occupied by the base-band digital circuits is much
larger than the area occupied by the analog circuits, while CMOS technology is an appro-
priate technology for the base-band, it becomes a technology trend to use CMOS also for
design and implementation of the RF and the analog building blocks. According the SoC
approach, small form factors and cost reduction can be achieved by applying a high level
of integration in CMOS technology. However, the main disadvantage of the SoC approach
is achievable performance of RF and analog circuits in CMOS technology. Some of the
disadvantages of designing RF and analog circuits in CMOS technology are the follow-
ing. In CMOS technology it is difficult to integrate inductors with a high quality factor.
Further, while scaling of CMOS technology is beneficial for the digital circuits, for the
RF and the analog circuits it is not the case. For each new CMOS technology re-design
and optimization of the RF/analog circuits is required. The most severe consequence of
technology scaling is a reduction of the supply voltage. Insufficient headroom causes that
some topologies can not satisfy the required specifications or even fail to operate.
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As mentioned before, the integration of different systems for mobile and personal
communications into a unique ≥3.5G system is expected. Due to extended functionality
the base-band digital part of the transceiver will be very complex. Consequently, it will
occupy a large chip area. Therefore, the choice of the technology is clear. CMOS is with-
out any doubt the preferred technology, and analog and RF designers have to be enough
creative to overcome the drawbacks of the given technology and design the circuits ac-
cording to the specifications.

1.3 Motivation

As it has been previously discussed, a major milestone in making ≥ 3.5G systems at-
tractive, available and affordable for large population is integration of functionality and
hardware. An ultimate goal is to have one electronic device, which will be able to cover
all the standards and services. The heart of this device should be a fully-integrated single-
chip CMOS transceiver, which is able to support all the standards and services.

Nowadays, considering advanced electronic devices for wireless communications,
which are also widely known as smart phones, IPHONE is state-of-the-art. IPHONE
supports 3G systems and it provides access to the GSM and WCDMA networks. Also,
IPHONE supports IEEE802.11b/g, allows navigation via GPS, and supports data ex-
change via Bluetooth. Fig. 1.5 4 shows the PCB of IPHONE. A list of different transceiver
chips, including their manufacturers, which are built in IPHONE is shown in the same fig-
ure. From Fig. 1.5 it is clear that for each wireless standard (GSM, Bluetooth, WLAN,
GPS) a separate transceiver chip is used. This solution brings us back to the ”SiP-
like”approach. Although straight forward, this approach has many disadvantages. Ob-
viously, all separate chips occupy a lot of area on the PCB and deteriorate the form factor
of the mobile devices. Further, each of these chips has to be designed, laid out, tested
and packaged. Antennas, antenna interfaces (antenna switches or duplexers), RF filters
and baluns, are designed and dedicated to each of the on-chip receivers and transmitters.
All these facts contribute to a high price of a smart phone. In the future, following this
approach and adding more standards would only make the situation worse. Obviously,
this is not the way to go.

The price of a smart phone could be substantially reduced by, first, integrating all
these single-standard transceivers into one. In this case most of the chips in Fig. 1.5 will
be combined in one single chip. Further, instead of only integrating different chips into
one, the hardware can be reused between different standards while keeping performance
comparable to transceivers that are dedicated to single standards. In this way a highly-
integrated cost-effective multi-standard transceiver can be obtained.

The main issues related to multi-standard RF transceivers are hardware reusability,
reconfigurability, programmability, flexibility, concurrent operation and cost. Also, in
the variable radio environment where the level of interferers is changing all the time, the
adaptivity of RF transceivers is very important. By being adaptive, RF transceivers can

4Source: http://www.eetimes.com
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PCB

IPHONE LIST OF TRANSCEIVER CHIPS

Manufacturer

Multi

Source

Probability

Component

Description Cost

Broadcom Low

Bluetooth/FM/WLAN

Single Chip, WLAN

IEEE802.11b/g, Bluetooth

V2.1+EDR, with FM and

RDS/RBDS Receiver

$5.95

Numonyx High Memory MCP, 128 Mb,

NOR Flash and 512 Mb

Mobile DDR

$3.65

Infineon Low

RF Transceiver, Quad-Band

GSM/EDGE,Tri-Band

WCDMA/HSDPA, 130nm

RF CMOS

$2.80

Infineon Low

GPS Receiver, Single Chip,

0.13 um, with Integrated

Front-End RF, PLL, PM,

Correlator Engine and Host

Control Interface

$2.25

Infineon Low Power IC, RF Function $1.25

Murata Low FEM, Quad-Band GSM, Tri-

Band UMTS Antenna

Switch and Quad-Band

GSM RX RF SAW Filters

$1.35

Figure 1.5 The PCB of IPHONE together with the list of different transceiver
chips built in

be more optimal in terms of power consumption. Therefore, research into low-cost low-
power reconfigurable flexible and adaptive RF transceivers is very important in order to
make ≥ 3.5G systems attractive, available and affordable for large population.

1.4 Objectives
According to the motivation, the first goal of this thesis is to investigate solutions, limi-
tations and costs related to multi-standard RF transceivers taking care to maximize hard-
ware reuse. The second goal is to investigate solutions for implementing reconfigurable
building blocks in multi-standard RF transceivers and to evaluate the influence of recon-
figurability to achieved performance. The third goal is to investigate trade-offs between
coverage of required operating frequency range, selectivity, sensitivity, linearity, occu-
pied chip area and form factor in RF transceivers. In line with this is the exploration of
the partitioning between off-chip selectivity, which can be implemented by employing RF
filters, and on-chip selectivity, which is implemented by using on-chip passive and active
components.
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Considering packaging and technology, it is clear that SoC approach and CMOS tech-
nology are the right choices for implementing cost- effective solution for multi-standard
RF transceivers. As mentioned, scaling down to deep sub-micron processes is the main
property of modern CMOS technologies. The most important consequence of the scaling
is power supply reduction. Therefore, an additional goal of the thesis is to investigate
feasibility of reconfigurable low-power linear circuit topologies in CMOS technology op-
erating at power supply as low as 1 V.

Finally, in order to prove the concept and to show feasibility of the ideas, the goal is to
design, implement and verify critical building blocks in deep sub-micron CMOS technol-
ogy. A GSM850/Enhanced-GSM/DCS/PCS/Bluetooth/IEEE802.11a/b/g multi-standard
RF receiver is chosen as a demonstrator for this purpose. These standards are the most
frequently used standards in the 3G systems. GSM850, Enhanced-GSM, DCS and PCS
allow mobile communications in Europe, Canada and US. IEEE802.11a/b/g standards
provide high data rate at short distances and allow wireless connection to the Internet. Fi-
nally, Bluetooth allows some additional features such as using wireless head-sets. There-
fore, this combination of standards allows to users almost ”anytime-anywhere”voice and
data transfer.

1.5 Scope
The design and implementation of multi-standard transceivers for wireless mobile sys-
tems is a very complex task. The complexity comes from the fact that the transceiver
must be operational in a very wide frequency range from 850 MHz up to 6 GHz. Also, it
must be programmable in order to meet different specifications. Therefore, it is important
to limit the scope of this thesis.

The block diagram of an transceiver is presented in Fig. 1.6. The receiver path con-
sists of an analog front-end and a digital back-end. The analog front-end consists of an
RF front-end, an Intermediate Frequency (IF) strip and an Analog to Digital Converter
(ADC). The RF front-end has to suppress interferes, to amplify received high frequency
signals and to down-convert them to low frequencies. The IF strip has to additionally
amplify and filter the input signal. The ADC converts the analog signals into the dig-
ital domain. The digital back-end consists of a Digital Signal Processing (DSP) block.
The DSP performs all or some of the following operations: demodulation, equalization,
de-interleaving, decoding and voice decompression. The ADC is actually an interface
between the analog and the digital part of the receiver. However, since the ADC has a
strong impact on the building block specifications in the analog part of the receiver, it is
taken as a part of the front-end. In the transmit path a wanted signal is processed first in
a digital DSP block. The DSP block performs all or some of the following operations:
voice compression, coding, interleaving and pulse shaping. After that, the wanted signal
is converted from a digital domain into an analog domain by a Digital to Analog Con-
verter (DAC). Next, the analog signal is up converted at high frequencies by a mixer, and
finally, the signal is amplified by a power amplifier.
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Figure 1.6 Block diagram of a transceiver

One of the most challenging parts in multi-standard transceivers is the RF front-end.
The block diagram of an RF front-end is shown in Fig. 1.7. The RF front-end consists
of a Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) and a mixer with a tuning system. The scope of this
thesis is confined to the RF front-end. In particular, low-voltage low-power linear LNA
and mixer topologies suitable for implementation in multi-standard front-ends are sub-
ject of the investigation. Attention is paid to thoroughly investigate partitioning between
off-chip selectivity, on-chip selectivity provided by the LNA and mixer, linearity, power
consumption and occupied chip area.

LNA Mixer

Tuning
System

RF
in IF

out

RF front-end

RF filter Balun

Figure 1.7 Block diagram of an RF front-end

1.6 Original contributions

The original contributions of this thesis are the following:
• A structured classification of multi-standard RF front-ends.
• Figure of Merit (FOM) for multi-standard RF front-ends.
• A novel wide-band LNA.
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• Design, implementation and a comparison of two wide-band multi-standard RF
front-ends. One of the front-ends designed in 90nm CMOS, and the other in 65nm CMOS.

• A structured comparison between the multi-standard front-end classes, using FOM
for multi-standard RF front-ends.

1.7 Thesis outline
This thesis is organized in the following way. In chapter 2, the selection of a cost effective
multi-standard front-end architecture is discussed. The study shows that a combination
of the zero-IF and the low-IF architecture has the highest flexibility and highest potential
to be used in a multi-standard front-end. The selection of LNA and mixer topologies
has an important influence on the trade-offs between off-chip selectivity, provided by RF
filters and on-chip selectivity and linearity. Therefore, the state-of-the-art LNA and mixer
topologies has been discussed as well.

With respect to the ratio between the operating frequency and bandwidth, the LNA
topologies can be divided into two groups: tuned LNAs and wide-band LNAs. Based on
the type of the employed LNA, multi-standard receiver RF front-ends could be divided
into different groups. They can be narrow-band, wide-band or combined. The classifica-
tions of multi-standard receiver RF front-ends is presented in chapter 3, and advantages
and disadvantages of the different multi-standard receiver RF front-ends are discussed in
details. Finally, a Figure of Merit (FOM) for multi-standard receiver RF front-ends will
be introduced. Based on this FOM, the most promising solution for multi-standard RF
front-ends in terms of cost-effectiveness is selected.

In chapter 4 the RF specifications for the multi-standard RF front-end are calculated.
The calculation of RF specifications is very important in multi-standard RF front-ends
because it provides information about feasibility of the multi-standard RF front-end in
the early stage of the design. The choice of RF filters, baluns and type of the employed
on-chip RF front-end can affect the RF specifications of multi-standard RF front-ends.
Therefore, their impact on the RF specifications is considered in chapter 4, as well.

Circuit level considerations are discussed in chapter 5. There, the state-of-the-art
reconfigurable multi narrow-band receiver RF front-ends are summarized and discussed.
In chapter 6 two wide-band receiver RF front-end solutions are presented. One solution
is implemented in CMOS 95 nm, while the other is implemented in CMOS 65 nm. In
chapter 7 a combined narrow-band wide-band solution for a multi-standard receiver RF
front-end is presented. Finally, the FOM is applied to all three classes of RF front-ends.
The results of the comparison and benchmarking are discussed in chapter 8. Chapter 9 is
reserved for conclusions.
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2

RF front-end architectures and RF building blocks

THE selection of an RF front-end architecture is one of the key steps in design and im-
plementation of a receiver RF front-end. By selecting a suitable RF front-end archi-

tecture for a certain application, some severe problems in the front-end design and imple-
mentation (DC-offsets, flicker noise, high power consumption, large chip area, large form
factors) can be avoided. Particularly, in the design and implementation of multi-standard
receiver RF front-ends it is important to find an architecture that is enough flexible in
order to accommodate the requirements of different standards. Also, aggressive scaling
of CMOS technology must be taken into account. The RF front-end architecture must be
robust to process scaling and it has to use the advantages provided by deep sub-micron
CMOS processes.

The process of an RF front-end architecture selection is a difficult, time-consuming
and challenging task. It is necessary to deal with properties and problems associated
with each building block. This action involves a great number of parameters and it is
difficult to take them all into account. The first step in the selection of an RF front-end
architecture is to understand the main properties of the existing RF front-end architectures
and main RF building blocks. Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to give a short and
compact overview related to RF front-end architectures and RF building blocks. Based on
this information, in the next chapter the RF front-end architectures dedicated to a multi-
standard RF front-end will be discussed in details and the most suitable architecture will
be suggested.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.1, the main properties of the-state-of-
the-art RF front-end architectures are described. Next, in section 2.2 the-state-of-the-art
RF building blocks are presented. Particularly, LNAs and down-conversion mixers are
considered. Finally, the summary is given in section 2.3.
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2.1 State-of-the-art RF front-end architectures
In [36], a very extensive evaluation of different RF front-end architectures is done. Start-
ing from a generic RF front-end architecture, a set of different RF front-end architectures
is derived. The most simple RF front-end architecture in terms of set of used building
blocks is RF sampling. The block diagram of this architecture is shown in Fig. 2.1. After

LNA

RFF

ADC DSP

Figure 2.1 RF sampling front-end architecture

an antenna, a received signal is processed by a band-pass RF filter (RFF) and an LNA, and
it is converted to a digital domain by an analog to digital converter (ADC). In the digital
domain, digital signal processing (DSP) is applied in order to extract a wanted signal from
the received signal. In general, a DSP block performs all or some of the following opera-
tions: channel selection, demodulation, equalization, de-interleaving, decoding and voice
compression. Due to its almost full digital nature, the RF sampling architecture is very
flexible and it can be scaled very easily. In [2] this architecture is suggested as the most
promising solution for a software-defined radio (SDR). Unfortunately, the requirements
for the ADC are the bottleneck. The ADC must have a very high sampling frequency
(few GHz) and a large number of bits (more than 10). For example in [36], it is calculated
that in case of the RF sampling front-end for DECT, the ADC should be able to handle
dynamic range of 99 dB in order to be connected directly to the antenna. The variable
gain of the LNA in the RF sampling architecture can help in order to reduce the required
dynamic range. Nevertheless, with current technology, the power consumption of such
an ADC is too high and this architecture is not feasible. For example in [3], a 12 bit 2.9
GS/s ADC is presented. It has a dynamic range of 60 dB while consuming 188 mW. This
is still large power consumption compared to a power consumption of a front-end which
is around 100 mW [4]. Therefore, RF front-end architectures, which employ frequency
down-conversion are normally used.

Frequency down-conversion has very large impact on the differentiation of RF front-
end architectures. It suffers from an image problem [40]. After frequency down-conversion,
an image signal overlaps with a wanted signal. The image signal can be a strong interferer
that is 30 to 40 dB stronger than the wanted signal. In order to prevent a degradation of
reception quality, the image signal must be rejected. Based on the place in an RF front-
end where the image rejection is performed, architectures can be divided into two groups.
The first one incorporates RF front-end architectures in which the image rejection is per-
formed before the down-conversion. The other group contains RF front-end architectures
in which the image rejection is performed after the down-conversion.
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A superheterodyne front-end architecture is one of the most common architectures in
which the image rejection is performed before the down-conversion. The block diagram
of this architecture is shown in Fig. 2.2 [5]. After reception, an input signal is processed

LNA

RFF

ADC DSP

RFIRF IFF

LO

Figure 2.2 Block diagram of the superheterodyne front-end architecture

by an RFF. The RFF attenuates strong out-of-band interferers. Next, the input signal is
amplified by an LNA. Before frequency down-conversion, an image signal is rejected by
an RF Image-Reject Filter (RFIRF). Channel selectivity is performed by an Intermediate-
Frequency Filter (IFF). The IFF together with the Variable-Gain Amplifier (VGA) helps
the input signal to fit into a dynamic range of an ADC. The most challenging building
blocks in the superheterodyne front-end architecture is the RFIRF and the IFF. The order
of the RFIRF depends on a required Image Rejection Ratio (IRR) and an Intermediate
Frequency (IF). In [36] it has been shown that for DECT system the filter order is rather
high (higher than 10) for IF lower than 50 MHz. It is very difficult to integrate such a
filter. It would occupy too large chip area and it would consume too much power [6].
Hence, discrete filters have to be used (for example SAW filters). They are rather expen-
sive [7]. The order of the RFIRF could be relaxed by increasing the IF. However, design
of an IFF filter for frequencies higher than 50 MHz requires high power consumption.
These are important drawbacks of the superheterodyne architecture. Apart from this, the
discrete filters are designed to operate at a certain frequency and a possibility to imple-
ment tunability is very low. Therefore, flexibility of the superheterodyne RF front-end
architecture to accommodate requirements of different standards is very low. In the lit-
erature there are modifications of the superheterodyne RF front-end architecture, which
have been invented with the intention to relax specifications of the RFIRF. One of them is
a double-conversion superheterodyne architecture [40]. The block diagram of this archi-
tecture is shown in Fig. 2.3. In this architecture the first intermediate frequency can be
chosen to be a bit higher compared to the single-conversion superheterodyne architecture.
In this way the specifications of the RFIRF filter are relaxed. Nevertheless, due to the sec-
ond frequency down-conversion the corresponding image signal must be rejected. This is
done by an Intermediate Frequency Image Reject Filter (IFIRF). Unfortunately, specifi-
cations of this filter are such that integration is not feasible [36]. So, the basic problems,
low level of integration and low flexibility, which are associated to the superheterodyne
architecture are not alleviated by using the double-conversion superheterodyne architec-
ture.
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Figure 2.3 Block diagram of the double-conversion superheterodyne front-end
architecture

In two-path front-end architectures the image rejection is performed after the fre-
quency down-conversion. Therefore, the RFIRF, which was the bottleneck in the super-
heterodyne architecture, can be simply omitted. The most common two-path RF front-end
architecture is a low-IF architecture [7]. The block diagram of the low-IF front-end ar-
chitecture is presented in Fig. 2.4. An RFF and an LNA have the same function as in the
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Figure 2.4 Block diagram of the low-IF front-end architecture

superheterodyne RF front-end architecture. The frequency down-conversion function is
performed by a pair of mixers. In order to be able to reject an image after the frequency
down-conversion, it is necessary to supply 90 degrees phase shifted Local Oscillator (LO)
signals to the LO ports of mixers. Often, in the literature, two 90 degrees phase shifted
signals are called quadrature signals and they are denoted as I and Q signals (I/Q sig-
nals). There are many ways to generate I/Q signals [8]. A common way to generate I/Q
signals is to use a combination of an LO operating at twice higher frequency and divider
by two [40]. Another way is to use a passive RC polyphase filter that is driven by an
LO [40]. A received RF signal is down-converted to a very low IF. Typical values for
the IF are between a few hundreds of kHz and a few MHz. It is important to mention
that after the frequency down-conversion in the I path or in the Q path, the spectra of
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the image and the wanted signal overlap. But, when the phase difference between the I
and Q signals originating from the wanted signal is 90 degrees, then the phase difference
between the I and Q signals originating from the image signal is -90 degrees. This phase
difference is the only differentiating property which is later exploited to separate the im-
age signal from the wanted and to reject it [36]. In the low-IF architecture, the image
signal is rejected by the Intermediate Frequency Complex Filter (IFCF). In the literature
this filter is very often called IF polyphase filter because it processes two signals having
two different phases. It can be active [9] or passive [10]. More often, an active IFCF is
used. In this case it can be combined with the VGA. Apart from the image rejection this
filter provides channel selectivity and reduces the dynamic range that has to be covered
by an ADC. The IFCF has such specifications that it can be integrated [7], [9] and rather
expensive discrete filters are avoided. Therefore, a high level of integration is an impor-
tant advantage of a low-IF architecture. It is important to mention that although the image
signal is rejected by the IFCF, the maximal achievable image rejection ratio (IRRmax) is
determined by the accuracy of the I/Q generation [36]. IRRmax can be further improved
in the digital domain because both I and Q paths are digitized. Considering flexibility
of the low-IF architecture in terms of use for different standards, it is higher than in the
case of superheterodyne architecture because the RFIRF is omitted and the IFCF can be
made tunable. Still, different RFF must be used and the LNA has to be made to operate at
different frequencies. Flexibility of the low-IF architecture can be increased by shifting
image rejection in the digital domain. Then, the IFCF filter can be replaced by two low-
pass filters that are placed in the I and Q paths. The tuning of these low-pass filters for
different standards can be done easier compared to the tuning of the IFCF. Also, the RF
front-end becomes more digitized and in the same way more robust to CMOS technology
scaling.

In the low-IF architecture, it is possible to use an IF that is equal to zero. In this case, a
zero-IF RF front-end architecture is obtained. The block diagram of the zero-IF front-end
architecture is shown in Fig. 2.5. In the zero-IF architecture the down-converted signal is
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Figure 2.5 Block diagram of the zero-IF front-end architecture

processed by low-pass filters that are placed in the I and Q paths. They provide channel
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selectivity, and reduce the required dynamic range of the ADC. In general they should
occupy less chip area than an IFCF. Due to the finite accuracy of the I/Q generation, the
spectrum of the down-converted signal might be corrupted [36]. Fortunately, in practice
this does not have to be a problem because the accuracy of the I/Q generation is sufficient.
Otherwise, an I/Q imbalance correction has to be performed in the digital domain.

A high level of integration as well as a high level of digitization are the properties
that can be associated with the zero-IF architecture. Due to its high level of digitization,
flexibility in terms of use for different standards is high as well as robustness to the tech-
nology scaling. Unfortunately, a zero-IF architecture has two important drawbacks. First,
DC-offsets are a severe problem. They overlap with the down-converted wanted signal
and degrade the quality of the reception. DC-offsets are the result of mismatches, finite
IIP2 and self-mixing [40]. In practice, due to uncertainties in different steps of a manu-
facturing process, nominally identical devices suffer from a finite mismatch. It results in
a DC offset. Due to the second-order non-linearity, a DC component can be generated.
The second-order non-linearity is characterized by IIP2. Self mixing is the result of an
LO leakage to the input of the mixer (RF port of the mixer). The leakage depends on ca-
pacitive and substrate coupling between the LO and RF ports of the mixer, and it is mixed
with the LO signal producing a DC component. These are static DC-offsets. They can be
also time-varying. In principle, the isolation between the antenna and the LO port of the
mixer is finite. So, the LO signal can reach the antenna. Then, it is radiated and it may re-
flect from nearby objects and be re-received. A mobile terminal moves and consequently
the reflection is quite random creating time-varying DC-offsets. It is difficult to predict,
model and characterize DC-offsets that are result of self mixing. The difficulty comes
from the fact that it is not possible to take into account and to characterize all capacitive
and substrate couplings that are present in an integrated circuit.

There are two methods for the cancelation of DC offsets. Brute force is to use AC-
coupling. In order to prevent loosing a great portion of the signal energy, the pole in the
AC-coupling has to be placed at low frequency. This means that large capacitors have
to used. They will occupy too large chip area and they impose slow settling time, which
might be critical in TDMA systems. Another, more sophisticated method is to perform
DC-offset cancelation in the digital domain [7]. The consequence of this method it that
the ADC dynamic range has to be increased. Of course, there is also a possibility to make
a mixed-signal loop. DC-offsets could be detected in the digital domain followed by the
generation of control signals. The control signals can drive analog circuits, which should
eliminate DC-offsets. If an RF front-end based on the zero-IF architecture is designed
and implemented in CMOS technology, then the flicker noise is another drawback of the
zero-IF architecture. At low intermediate frequencies, the noise figure of a CMOS RF
front-end becomes severely deteriorated by the flicker noise. The flicker noise originates
from switching transistors in mixers [11] and from based-band analog circuitry. The level
of the flicker noise can be reduced by increasing the size of these transistors [29]. The
drawback of this solution is that parasitic capacitances increase and consequently signal
losses.

Based on the previous discussion it is clear that the zero-IF architecture has the highest
flexibility, which makes it suitable for accommodating the requirements of different stan-
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dards. For the standards that use a low bandwidth channel (for example GSM), it is more
convenient to use the low-IF architecture in order to avoid degradation of reception qual-
ity due to the presence of the flicker noise [4]. So, it can be concluded that at the moment
the combination of the zero-IF and low-IF architecture is the compromising solution for
an architecture that can be used in a multi-standard transceiver. Of course, it is important
to mention that the use of an RF sampling architecture is an ultimate goal. Unfortunately,
the performance of the ADC has still to be substantially improved in order to make the use
of the RF sampling architecture in multi-standard transceivers cost-effective. In the mean-
time, a combination of the zero-IF and low-IF architecture is a viable solution. There are
a couple of challenges that have to be addressed in order to make a cost-effective solution
for a multi-standard radio. First, it is necessary to be able to process signals occupying
different bandwidths and with carriers at different frequencies. Second, it is important
to stretch the design space of the front-end circuitry in such a way that different sets of
specifications can be met. Third, a good trade-off between off-chip selectivity (imple-
mented by using discrete expensive RF filters), on-chip selectivity (implemented by using
integrated on-chip filters) and front-end linearity has to be made. There are two extreme
approaches. One is to make a very linear wide-band front-end and the other is to make
a narrow-band tunable front-end. The first one will probably be too power hungry and
the second one will occupy a large chip area, and it will use too many off-chip expensive
RF filters. Obviously, the cost effective solution is somewhere in between and it will be
discussed in detail in the chapter 3.

2.2 State of the art RF building blocks
In the previous section the main properties of the RF front-end architectures were dis-
cussed. In order to propose a cost-effective solution for a multi-standard radio, it is useful
to discuss the-state-of-the-art building blocks and their properties. Since the scope of this
thesis is limited to RF front-ends, LNAs and down-conversion mixers are the building
blocks of interest.

2.2.1 State-of-the-art LNAs
The main task of an LNA is to amplify a received signal adding as low noise as pos-
sible. In an RF front-end the LNA follows a discrete RFF as the first on-chip building
block. In order to provide the expected transfer function, the RFF must be loaded with a
proper impedance. Therefore, the LNA must have well defined input impedance, which
is usually equal to 50 Ω. Next, the LNA in a combination with the RFF sets the maximal
achievable linearity and the minimal achievable noise figure of the RF front-end. After
adding ever lasting goals to minimize power consumption and a chip area, the design and
implementation of the LNA become very challenging tasks.

With respect to their bandwidth, LNAs can be divided into narrow-band and wide-
band. The bandwidth of a narrow-band LNA is very small compared to the operating fre-
quency, while a wide-band LNA can cover larger frequency range. Considering narrow-
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band LNAs, the most common topology is the inductively-degenerated common-source
stage [12]. A schematic of the inductively-degenerated common-source LNA is shown
in Fig. 2.6. The inductor LG is used to tune out the gate-source capacitance of transis-
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Figure 2.6 Schematic of the inductively-degenerated common-source LNA

tor Mn1, while inductor LS has influence on the real part of the LNA input impedance.
Resistor RD is a load. In principle, instead of RD it is possible to use an inductor in or-
der to tune out the output capacitance of the cascode combination of Mn1 and Mn2. The
main advantage of the inductively-degenerated common-source LNA is its very low noise
figure. In [13] an inductively-degenerated common-source LNA with a noise figure of 1
dB has been presented. A disadvantage of this LNA is a large occupied chip area due to
the use of inductors. Considering multi-band operation, which is essential for application
in a multi-standard transceiver, it is feasible to tune this LNA to operate at two different
frequencies [14]. However, design of an inductively-degenerated common-source LNA,
which operates at more than two frequencies, might result in a large occupied chip area.

Another common topology is the common gate LNA (see Fig. 2.7). Practically, the
common gate LNA is a wide-band topology with an input impedance Zin = 1

gm1
, where

gm1 is the transconductance of Mn1. For input matching gm1 must be 20 mS. Such a low
gm1 deteriorates the noise figure of the LNA. A minimum noise figure of 2.2 dB [40] can
be achieved with the common-gate LNA. This theoretical minimal noise figure of 2.2 dB
can be achieved when MOS transistors with a long channel are used. If short channel
devices are used, a much worse minimal noise figure can be expected [40]. Clearly,
this is a disadvantage of the common-gate LNA. Actually, this is a consequence of the
fact that the voltage gain, noise figure and input impedance of the common-gate LNA
all depend on the transconductance of the used transistor. In order to improve the noise
performance while keeping Zin = 50Ω, a negative feedback or a positive feedback to
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the common gate LNA can be applied. The basic principle of the common gate LNA
with the negative and positive feedback are introduced in [22] and [26], respectively, and
their basic block diagrams are presented in Fig.2.8(a) and (b), respectively. In both cases
the input impedance is affected by the load impedance. Therefore, tuning of parasitic
capacitance with inductors at the output of the LNA is preferable. This structure makes
the common gate LNA narrow band.
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Figure 2.8 The common gate LNA with: (a) a negative feedback, (b) a positive
feedback

Apart from the narrow-band LNAs, wide-band LNAs are also very interesting to in-
vestigate for a multi-standard transceiver. There are a couple of ways to realize a wide-
band LNA. One way is to use a common source LNA topology and an LC network (see
Fig.2.9). The LC network transforms the input impedance of the common source ampli-
fier to the 50 Ω impedance over a wide frequency range. However, this input LC network
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deteriorates the noise performance of the LNA due to the finite quality factor of the pas-
sive L and C components. Further, the inductor(s) will occupy a large chip area, as well.
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Figure 2.9 Schematic of the wide band LNA implemented with a common
source amplifier and an LC network

Another way to implement a wide-band LNA is by using resistive termination in order
to provide a 50 Ω input impedance [12]. The disadvantage of this topology is a rather
high noise figure. Another possibility is to apply a resistive feedback. A schematic of an
amplifier with a resistive-feedback is shown in Fig. 2.10.

-A v
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RF

vin
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Zin

Figure 2.10 Schematic of an amplifier with a resistive feedback

The voltage gain (G) of the amplifier with the resistive-feedback can be expressed as:

G =− 1
1
A + RS

RF
(1+ 1

A )
(2.1)

The input impedance is given as:

Zin =
RF

A+1
(2.2)

In order to reach the voltage gain which is equal to −RF
RS

, the voltage gain of the feed-
forward amplifier (A) has to be high. The feed-forward amplifier operates at high fre-
quency. Hence, an important issue that has to be addressed here is feasibility to provide a
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high gain at high frequencies and costs related to this (power consumption or chip area).
A simple calculation shows how serious the problem is. Assuming that RF = 500 Ω,
based on (2.2) it can be easily seen that A has to be 10 in order to be able to provide an
input impedance of 50 Ω. In this case the voltage gain of the amplifier with a resistive
feedback is a bit less than 20 dB. This is an acceptable result. It is important not to forget
that the feed-forward amplifier has to provide a voltage gain of 10 (20 dB) at frequencies
that are higher than 1 GHz. This means that the unity-gain frequency of the feed-forward
amplifier exceeds 10 GHz. In order to reach such a high unity-gain frequency either par-
asitic capacitances must be low or a lot of power has to be used. In new sub-micron
CMOS technologies (CMOS 90 nm, CMOS 65 nm, CMOS 40 nm) parasitic capacitances
are substantially reduced compared to older CMOS technologies. This fact makes the
resistive-feedback LNA feasible. In [15] a resistive-feedback LNA is presented. It covers
the frequency band from 0.5 GHz up to 8.2 GHz and it achieves a noise figure of 2.6 dB
providing a voltage gain of around 25 dB. The only disadvantage is a supply voltage of
2.7 V.

As mentioned previously, the common gate stage is a good candidate to be used in a
wide-band LNA. However, the theoretical minimal noise figure of 2.2 dB can be achieved,
while the LNA provides an input impedance of 50 Ω. In order to achieve better results, it
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Figure 2.11 Schematic of the common-gate LNA with noise cancelation

is important to introduce some orthogonality between these parameters. Such a solution
is presented in [31]. The schematic of the common-gate LNA with noise cancelation is
presented in Fig. 2.11.

The basic principle of operation is the following. First, the transconductance of tran-
sistor Mn1 is adjusted to provide the required input impedance. The noise current originat-
ing from Mn1 makes the voltage drops across resistors R1 and R3, which are in anti-phase.
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The voltage drop over R3 becomes further amplified by the common-source amplifier con-
sisting of transistor Mn2 and resistor R2. At the same time it is inverted. So, the voltage
drops made by the noise current of Mn1 across R1 and R2 have the same phase. If the
output of this LNA is sensed in the differential way, the noise originating from the tran-
sistor Mn1 will be canceled. However, it is necessary to adjust the gain of the common
source amplifier in order to obtain the same amplitudes. It is also important to choose the
transconductance of Mn2 high enough in order to minimize the noise figure of the LNA.
The noise contribution of Mn3 is proportional to its transconductance gm3 and inversely
proportional to the output impedance of Mn2. The main advantage of this LNA is sim-
plicity and a relatively small occupied chip area. This means that, if necessary, more than
one LNA can be used to cover a large frequency band or to meet different specifications.
In order to reach frequencies as high as 5 GHz it is necessary to add coils in series with
load resistors R1 and R2.

2.2.2 State-of-the-art down-conversion mixers
In a receiver RF front-end, the frequency down-conversion is realized via down-conversion
mixers. Apart from performing frequency down-conversion, it has to amplify the received
signal introducing as less as possible noise and distortion. The most common mixer topol-
ogy is the double-balanced switching mixer [34]. This mixer topology is also known in
literature as Gilbert cell. The schematic of the double-balanced switching mixer is shown
in Fig. 2.12. In terms of performance, the main properties of the double-balanced switch-
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Figure 2.12 Schematic of the double-balanced switching mixer
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ing mixer are very good noise figure, moderate voltage gain and moderate linearity. The
main obstacle towards a high voltage gain and a high linearity is the fact that three tran-
sistors (including the transistor in the current source in the tail) are stacked on top of
each other. The available voltage room for the operation of each transistor is limited and
they start to operate partially in the triode region. As a consequence, achievable noise
figure, voltage gain and linearity become limited too. Deterioration of performance in
the double-balanced mixer becomes worse when deep sub-micron technologies are used.
When the supply voltage is as low as 1 V and the available transistors have relatively
high threshold voltage (around 500 mV), the question is if the double-balanced switching
mixer can be used at all.

One way to alleviate this problem is to fold the switching stage together with load
resistors with respect to the transconductor stage. Such a mixer topology, called folded-
switching mixer with current reuse is presented in [36]. The schematic of this mixer
topology is shown in Fig. 2.13. Indeed, this mixer can achieve a large voltage gain (up
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Figure 2.13 Schematic of the folded-switching mixer with current reuse

to 17 dB), even at low supply voltages. Nevertheless, the linearity is still moderate. The
reason for that is the following. When the transistors in the switching stage are switched
on, they operate in the common-gate configuration. This means that their input impedance
is inversely proportional to their transconductance. Consequently, the current pushed by
the transconductor will produce a certain voltage swing on this impedance. The voltage
swing at the output of the transconductor deteriorates the linearity of the folded-switching
mixer with current reuse.

Obviously, to improve the linearity of the folded-switching mixer with current reuse
it is necessary to minimize the voltage swing at the output of the transconductor. In this
way nonlinearities originated from the drain-source voltage variations are minimized. Ac-
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tually, this means that it is necessary to make a virtual ground node at the output of the
transconductor. The mixer topology, which has the switching stage folded with respect
to the transconductor and at the same time the output of the transconductor is the virtual
ground node, is known in the literature as a passive mixer. The schematic of the passive
mixer is shown in Fig. 2.14. First, as in any other current-commutating mixer, the input
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voltage is converted into a current via the transconductor. Most often, as shown in Fig.
2.14, the transconductor is implemented as an inverter. Next, the current is commutated
in the switching stage and absorbed by a transimpedance amplifier. The transimpedance
amplifier consists of an Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) and a shunt feed-
back impedance made by a parallel combination of resistor R2 and capacitor C2. The
task of the OTA is to provide a large voltage gain (more than 30 dB) and to generate the
virtual ground at the points C and D. Hence, the current coming from the switching stage
generates an output voltage over the impedance Z2 = R2|| 1

sC2
. The parallel combination

of R2 and C2 generates a pole, which provides selectivity and attenuates out of channel
interferers. At high frequency, the voltage gain of the OTA (AOTA) drops and the nodes C
and D do not represent the virtual ground any more. This effect affects the operation of
the passive mixer. In order to prevent this, capacitor C1 is used. C1 provides the virtual
ground at the nodes C and D at high frequencies. The passive mixer can achieve a large
voltage gain (up to 17 dB) and a high linearity (IIP3 can be as high as 10 dBm). The only
disadvantage is a bit larger noise figure due to the OTA. Apart from this, the passive mixer
provides selectivity that relaxes linearity requirements for the IF filter. At the end, to sum-
marize, the passive mixer is a good solution to implement the frequency down-conversion
function in a multi-standard receiver RF front-end. In principle, the noise figure can be
improved by increasing the current in the OTA.
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2.3 Summary
In this chapter, a short overview of the state-of-the-art receiver RF front-end architec-
tures, low-noise amplifiers and down-conversion mixers is given. Their main properties
and potentials to accommodate the requirements of different standards are also discussed.
Considering RF front-end architectures, the main conclusion is that a combination of the
low-IF architecture and the zero-IF architecture have the highest flexibility and conse-
quently the highest potential to be used in a multi-standard transceiver. It is important to
mention that the ultimate goal is to use an RF sampling architecture in a multi-standard
transceiver. Unfortunately, the performance of today available ADCs has to be improved
in order to make this architecture cost-effective. Among the discussed low-noise ampli-
fiers, the common-gate low-noise amplifier with noise cancelation seems to be the most
appropriate to be used in a multi-standard receiver. Considering the down-conversion
mixers, it is clear that a passive mixer has the best performance. It can operate at low-
supply voltages while providing high voltage gain and very good linearity.
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3

Multi-standard receiver RF front-end

NOWADAYS , different multi-standard telephones are available on the market. As
it was discussed in chapter 1, IPHONE is one of the most advanced. From this

discussion, it was further concluded that for each wireless standard supported by IPHONE
(GSM, Bluetooth, IEEE802.11b/g, and GPS) a dedicated transceiver chip is used. Based
on this, a block diagram of the IPHONE’s radio architecture can be easily constructed. It
is presented in Fig. 3.1. Although straightforward, this approach has many disadvantages.
Obviously, all separate chips occupy a lot of area on the PCB and deteriorate the form
factor. Next, each of these chips has to be designed, laid out, tested and packaged. Apart
from this, the Passive RF Block (PRFB), which includes antenna interface (antenna switch
or duplexer), RFF and balun, is designed and dedicated to each of the on-chip receivers
(OCRX) and transmitters (OCTX). All these facts contribute to a high price for the radio
section in a multi-standard telephone. In general, following this approach in the future
when adding more standards would only make the situation worse. Obviously, this is not
the way to go.

Integration was the key factor in the cost reduction and affordability of the single-
standard telephones (practically, GSM and DECT telephones in Europe). Over a decade
the component count in the single standards mobile terminals has been substantially re-
duced. The same can be valid for the multi-standard telephones. The price could be
substantially reduced by integrating all these single-standard transceivers into one. Then,
just one chip could represent the whole radio section of the multi-standard telephone.
Instead of only integrating three different chips into one, the goal is to maximize hard-
ware reuse while keeping performance comparable to transceivers that are dedicated to
single standards. In this way a cost-effective multi-standard transceiver can be obtained.
As mentioned before, the scope of this thesis is limited to the receiver RF front-end (RF
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Figure 3.1 Block diagram of the radio section in the state-of-the-art multi-
standard telephone IPHONE

FE). Hence, the purpose of this chapter is to propose a solution for a cost-effective multi-
standard receiver RF front-end.

The structure of this chapter is the following. In section 3.1 different possibilities for
a multi-standard receiver RF front-end will be considered. Three potential solutions are
identified and discussed in details. Section 3.2 highlights advantages and disadvantages
of a multi-narrow-band receiver RF front-end. In section 3.3, a wide-band receiver RF
front-end is discussed. Finally, a combined multi-narrow-band and wide-band receiver
RF front-end is presented in section 3.4. In order to select the most promising solution for
a multi-standard receiver RF front-end, Figures of Merit for multi-standards RF front-ends
are used. They are discussed in section 3.5. Finally, section 3.6 provides the conclusions.
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3.1 Multi-standard receiver RF front-ends
The design flow of a multi-standard receiver RF front-end is shown in Fig. 3.2. The first
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SYSTEM LEVEL DESIGN

a) architecture selection

b) constraints and trade-offs identification

c) selection of building block topologies

d) RF specifications

e) building block specifications

CIRCUIT LEVEL DESIGN

IMPLEMENTATION

IC PROCESSING

VERIFICATION

Figure 3.2 Design flow of a multi-standard receiver RF front-end

step in the design flow is a clear definition of the design goals. In the design of a multi-
standard front-end two goals can be identified. The main goal is to accommodate the
requirements of different standards. Next, maximization of hardware reuse is another im-
portant goal. It contributes to chip area reduction, but care must be taken not to deteriorate
performance.

The second step is to select the type of multi-standard receiver RF front-end. There
are two possibilities. The first one is a non-concurrent multi-standard front-end and the
second one is a concurrent multi-standard front-end. Concurrent multi-standard front-
ends can simultaneously process signals that belong to different standards, while non-
concurrent can not. It is clear that the final goal is to have a concurrent multi-standard
front-end. For having a concurrent-multi-standard front-end, three conditions must be ful-
filled. First, it is important to have a non-concurrent fully-reconfigurable multi-standard
front-end which can satisfy the requirements of different standards. Then, the practical
scenario (where standards have to operate simultaneously) as well as coexistence issues
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on the application level must be clear. By the end, the non-concurrent fully-reconfigurable
multi-standard front-end must be modified in such a way that the simultaneous operation
of the required standards is provided while maximal hardware reuse is achieved. As
mentioned before, taking into account the-state-of-the-art in multi-standard telephones,
it is still a challenge to design and implement a cost-effective fully-reconfigurable multi-
standard non-concurrent front-end. Therefore, this thesis focuses on finding a cost-effective
solution for non-concurrent multi-standard front-ends. Apart from being the first step to-
wards the concurrent multi-standard front-end, non-concurrent one provides some bene-
fits. The most important ones are reduction of time to market and increase of set-makers
flexibility on the market.

The next step in the design flow of a multi-standard receiver RF front-end (see Fig.
3.2) is standard selection. GSM (including GPRS and EDGE), IEEE802.11a/b/g, WCDMA,
UMTS, Bluetooth, GPS, and DVBH are the standards of interest. They operate in differ-
ent frequency bands in the frequency range from 500 MHz up to 6 GHz. The decision was
made to take into consideration cellular standards (GSM-850MHz, operating at 850 MHz,
E-GSM operating at 900 MHz, DCS operating around 1.8 GHz and PCS operating around
1.9 GHz), Bluetooth (operating around 2.4 GHz) and IEEE802.11a/b/g (operating around
2.4 GHz and 5 GHz). These standards are most frequently used. Therefore, they are taken
to be the study case and a vehicle to validate the ideas and concepts. After a successful
validation, these ideas and concepts can be extended to other standards for wireless com-
munication.

Further, a system level design has to be done. Considering the architecture selection,
properties of the-state-of-the-art architectures were discussed in chapter 2 (section 2.1).
Based on this discussion it was concluded that the combination of a low-IF architecture
and a zero-IF architecture has the highest flexibility and consequently the highest potential
to be used in a multi-standard front-end. A low-IF architecture will be used for cellular
standards and Bluetooth. They have a relatively narrow channel bandwidth (200 kHz for
cellular standards and 1 MHz for Bluetooth) and by using a low-IF architecture, perfor-
mance degradation (NF) due to the presence of the flicker noise is avoided. The channel
bandwidth for IEEE802.11a/b/g standards is large enough (20 MHz) and there, a zero-IF
architecture can be used.

After selecting the front-end architecture, it is necessary to identify constraints and
possible trade-offs. A block diagram of the multi-standard non-concurrent receiver for
cellular (GSM-850MHz, Extended-GSM E-GSM, PCS and DCS), Bluetooth and IEEE
802.11a/b/g standards is shown in Fig. 3.3. It is clear that the PRFB becomes very com-
plex. It consist of discrete components (RFFs and Baluns) which are each dedicated to
one of the standards. They are not flexible and they are expensive. So, the size and cost of
the PRFB are important constrains. The purpose of the PRFB is to provide selectivity and
to generate differential signals. Selectivity provided by the PRFB helps to relax linearity
requirements of the on-chip part OCRX, while using differential signals increases immu-
nity to the common-mode disturbance (for example substrate noise). In order to minimize
the size and cost of the PRFB a good trade-off has to be made between off-chip selectiv-
ity, on-chip selectivity and on-chip linearity. Therefore, one of the most important goals
in this thesis is to investigate this trade-off. The generation of the differential signals, so
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Figure 3.3 Block diagram of a receiver covering Cellular (GSM-850MHz, E-
GSM, DCS and PCS), Bluetooth and IEEE802.11a/b/g standards

the balun function, can be moved on chip. However, in this case, care must be taken to
protect the single-ended part of the OCRX from the influence of the substrate noise.

The selection of the building block topologies has a large influence on the trade-off
between selectivity of the PRFB, and linearity and selectivity of the front-end. The main
properties of the state-of-the-art building blocks in an RF front-end (LNAs and mixers)
were discussed in Chapter 2 (section 2.2). Based on these properties some choices can be
made. The LNA is the first building block in the receiver chain. The main task of the LNA
is to amplify a received signal while introducing as less noise as possible. It also has to
provide an input impedance matching. Apart from this it could also provide some selec-
tivity. In this way a part of the selectivity usually provided by the PRFB could be moved
to OCRX. As discussed in section 2.2, with respect to the operating frequency range, LNA
topologies can be distinguished in tuned narrow-band LNAs and wide-band LNAs. It is
clear that tuned LNAs can provide selectivity. They employ passive components, which
occupy large chip area. The challenge there is to designed tuned LNAs programmable
and reconfigurable in order to accommodate the requirements of the different standards.
On the other hand, wide-band LNAs provide poor selectivity, but they are very efficient in
terms of the occupied chip area. The challenge there is to explore the limits of the linear-
ity that can be achieved on chip. Therefore, based on the type of employed LNA, receiver
RF front-ends can be divided into three classes as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The first one is
multi-narrow-band front-ends, which are based on tunable narrow-band LNAs. Second,
wide-band front-ends use wide-band LNAs. Third, it is possible to combine few wide-
band and narrow-band LNAs. Then, combined narrow-band and wide-band front-ends
are obtained. The advantages and disadvantages of each of the mentioned front-ends are
discussed in details in the next sections.

Considering mixer topologies, based on the discussion in section 2.2, it is clear that the
passive mixer is the most promising topology. The most important properties of this mixer
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Figure 3.4 Three different classes of multi-standard receiver RF front-end

topology are high linearity, high voltage gain and selectivity. Selectivity provided by the
passive mixer relaxes the linearity requirements of the channel select filter following the
mixer.

The derivation of the RF and building block specifications are two additional steps in
the design at the system level. They will be addressed in chapter 4. Further, the design at
circuit level has to be done. Finally, the last steps in the multi-standard front-end design
flow are implementation, IC processing and verification. These steps are addressed in
chapters 5 to 7.

3.2 Multi-narrow-band front-end
A block diagram of the multi-narrow-band Cellular/Bluetooth/IEEE802.11a/b/g receiver
RF front-end is presented in Fig.3.5. It consists of one or more tunable and reconfigurable
narrow-band LNAs and a reconfigurable mixer. Multi-standard functionality of these
LNAs is achieved by tuning over different operating frequencies and adjusting over dif-
ferent performance. In section 2.2.1 the most common narrow band LNAs were presented.
These are the inductively-degenerated common source LNA, the common gate LNA with
a negative feedback, and the common gate LNA with a positive feedback. These topolo-
gies achieve very good noise performance. However, the input matching depends on in-
ductance values. Since the frequency range required for the Cellular/BT/IEEE802.11a/b/g
combination of standards (0.850 GHz - 6 GHz) is very wide, it will be very difficult to
achieve the input matching in this range by using fixed inductors. By using adjustable
inductors the complexity of the design increases due to the mutual inductances. This also
increases the chip area. Moreover, the inductors do not have constant Q-factor over such
a wide frequency range. Therefore, by using fixed inductors, the achieved performance
will substantially vary over the wide frequency range. Further, for both common gate and
common source amplifiers, the input matching depends on the transconductance of the
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Figure 3.5 Block diagram of the multi-narrow-band Cellu-
lar/Bluetooth/IEEE802.11a/b/g front-end

input transistor (gm). Therefore, in case other design parameters (inductors, capacitors,...)
are fixed, for different frequencies gm must be adjusted to a different value. This will also
have impact on the performance of the LNA.

From the previous it can be concluded that although both topologies can achieve very
good noise figure, designing a multi-narrow-band LNA that has performance control over
different frequencies is a very challenging task since performance and frequency control
are inter related. This increases the complexity and the chip area of the multi-narrow-band
LNA. Moreover, it can be expected that performance of the multi-narrow-band LNA will
be deteriorated due to employed tunability and reconfigurability.

Regarding the reconfigurable mixer, the situation is slightly less complex. The reason
is that mixers are by nature wide-band circuits. Therefore, the mixers do not need to be
tunable over different frequencies, they ”only”need to be reconfigurable for different per-
formance. Apart from performing down-conversion, for mixers it is important to amplify
a received signal introducing as less as possible noise and distortion. The reconfigurable
mixer can provide different gain, noise and linearity performance. In case of the passive
mixer (see section 2.2.2), additional reconfigurability of the bandwidth can be provided.

3.3 Wide-band front-end
Since performance and frequency control are inter related, the main challenge in the multi-
narrow-band front-end is performance control over different operating frequencies. This
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can be simplified by using a wide-band RF front-end as a multi-standard solution. In this
case frequency tuning is not needed, only control over different performance is required.
A block diagram of the proposed wide-band Cellular/Bluetooth/IEEE802.11a/b/g receiver
RF front-end is presented in Fig.3.6. The front-end consists of a wide-band reconfigurable
LNA, a harmonic-reject mixer and an N-phase LO generator.
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Figure 3.6 Block diagram of the wide-band Cellu-
lar/Bluetooth/IEEE802.11a/b/g front-end

The bandwidth of the LNA must be wide enough (from 850 MHz up to 6 GHz) in or-
der to cover the Cellular, Bluetooth, and IEEE802.11a/b/g standards. Since the frequency
tuning is not needed, it is reasonable to expect that the wide-band LNA might occupy
less chip area compared to a tuned narrow-band LNA. However, due to the wide-band
nature of the LNA three additional constrains are set to the implementation and perfor-
mance of the wide-band front-end. First, higher channel selectivity of the front-end will
be required. Then, the wide-band LNA passes un-wanted components over its wide fre-
quency range. Also, the LNA generates un-wanted components over its wide frequency
range. These components will be down-converted by the mixer in the wanted channel.
For that reason the wide-band front-end must be more linear than the multi-narrow-band
receiver. Finally, strong odd harmonics 3 fLO, 5 fLO, ... of a local oscillator (VCO) with
a fLO center frequency will mix with un-wanted components of the wide-band LNA that
are located around the odd components (3 fLO, 5 fLO, ...). As a result of mixing, the un-
wanted components fall on top of the wanted signal. This effect can be reduced by using
harmonic-reject mixer [27], (see Fig.3.6). The harmonic-reject mixer consists of several
stand-alone mixers, and requires a multi-phase LO generator (see Fig.3.6). The harmonic
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reject mixer and the multi-phase LO generator increase the complexity of the receiver
front-end.

From the previous the following advantages and disadvantages of the wide-band front-
end can be listed. The advantages are potentially low complexity and small chip area of
the LNA. The disadvantages are high complexity of the harmonic-reject mixer and the LO
generation. Apart from these, achieving very wide frequency range (850 MHz - 6 GHz)
is a very challenging task.

3.4 Combined narrow-band and wide-band front-end
From the previous two sections the following can be concluded. In the multi-narrow-band
front-end the complexity and the chip area of the LNA is very high because performance
control and frequency tuning have to be implemented. The complexity of the mixer is
lower since the mixer ”only”needs to be adjustable over performance. On the other hand,
in the wide band front-end the complexity and the chip area of the LNA is lower because
the LNA is wide-band and does not need frequency tuning. However, due to the wide-
band nature of the LNA the complexity of the mixer increases. In this case a harmonic
reject mixer is needed and it requires a complex LO generator.

In order to make a good trade-off between complexity of the LNA and complexity
of the mixer together with the LO generator, a combined narrow-band and wide-band
front-end can be proposed as a solution. A block diagram of the proposed combined
narrow-band and wide-band front-end is presented in Fig.3.7. The total frequency band
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Figure 3.7 Block diagram of the combined narrow-band and wide-band Cel-
lular/Bluetooth/IEEE802.11a/b/g front-end

for Cellular/Bluetooth/IEEE802.11a/b/g (850 MHz - 6 GHz) is covered by three simple
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receiver RF front-ends. First, two wide-band front-ends work in 850 MHz - 1.1 GHz and
1.7 GHz - 2.5 GHz frequency bands, while the narrow-band front-end covers 5 GHz - 6
GHz frequency band. The subdivision of the 850 MHz - 6 GHz frequency band in three
bands is done in such a way that the harmonic-reject mixer and the LO generator are not
needed any more. This reduces substantially the complexity and the occupied chip area
of the mixer and the LO generator. On the other hand, the combined narrow-band and
wide-band solution increases the chip area for the LNA in comparison to the fully wide-
band front-end. However, it can be intuitively assumed that the complexity of the three
wide-band LNAs is lower than the complexity of the wide-band LNA for the total 850
MHz - 6 GHz frequency band. Moreover, in the combined narrow-band and wide-band
front-end each of the LNAs provides an additional selectivity, and relaxes the selectivity
and linearity requirements of the other building blocks.

Considering the multi-narrow-band RF receiver, it can also be intuitively assumed that
the complexity of the three wide-band LNAs in the combined narrow-band and wide-band
front-end is lower that the complexity of the tunable LNA in the multi-narrow-band front-
end. However, the chip area required for the mixer is higher than the chip area required
for the mixer in the multi-narrow-band front-end.

In order to quantitatively estimate the costs of each type of receiver a Figure of Merit
(FOM) for multi-standard front-ends will be introduced in the following section. The
FOM should give an indication which type of the front-end is most cost effective as a
multi-standard solution.

3.5 FOM for multi-standard front-ends
In the previous sections, some considerations regarding cost effective multi-standard front-
ends have been presented. First, the costs related to the use of off-chip components as
RF filters and baluns, have been discussed. Next, the multi-narrow-band front-end, the
wide-band front-end and the combined narrow-band and wide-band front-end have been
proposed as potential solutions for multi-standard front-ends. The qualitative analysis
of the cost effectiveness for each of three mentioned types of multi-standard front-ends,
focused mainly on occupied chip area and complexity, has been performed. However,
the quantitative analysis of the cost-effectiveness would be more preferred. Therefore,
the figure of merit (FOM) for multi-standard front-ends is introduced. The FOM should
give a quantitative indication which of the proposed multi-standard front-ends is the most
effective.

The block diagram of a multi-standard Cellular/Bluetooth/IEEE802.11a/b/g front-end
(see Fig.3.8) is used as an example and vehicle for introducing the FOM for multi-
standard front-ends. Taking the contribution of the off-chip part (PRFB) and the on-chip
part of the receiver RF front-end into account, the FOM can be expressed as:

FOM =
FOMon−chip

1+CFo f f−chip
(3.1)

FOMon−chip is the FOM of the on-chip part of the front-end. CFo f f−chip is the cost func-
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tion that summarize the contribution of the off-chip part (PRFB).
The cost function CFo f f−chip can be expressed as:

CFo f f−chip = k1 ·NRFF + k2 ·Nbalun + k3 ·Next−comp (3.2)

NRFF , Nbalun and Next−comp are the number of the off-chip RF filters, the number of off-
chip baluns and the number of the other external components, respectively (see Fig.3.8).
Considering Next−comp, only the components used directly in the signal path should be
taken into account. For example, external inductors or capacitors used in an external
impedance matching circuit should be counted. Components that are not directly used
in the signal path, for example decoupling capacitors between power supply lines and
ground, should not be taken into account. The variables k1, k2 and k3 are weighting coef-
ficients that determine the contribution of NRFF , Nbalun and Next−comp to the CFo f f−chip,
respectively. The components with the highest price, will have the highest coefficient.

The FOMon−chip can be expressed as:

FOMon−chip = 10log
GRFFE ·BW · IIP3RFFE

CA ·PRFFE ·FRFFE
(3.3)

where IIP3RFFE denotes the average peak voltage corresponding to the average IIP3,
FRFFE denotes the average noise factor, and GRFFE is the average voltage gain expressed
in dB-s. In practice, a lot of gain can be implemented in the analog baseband without
consuming large area and power. Therefore, the average voltage gain in 3.3 is taken in
dB-s in order to prevent its dominant and unrealistic influence on the FOM. PRFFE and
CA are the average power and the chip area. BW is the bandwidth that the receiver
can achieve. It is important to notice that it might be less practical to use BW in the
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FOMon−chip. For example, wide-band front-ends cover a large bandwidth and they might
end-up with very high FOM, but not all frequencies in this bandwidth are used for wireless
communications. Instead, BW could be replaced with the number of bands (Nband) that
the front-end can cover. However, using the number of bands Nband in the FOMon−chip
has its limitations, as well. They are the following. Some standards operate at very close
frequencies. For example, GSM-850MHz operates at 850 MHz, E-GSM at 900 MHz,
while DCS operates at 1.7 GHz and PCS operates at 1.8 GHz. Front-ends that support
few standards operating at very close frequencies might end-up with very high FOM. In
order to avoid this situation, the number of sub-bands Nsub−band can be defined and used
in FOMon−chip. Then, the FOM can be estimated in dB as:

FOMon−chip = 10log
GRFFE ·Nsub−band · IIP3RFFE

CA ·PRFFE ·FRFFE
(3.4)

The division of standards in sub-bands will depend on a particular implementation. How-
ever, in this thesis, an approximate division will be done based on the supported standards
in [46]. Actually, the front-end [46] supports cellular standards around 0.9 GHz, LTE 1.8
GHz, IEEE802.11g 2.4 GHz, WiMAX 3 GHz, and IEEE802.11a 5 GHz. Therefore, the
division is done in 4 sub-bands: 0.8-1.5 GHz, 1.8-2.4 GHz, 3GHz, and 5 GHz.

From (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4) the following can be concluded. In order to achieve higher
FOM the number of the external RF filters, baluns and other external components must
be as low as possible, while the FOMon−chip must be as high as possible. FOMon−chip
can be maximized by increasing the front-end voltage gain, the IIP3 and the number
of covered frequency bands, while decreasing the NF, the power consumption and the
occupied chip area. In most of the publications addressing multi-standard front-ends there
is no information about RF filters, baluns or other external components. Therefore, in
this thesis only the contribution of the on-chip part (FOMon−chip ) will be considered.
The FOM for multi-standard front-ends will be applied on the multi-standard front-ends
presented in chapter 5,6 and 7. Based on the estimated FOM, a comparison between the
three different multi-standard classes will be done in chapter 8.

It is important to mention that using a FOM might sometimes be misleading. For
example if a certain RF front-end has a high noise figure, which does not satisfy the
specifications, and extremely good linearity, based on the calculated FOM it can outper-
form the other solution, while such RF front-end is useless since it does not meet the
requirements. In order to prevent such situations, the FOM will be applied only on the RF
front-ends that meet the specifications.

3.6 Conclusions
Nowadays, wireless devices that support different standards are available. They are also
known as ”smart”telephones. The most famous one is IPHONE. The main disadvantage
of the current solutions is low level of integration. This means that separate transceiver
chips are used for different standards. This solution is very expensive. Each of the
transceiver chips must be separately designed, optimized, packaged, measured and tested.
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Integration is the way to reduce the costs. This was the case with single-standard transceiv-
ers and it will be the case for multi-standard transceivers. The ultimate goal is to have a
multi-standard transceiver, which can simultaneously support different standards while
the hardware is maximally reused. This is a very challenging goal. The first step towards
this goal is the design and implementation of a non-concurrent reconfigurable transceiver
in which hardware is maximally reused and which satisfies the specifications of different
standards. The decision was made to take into consideration cellular standards (GSM-
850 MHz, operating at 850 MHz, E-GSM operating at 900 MHz, DCS operating around
1.8 GHz and PCS operating around 1.9 GHz), Bluetooth (operating around 2.4 GHz) and
IEEE802.11a/b/g (operating around 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz). These standards are most fre-
quently used. Therefore, they are taken to be the study case to validate the ideas and con-
cepts of multi-standard front-ends. The main challenge in the design and implementation
of multi-standard front-ends is the trade off between selectivity provided by the RF filter,
and selectivity and linearity provided by the on-chip circuitry. Three different solutions
have been proposed: multi-narrow-band front-end, wide-band front-end and combined
narrow-band and wide-band front-end. Qualitatively, their advantages and disadvantages
have been discussed. In order to quantitatively make a distinction between these options,
a FOM for multi-standards front-ends has been introduced. The FOM should give a quan-
titative indication which multi-standard front-end solution is the most effective.
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4

System and RF specifications

THE calculation of the RF and building block specifications is the step that has to be
done before proceeding further with the circuit design. Also, this step provides in-

formation about front-end feasibility in the early stage of the design, which is particularly
important in case of multi-standard front-ends.

The block diagram of the multi-standard non-concurrent front-end for Cellular, Blue-
tooth and IEEE802.11a/b/g is shown in Fig. 4.1. It can be divided into off-chip and
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on-chip parts. The off-chip part (PRFB) consists of passive components which include
antenna interface, RF filters and baluns. The choices made in the PRFB influence the
specifications of the on-chip part. From Fig. 4.1, it is easy to conclude that the PRFB be-
comes very complex as the number of supported standards increases. The RF filters in the
PRFB provide selectivity and relax linearity requirements of the on-chip part. Therefore,
the best performance in terms of selectivity and linearity will be achieved when very se-
lective dedicated RF filters are used for each standard. The disadvantage of this approach
is the cost of the PRFB. In order to minimize the size and the cost of the PRFB the num-
ber of RF filters has to decrease. However, this approach leads to additional constrains
for on-chip selectivity and linearity. The lower selectivity provided by the RF filters, the
higher on-chip selectivity and linearity are required.

In a similar way baluns affect the performance of the front-end. Baluns convert single-
ended signals into differential ones. After a balun, a fully balanced front-end is required.
The fully balanced design has the advantages of lower even-order distortion and higher
robustness to substrate, supply and ground noise. On the other hand, baluns increase the
form factor and the price of front-ends. Moreover, most of the available passive baluns
increase the noise figure of the front-end RF front-end for 1 dB to 2 dB 1. In case RF
baluns are not used and the single-ended to differential conversion is shifted on-chip, the
form factor and the price of the front-end will decrease. This solution will also relax the
noise requirement of the front-end. Very recent solutions combine RF filter and balun in
one component [32]. This will also relax the RF front-end specifications.

In chapter 3 three different classes of multi-standard front-ends have been introduced:
multi-narrow-band, wide-band and the combined narrow-band and wide-band front-ends.
The specification of these three front-end classes will be different. In this chapter, the goal
is to provide more insight into the specifications of the different types of multi-standard
front-ends. The structure of the chapter is the following. In section 4.1 the system specifi-
cations of the Cellular, Bluetooth and IEEE802.11a/b/g standards are summarized. Next,
the RF specifications of front-ends for these standards are determined and discussed in
section A.2. In order to determine and calculate the RF specifications, different scenarios,
which are related to the choices made in the design of the PRFB, are considered. The
summary is given in section 4.3.

4.1 System specifications

The system specifications of the Cellular, Bluetooth and IEEE802.11a/b/g standards are
summarized in Table 4.1. The fr denotes the operating frequency range of each standard.
BW is the channel bandwidth. The max input level represents the maximum input level
of the wanted signal. The levels of the interferers specified in the intermodulation test
are used to determine the IIP3 specifications of the front-end. The IEEE802.11a/b/g stan-
dards do not specify intermodulation test. SNR is the minimal signal to noise ratio that
is required for a BER of 10−3. The values for SNR are taken from the literature. For ex-

1Source: http://murata.com
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Sensiti- Max input Inter-
Standards fr BW vity level modulation SNR

[GHz] [MHz] Psens Pmax interferer [dB]
[dBm] [dBm] [dBm]

GSM-850
up-link 0.824-0.849 0.2 -104 -15 -49 9

down-link 0.869-0.894
E-GSM
up-link 0.88-0.915 0.2 -104 -15 -49 9

down-link 0.925-0.960
DCS

up-link 1.71-1.785 0.2 -104 -15 -49 9
down-link 1.8-1.88

PCS
up-link 1.85-1.91 0.2 -104 -15 -49 9

down-link 1.93-1.99
Bluetooth 2.402-2.48 1 -80 -20 -39 11

IEEE802.11a
indoor 5.15-5.35 25 -65 -30 / 29
indoor 5.47-5.72

IEEE802.11b 2.4-2.5 20 -76 -10/-4 / 11.5
IEEE802.11g 2.4-2.5 25 -65 -20 / 29

Table 4.1 System specifications of the Cellular, Bluetooth and
IEEE802.11a/b/g standards

ample, the required SNR-s for the Cellular and IEEE802.11a/b/g standards are discussed
in [17], and for Bluetooth in [36].

Before calculating the RF specifications, the appropriate front-end architecture has to
be chosen for each standard. In section 2.1 the state-of-the-art RF architectures have been
discussed and studied. Based on this study, it has been concluded that the combination of
the low-IF and zero-IF architecture has the highest flexibility and highest potential to be
used in multi-standard front-ends. Due to the narrow channel bandwidth, 1/ f noise can
significantly degrade the overall performance of the Cellular standards and Bluetooth. For
the IEEE802.11a/b/g standards the zero-IF architecture seems to be right solution, as the
channel bandwidth of the IEEE802.11a/b/g is very wide, so that the degradation of SNR
due to the 1/ f noise and the dc-offset will not be significant.
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4.2 RF specifications
The RF specifications of a front-end consist of noise figure, voltage gain, IIP3 and se-
lectivity. The RF specifications are calculated based on the system specifications. In Ap-
pendix A the derivation of the RF specifications for Cellular, Bluetooth and IEEE802.11a/
b/g standards is discussed. For the calculation of the RF specifications some assumptions
are made. First, the front-end is assumed to be balanced. The differential input impedance
ZOCFE,in of the front-end is 100 Ω. Then, the losses in the passive RF block (PRFB),
which includes RF filters and baluns, are taken to be approximately LPRFB = 4 dB. Fi-
nally, it is assumed that in the front-end a Σ∆ analog-to-digital convertor (ADC) is applied.

4.2.1 Impact of the RF filters on RF specifications in multi - standard
front-ends

The selectivity of the RF filter does not affect the NF and the voltage gain of the front-
end. Therefore, these specifications are independent of the selectivity. By using the
expressions in section A.2, the NF and the voltage gain of the Cellular, Bluetooth and
IEEE802.11a/b/g standards have been estimated. They are summarized in Table 4.2. In

Standards NFOCFE GOCFE,high GOCFE,low
[dB] [dB] [dB]

Cellular 3.3 53 25
Bluetooth 18.6 38 30

IEEE802.11a 3.1 54 40
IEEE802.11b 10.4 48 20/14
IEEE802.11g 3.1 54 30

Table 4.2 RF specifications: NF, GOCFE,high and GOCFE,low

the NF calculations for IEEE802.11a and g the effective channel bandwidths of 16.6 MHz
have been used, while for IEEE802.11b the effective channel bandwidth of 14 MHz has
been used, [17]. Considering voltage gain there are two modes: high and low voltage gain.
In the calculation of the high voltage gain (Ghigh) it is assumed that the dynamic range of
the Σ∆ ADC is 80 dB, 75 dB and 60 dB for Cellular, Bluetooth and IEEE802.11a/b/g,
respectively (the listed specifications correspond to a Σ∆ ADC that was available in
PHILIPS). The full scale differential voltage of the ADC is assumed to be 0.45 Vrms.
The low voltage gain (Glow) is calculated under the assumption that the signal level at the
input is equal to the maximum input level (see Table 4.1).

The selectivity of the RF filter is important for the calculations of the selectivity of
the on-chip low pass filter (LPF) and the IIP3 of the front-end (see Appendix A). In order
to determine the selectivity of the LPF (the order of the LPF) two issues have to be taken
into account. First, the attenuation of the LPF has to be such that the ADC, with a given
dynamic range, can handle the strongest interferers. This means that after the filtering by
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the LPF and amplification by the VGA, the level of interferers in a combination with the
wanted signal, have to fit in the dynamic range of the ADC. Second, due to the sampling
in the ADC, any signal that is located around the sampling frequency will be folded back
over the wanted signal. This effect is known in literature as aliasing. Therefore, the
attenuation provided by the LPF at the sampling frequency ( fsam) of the ADC has to be
enough to prevent the degradation of the SNR after the sampling. The discussion provided
in [36] shows that a higher order for the LPF is required to suppress aliasing, than to
prevent overloading of the ADC. In this case, a Σ∆ ADC with a sampling frequency of
400 MHz is used. Therefore, the level of interferer located at 400 MHz offset frequency
with respect to the carrier frequency is taken in the calculation of the order of the LPF. The
attenuation provided by the RF filter directly helps in relaxing the selectivity requirements
of the LPF:

Pint = Pblocker−ARFF (4.1)

Pblocker is the level of a blocking signal located at an offset frequency of 400 MHz with
respect to the carrier. ARFF is the attenuation of the RF filter. In a similar way, the
selectivity of the RF filter affects the IIP3 of the RF front-end. If two blocking signals
are present at the input of the front-end, third order intermodulation products occur due
to the third order non-linearity. Selectivity introduced by the RF filter lowers the level
of the blocking signals and relaxes the linearity requirement for the on-chip part of the
front-end. Most often, the RF filters are implemented as SAW filters. The state-of-the-art
SAW filters are very selective, but at the same time very expensive 2.

The level of the strongest blocking signal for the Cellular standards (see section A.1.1)
is equal to 0 dBm. Assuming that the attenuation provided by the RF filter is 30 dB, the
Cellular front-end has to deal with Pint =−30 dBm. This level determines the attenuation
(ALPF ) and the order (n) of the LPF. A similar approach can be applied for the Bluetooth
front-end. The strongest blocker in the Bluetooth blocking specifications is −10 dBm.
Assuming that the RF filter provides an attenuation of 17 dBm, the Bluetooth front-end
has to deal with an interferer of Pint = −27 dBm. For IEEE802.11a/b/g systems, the
situation is a bit more complex [17]. Actually, in the IEEE802.11b front-end the wanted
signal can be received simultaneously either with the a −35 dBm modulated adjacent
channel or with a −30 dBm wave interferer (see section A.1.3). Therefore, the −30 dBm
will be used as the interferer level (Pint ) for the calculation of the ALPF and the n. The
same interferer level will be used for the calculation of the IEEE802.11g specifications.
In the case of the IEEE802.11a the level of the signal in the adjacent channel is specified
to be −63 dBm and in the alternate channel −47 dBm (40 MHz offset with respect to the
wanted signal). These levels are very low and will result in very relaxed RF specifications.
In order to make the front-end more robust the ETSI HiperLAN2 blocker specifications
are considered [17]. In 5 GHz band, the ETSI HiperLAN2 standard specifies the level for
these blockers to be −30 dBm at the frequency offset larger than 50 MHz. Therefore, for
further calculations Pint of -30 dBm is taken.

Finally, the calculated values for the attenuation and order of the LPF, and IIP3 of
the front-end for Cellular, Bluetooth and IEEE802.11a/b/g standards are summarized in

2Source: http://www.murata.com
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Table 4.3. For the calculations, the expressions discussed in section A.2 are used. It is

Standards ALPF [dB] n IIP3OCFE
[dBm]

Cellular 91dB 2 -22.5
Bluetooth 67dB 2 -20

IEEE802.11a 52dB 2 -22
IEEE802.11b 60dB 2 -22
IEEE802.11g 52dB 2 -22

Table 4.3 Estimated ALPF , n, and IIP3OCFE of the front-end in the presence
of the selective RF filters

important to mention that for the Cellular and Bluetooth standards, the low-IF architecture
is used, while for IEEE802.11a/b/g the zero-IF architecture is applied (see section 2.1).
Therefore, the required LPF bandwidth for the Cellular and Bluetooth is equal to the
channel bandwidth 200 KHz and 1 MHz, respectively (see Table 4.1). While the required
LPF bandwidth for IEEE802.11a/b/g is half of their channel bandwidth 10 MHz and 12.5
MHz (see Table 4.1). It is very interesting to estimate the values for ALPF and IIP3OCFE in
the case when the RF filters are not used. Then, there will be no attenuation for the strong
blocking signals. This means that the front-end has to deal with very strong interferers.
Based on the Cellular system specifications (see section A.1) the strongest interferer level
is equal to 0 dBm. For the IIP3 calculation, this power is equally divided to two tones.
The calculated values for the attenuation and the order of the LPF as well as the IIP3 of
the front-end for Cellular, Bluetooth and IEEE802.11a/b/g are summarized in Table 4.4.

Standards ALPF [dB] n IIP3OCFE
[dBm]

Cellular 121dB 2 20
Bluetooth 94dB 2 34

IEEE802.11a 82dB 3 15
IEEE802.11b 90dB 3 15
IEEE802.11g 82dB 3 15

Table 4.4 Estimated ALPF , n and IIP3OCFE of the front-end without RF filters

Comparing Tables 4.3 and 4.4 it can be concluded that the required on-chip selectivity
is increased and the required linearity is extremely high if the selectivity provided by the
RF filter is low.

On the other hand, it should be mentioned that due to the use of RF filters, the noise
figure and voltage gain of the front-end are affected. The impact of the RF filters on these
specifications has been included via the loss of the PRFB (LPRFB) (see Appendix A). As
it has been previously mentioned, including the losses from the RF filter and balun, LPRFB
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is 4 dB. Typically, the loss of an RF filter is in order of 1.5-2 dB 3. If RF filters are not
used, the noise figure and voltage gain specifications will be relaxed since the total LPRFB
is lower. The required NF will be 2 dB more relaxed, while the required voltage gain will
not change a lot (≈ 1 dB).

Finally, it can be concluded that the impact of the RF filters on the noise figure and
the voltage gain is lower than on on-chip selectivity and linearity. Considering the state-
of-the art building blocks, the feasibility of the front-ends with such high selectivity and
linearity is low. Therefore, for the calculation of the building block specifications, the
RF specifications with the dedicated RF filters summarized in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3,
will be taken into consideration. Further, on circuit level the feasibility and the cost of
on-chip linear and selective circuits will be investigated. This investigation should give an
overview of the possible achievable linearity and selectivity in the multi-standard front-
ends. Based on this, an investigation will be performed in order to see the limits for a
reduction of the selectivity provided by the RF filters.

4.2.2 The impact of the baluns on RF specifications in multi-standard
front-ends

It is evident that baluns increase the form factor and the price of multi-standard front-ends.
They also introduce loss, typically in the order of 1.5-2 dB 4, which has been incorporated
in LPRFB of 4 dB. On the other hand, without the balun the loss of the PRFB is lower
relaxing the noise figure and voltage gain requirements of the front-end. However, in
un-balanced building blocks the even-order distortions become critical with respect to
performance. This problem can be solved by shifting the single-ended to differential
conversion on-chip, after the LNA.

The RF specifications of the multi-standard front-end without the baluns can be calcu-
lated by using the expressions in Appendix A and by taking LPRFB = 2dB and ZOCFE,in =
50Ω. The RF specifications in this case are summarized in Table 4.5. For the estimated
RF specifications it has been assumed that dedicated RF filters are used. The estimated

Standards NFOCFE GOCFE,high GOCFE,low IIP3OCFE
[dB] [dB] [dB] [dBm]

Cellular 5.3 54 26 -20.5
Bluetooth 20.6 37 31 -18

IEEE802.11a 5.1 55 41 -15
IEEE802.11b 12.4 48.6 21/15 -15
IEEE802.11g 5.1 55 31 -15

Table 4.5 RF specifications: NF , GOCFE,high, GOCFE,low and POCFE,1−dB,low

RF specifications show that in case of an un-balanced front-end the required NF is 2 dB
3Source: http://www.murata.com
4Source: http://www.murata.com
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more relaxed than in the case of a fully-balanced front-end (see Table 4.2). The voltage
gain of an un-balanced front-end, both in the high and low voltage gain mode, will not
not change dramatically (increase for ≈ 1dB) in a comparison to the voltage gain of a
fully-balanced front-end (see Table 4.2). The required linearity expressed via the IIP3 in
an un-balanced multi-standard front-end will be ≈ 2 dB higher that the required linearity
in a fully-balanced front-end (see Table 4.3).

4.3 Conclusions
In this chapter the RF specifications of the multi-standard front-end for the Celluar, Blue-
tooth and IEEE802.11a/b/g standards have been determined. They consist of the noise
figure, the voltage gain, the linearity (IIP3) and selectivity (the attenuation and the order
of the LPF). They are calculated from the system specifications that include front-end sen-
sitivity, interferer performance, blocking performance and intermodulation performance.

The calculation of the RF and the building block specifications is very important task,
especially in multi-standard front-ends where the number of off-chip and on-chip com-
ponents and blocks must be optimized. In the off-chip part (PRFB), the number of RF
filters and baluns is very important, and it affects the price of a multi-standard front-
end. Therefore, the intention is to minimize the component count. However, this step
affects the RF specifications. In order to estimate their impact, the RF specifications of
the multi-standard front-end for the Celluar, Bluetooth and IEEE802.11a/b/g standards
are determined for different scenarios. First, the RF specifications are calculated assum-
ing very selective and dedicated RF filters for each standard. Then, the RF specifications
of the multi-standard front-end without RF filters are estimated. In this case, as a worst
case scenario, the blockers from the Cellular standard specifications have been used to
estimate the linearity and selectivity specifications. The estimated results show that the
required on-chip linearity and selectivity are extremely high.

If baluns are omitted, then the required front-end NF is relaxed with approximately
2 dB. On the other hand, the absence of the baluns requires un-balanced front-ends.
In this case extra attention has to be paid on the IIP2, robustness on the supply noise and
substrate noise in the design of un-balanced circuits. In order to overcome these problems,
the differential to single-ended conversion can be shifted on-chip, after the LNA. In this
case the number of un-balanced circuits is minimized. The other specifications of the
front-end will not be drastically affected by an absence of the baluns in the front-end.
Very recent solutions combine RF filter and balun in one component [32]. This will relax
the RF front-end specifications.

The wide-band type of the RF front-end will also affect the RF specifications. Due to
the wide-band nature of the LNA additional distortion components will be present at its
output. Some of these components will be down-converted by the mixer in the wanted
channel and the adjacent channels. This will set additional constrains on the required
linearity and selectivity of the front-end. In order to estimate this effect, system level
simulations are required. This is out of the scope of this thesis.

From the estimated and calculated RF specifications the following has been con-
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cluded. The RF selectivity has huge impact on the on-chip linearity and selectivity. Con-
sidering the state-of-the-art building blocks the feasibility of very linear and selective
front-ends is a challenging task. Therefore, the RF specifications estimated with dedi-
cated selective RF filters will be used as initial specifications for the design. Further, at
the circuit level the feasibility and the cost of highly linear and selective circuits will be
investigated.
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5

Multi-narrow-band front-end

MULTI-NARROW-BAND front-end forms one of the classes of multi-standard front-
ends. It has been introduced in section 3.2. The main property of the multi-narrow-

band front-end is that it can achieve very good performance (noise figure, linearity and
selectivity), but the implementation of multi-standard operation seems to be expensive.
The difficulty comes from the fact that the passive components are very intensively used
in multi-narrow-band front-ends. Most of the time, inductors are used to tune out the
parasitic capacitance of active devices and in this way to provide the required performance
in a narrow frequency band. Therefore, multi-standard operation for multi-narrow-band
front-ends requires frequency tuning as well as performance tuning. Inductors occupy
large chip area and using different inductors in the design in order to provide frequency
tuning is not a preferred solution. On the other hand, it is not easy to make programmable
inductors. Another issue is complexity. It grows very fast with the number of standards,
that have to be covered, introducing penalty on achieved performance. Therefore, the
challenge in the design and implementation of a multi-narrow-band front-end is to provide
multi-standard operation while minimizing occupied chip area and complexity.

The aim of this chapter is to present and discuss the properties of the state-of-the-art
multi-narrow-band front-ends, which are published in literature. Based on these practical
examples, evaluation of the cost effectiveness of the multi-narrow-band approach is made
by using the FOM for multi-standard front-ends.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.1, the advantages and disadvantage
of the state-of-the-art multi-narrow-band front-ends are discussed. In order to investigate
programmability of mixers, as a part of this thesis, an adjustable mixer has been designed
and implemented. The details related to the design, implementation and measurement
results of this programmable mixer are presented in section 5.2. The calculated FOMs
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of discussed multi-narrow-band front-ends are presented in section 5.3. Section 5.4 is
reserved for summary.

5.1 State-of-the-art

Most often, multi-narrow-band front-ends employ inductively-degenerated common-source
LNAs. Therefore, the discussion about the state-of-the-art multi-narrow-band front-ends
starts by discussing the main issues related to the multi-standard operation of inductively-
degenerated common-source LNAs. These are the frequency dependance of input impedance
matching and voltage gain. The basic operation of this LNA has been already described
in section 2.2.1. The schematic of an inductively-degenerated common-source LNA is
shown in Fig. 5.1 (a). The input impedance of the LNA depends on bias current, gate-
source capacitance of transistor M1 and inductor Ls. In [36] an reconfigurable version of
the inductively-degenerated common-source LNA has been presented. The schematic of
this LNA is shown in Fig. 5.1 (b). This LNA is designed for DECT and Bluetooth. In
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Figure 5.1 Inductively degenerated common source LNA: (a) simplified
schematic of the LNA, (b) reconfigurable LNA

the DECT mode the reconfigurable LNA consumes 15 mA and in the Bluetooth mode
it consumes 7 mA at a supply voltage of 1.8 V. Capacitor C1 is added between the gate
and source terminals of transistor M1 in order to provide impedance matching at 2.4 GHz
for Bluetooth standard. In addition, capacitor C2 is added in order to provide impedance
matching in the DECT mode. This capacitor can be switched on and off using transistor
M3. The NF deterioration due to transistor M3 is only 0.25 dB. It is important to notice
that the bias current and the capacitance connected between the gate and source terminals
of M1 in the DECT mode are twice larger than in the Bluetooth mode. In this example
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the LNA has to operate at only two different frequencies (1.9 GHz and 2.4 GHz). If more
than two operating frequencies have to be supported, wider variations of the bias current
and the capacitance between gate-source terminals of M1, are required. Another issue is
the output capacitance of the LNA. It is dominated by the drain-bulk capacitance of tran-
sistor M2 and the input capacitance of the next stage connected to the LNA. The output
capacitance of the LNA has to be tuned out using an inductor. This requires additional
tunability for different operating frequencies. Practically, it is difficult to avoid the use of
different inductors, which imposes severe penalty in terms of the occupied chip area.

Next, in [14] a concurrent multi-band LNA is presented. The schematic of this LNA
and the die photo are shown in Fig. 5.2 (a) and (b), respectively. It operates at narrow fre-
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Figure 5.2 Concurrent multi-band LNA: (a) schematic, (b) die photo

quency bands around 2.45 GHz and 5.25 GHz. At these frequencies noise and impedance
matching are simultaneously achieved. The concurrent operation at these two frequencies
is achieved with an resonant input matching network. At 2.45 GHz and 5.25 GHz a noise
figures of 2.3 dB and 4.5 dB are reported, respectively. At both frequencies a voltage gain
higher than 14 dB is achieved. Obviously, the proposed concurrent LNA achieves good
performance but the drawback is occupied chip area. It occupies an area of almost 1 mm2.
The situation will become even worse after trying to apply the same approach to cover
GSM band located around 900 MHz. This LNA is implemented in 0.35 um BiCMOS
technology.

In a front-end, the LNA is followed by a down-conversion mixer. The down-conversion
mixer topologies have been already discussed in section 2.2.2. The Gilbert cell mixer and
passive mixer are two mixer topologies, which are used most often. In this chapter, the
goal is to discuss specific properties of these mixer topologies which are related to the
operation of multi-narrow-band front-ends. In the design of the multi-standard down-
conversion mixer care should be taken to provide performance (noise figure, linearity,
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gain) programmability for different standards, as well as IF bandwidth tunability. The
main issue there is to investigate the range in which performance could be stretched and
the orthogonality of the design parameters. Another issue is related to additional costs
(power consumption, occupied chip area and required design time) which will be intro-
duced by implementing performance programmability. In literature programmable mixers
are mostly published as a part of front-ends. Therefore, they will be mentioned as a part
of the-state-of-the-art multi-narrow-band front-ends in the following discussion.

In [22] a narrow-band multi-standard receiver RF front-end is presented. The receiver
is implemented in a 0.25 um SiGe BiCMOS process. It operates in the frequency range
from 5 GHz up to 6 GHz targeting IEEE802.11a applications. The proposed RF front-end
employs the common-gate LNA topology with added voltage to voltage feedback. The
block diagram of this LNA and detailed schematic are presented in Fig.5.3 (a) and (b),
respectively. In order to improve the performance of the LNA its input stage is designed

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3 Voltage-voltage feedback LNA: (a) basic block diagram, (b) de-
tailed schematic of the LNA

with bipolar transistors. The feedback loop allows the transconductance of the input tran-
sistor gm to be higher than 20 mS. This improves the noise and the linearity of the LNA.
The feedback network is realized by means of capacitive divider α = C1

C1+C2
. Capacitance

C1 must be small compared to the load capacitance, while C2 is determined to meet the
input matching condition Rs = 1

gm
+αZload . Rs denotes the antenna impedance and Zload

is the load impedance of the LNA. The LNA is tunable from 5 GHz up to 6 GHz. The
tunability is achieved by switching ON and OFF capacitors Ca, Cb and Cc in the load of
the LNA. An integrated inductor of 3.3 nH is used as a load in the LNA and two off-
chip inductors are used at the LNA differential inputs. The down-conversion mixer is
implemented as the Gilbert cell mixer with added variable gain feature. Also, some pro-
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grammability of the IF bandwidth is implemented as well. The schematic of this mixer is
shown in Fig. 5.4. The programmability of the gain and IF bandwidth is performed by

Figure 5.4 Variable gain mixer

using switches SW1, ...,SW5. The mixer gain can be set to be 11 dB and −2.5 dB. The die
photo of the proposed front-end and the summary of the measured performance are shown
in Fig. 5.5. The implemented RF front-end occupies an active chip area of 0.85 mm2. It is
important to notice that half of this area is occupied by integrated inductors and that two
off-chip inductors are also used. It achieves very good performance (voltage gain, linear-
ity, noise figure) with relatively low power consumption. Obviously, in this example, the
chip area is traded for low power consumption.

A fully reconfigurable software-defined radio transceiver is presented in [23]. It is
implemented in 0.13 um CMOS technology and it operates in the narrow frequency range
around 1.8 GHz and at the frequencies between 5 GHz and 6 GHz. In order to reduce
the occupied chip area, the input matching circuit is placed on the printed circuit board
(PCB). The schematic of this LNA is given in Fig. 5.6. The MEMS switch performs
the selection between matching circuits for low and high frequency operation. For low
frequency operation (1.8 GHz), the LNA has resistive load. There, a large inductor that
occupies large chip area is avoided due to a scaled and faster CMOS process compared
to the solution presented in [14]. Still, for operation above 5 GHz, an inductive load is
necessary in order to tune the capacitance seen from the drain of the MOS transistor. This
LNA benefits from using a faster CMOS process in terms of reduced occupied chip area,
but the component count is increased. This is a serious drawback because the increased
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FRONT-END PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

High gain mode Low gain mode

Voltage Gain [dB] 31.5 20.5

NF [dB] 2.5 2.9

IIP3 [dB] -9.5 -6

IIP2 [dB] 23 31

I&Q Matching [dB] 0.3

Voltage Supply [V] 2.5

Current [mA] 16

Die Area [mm
2
] 1.6

Technology 0.25 um SiGe BiCMOS

Figure 5.5 5-6 GHz narrow-band multi-standard IEEE802.11a receiver RF
front-end: (a) die photo (b) measured performance
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Figure 5.6 Multi-band LNA with impedance matching circuit implemented on
the PCB

component count makes the assembly more complex and therefore the set-makers prefer
fully-integrated solutions. For the down-conversion mixer, the passive mixer topology is
adopted. The voltage gain can be set using a 7 bit digital control. The mixer IF bandwidth
is determined by the baseband channel filtering. The die photo and measured performance
of the complete receiver are shown in Fig. 5.7. The total occupied chip area of the
transceiver is 3 x 3.8 mm2. Approximately, half of this chip area is occupied by the
receiver and another half by the transmitter. Some area is saved by placing the matching
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Power supply = 1.2 V

Current consumption [mA]

Receiver LNA 7/10/12

Mixer 2 x 5/9/12

LO buffer 2 x 3/4/7

LPF (10 MHz, low noise) 2 x 10

(500kHz, high noise) 2 x 0.3

VGA(low noise, high BW) 2 x 6

(high noise, low BW) 2 x 1

PLL VCO 4/7/10

Divider 3

PFD, QP, LPF 3

Receiver performance

NF 4 .. 8 dB

Gain 10 .. 90 dB

IIP3 -9 dBm

Center freq. 1.8 & 5 to 6 GHz

Channel BW 350 kHz t0 23 MHz

Current 62 to 120 mA

Figure 5.7 A fully reconfigurable software-defined radio transceiver: (a) die
photo (b) measured receiver performance

networks on the PCB, but at the expense of increased component count.
In [26] a multi-narrow-band RF front-end for DCS, UMTS and IEEE802.11b/g is

presented. In the proposed RF front-end a common gate LNA with a common source
amplifier placed in a positive shunt feedback loop has been used. The basic block diagram
of the LNA is presented in Fig.5.8(a). The input matching is obtained by combining the

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8 LNA implemented for cell-phone and Bluetooth applications: (a)
basic principle, (b) fully differential version

input conductance of transistor M1 with the feedback current from the transistor M2. The
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loop produces the current Iloop that is proportional to the input current Iin and in phase
with it. This increases the input impedance of the common gate stage in the following
way:

Zin =
1

gm1

1
(1−gm2Zload(ω))

=
1

gm1

1
(1−Gloop)

(5.1)

where gm1 is the transconductance of M1, gm2 is the transconductance of M2 and Zload(ω)
is the load impedance of the LNA. A fully differential version of the implemented LNA is
presented in Fig.5.8(b). Transistors M2-M4 are used to close the loop around the common
gate input stage, while the sign inversion is obtained by simply crossing their drains. The
schematic of the mixer, which is used in the multi-standard front-end presented in [26],
is shown in Fig.5.9. In principle, this is the Gilbert cell mixer, but with the folded load.

Figure 5.9 Mixer architecture for cell-phone and Bluetooth applications

The prototype version of this front-end is implemented in 0.13 um CMOS. The die photo
and summarized measured performance are shown in Fig. 5.10. The achieved voltage
gain is 28.5dB, 29.5dB and 23.4, the achieved NF is 5.2dB, 5.6dB and 5.8dB and the
IIP3 is -7.5dBm, 0dBm and -4.8dBm for DCS, UMTS and IEEE802.11b/g, respectively.
The achieved performances are comparable with the one achieved in [23], but the occu-
pied chip area of 1.5mm2 only for the RF front-end is a bit large due to intensive use of
inductors.
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Measured front-end performance

DCS1800 UMTS 802.11 b-g

Gain (dB) 13.5-28.5 14.5-29.5 8.4-23.4

NF (dB) 5.2 5.6 5.8

IIP2 (dBm) 50 51 54

IIP2 (dBm) -7.5 0 -4.8

Pdc (mW) 20/24

Vdd (V) 1.2

Figure 5.10 The die photo and summarized measured performance of the DCS,
UMTS and IEEE802.11b/g RF front-end

5.2 Programmable mixers
The investigation of programmability implementation in down-conversion mixers is per-
formed on a Gilbert cell mixer topology. A simplified schematic of the implemented
programmable Gilbert cell mixer is shown Fig. 5.11. The transconductance stage in this
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Figure 5.11 Simplified schematic of the programmable Gilbert cell mixer

mixer consists of two differential pairs. The first one consists of transistors Mn1 and Mn2,
and it is biased by the current source Ibias1. The second differential stage consists of
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transistors Mn11 and Mn22 and it is biased by the current source Ibias2. The second stage
is cross-coupled to the first stage. The switching stage consists of transistors Mn3, Mn4,
Mn5 and Mn6. The cross-coupled differential stage is added in order to improve the lin-
earity (IIP3) of the mixer. The improvement of the IIP3 is based on the cancelation of
the third order non-linearities. In order to achieve this, the following relation has to be
satisfied [24]:

VGS11−VT H11 ≈ 1
θ

4

√
(

Wd1

Wd11
−1)+ 4

√
Wd1

Wd11
(VGS1−VT H) (5.2)

where (VGS1−VT H1) is the overdrive voltage of Mn1, and (VGS11−VT H11) is the overdrive
voltage of Mn11; Wd1 is the width of Mn1 and Mn2, and Wd11 is the width of Mn11 and
Mn22; θ approximately models source series resistance, mobility degradation and velocity
saturation. The proposed programmable Gilbert cell mixer is implemented in 0.25 um
CMOS. For this technology θ was found to be approximately 2.5V−1 [25]. The die

RF
in

LO

IF
out

Figure 5.12 Die photo of the implemented programmable Gilbert cell mixer

photo of the implemented programmable Gilbert cell mixer is shown in Fig. 5.12. In the
measurements the input signal is set to 2.5 GHz, while the output signal is measured at
IF=2MHz. A SSB NF is measured with a 50 Ω source resistance. The differential LO
voltage swing of Vlo=500 mVp and the supply voltage is set to 2.5V. The measured results
are presented in Fig. 5.13. The bias current Ibias1 is set to 3.3 mA. By increasing Ibias2
the voltage gain and NF get deteriorated, while the linearity improves due to cancelation
of the third-order distortion products.
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Figure 5.13 Measure performance of the implemented programmable Gilbert
cell mixer

5.3 FOM for multi-narrow-band front-end

In order to compare the performance of different multi-standard front-ends in a quan-
titative way, in chapter 3 (section 3.5) the FOM for multi-standard front-ends has been
introduced. It is given by (3.1). As mentioned in section 3.5, in this thesis only the FOM
related to the on-chip part (FOMon−chip) is of interest. It is given by (3.4).

The FOM for multi-standard front-ends is applied on the RF front-ends presented
in [22], [23] and [26], which have been previously discussed. The results are summarized
in Table 5.1. For each multi-standard RF front-end number of sub-bands, NF, IIP3, Gain,
power consumption (P), chip area (CA) and FOMon−chip,dB are given. NF, IIP3, Gain, P
and CA are reported for each of the bands as well as their average values. The number
of sub-bands has been determined based on the division discussed in section 3.5. The
presented state-of-the-art multi-narrow-band front-ends operate around 2 GHz and 5 GHz.
Therefore, for these three implementations two sub-bands around these two frequencies
have been chosen. Also, in [23] the complete multi-standard transceiver is presented, and
the occupied chip area, power consumption and voltage gain are reported for the total
receiver front-end. However, in Table 5.1 an estimate of the RF performance is only
given.

From Table 5.1 it can be concluded that the front-end in [23] has the best FOM.
However, it operates at only two different frequencies in two different sub-bands. The
front-end in [26] supports three different frequencies in only one sub-band. Its FOM is
lower due to large chip area occupied by the inductors.
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REF band N NF IIP3 Gain P CA FOM
(GHz) sub-band (dB) (dBm) (dB) (mW) (mm2) on-chip

[22] 5−6 1 2.5 −9.5 31.5 40 0.85 17.4
[23] 5−6 4 −9 30 43.2

1.8 4 −9 30 43.2
average average average average

2 4 −9 30 43.2 1 18
[26] 1.8 5.2 −7.5 28.5 24

2.1 5.6 0 29.5 24
2.4 5.8 −4.8 23.4 24

average average average average
1 5.5 −3.5 27.5 24 1.5 16.6

Table 5.1 Summarized performance of different multi-narrow-band front-
ends

5.4 Summary
Multi-narrow-band front-ends form one of the classes of the multi-standard front-ends.
The main properties of multi-narrow-band front-ends and building blocks (LNAs and
mixers) are discussed in this chapter. Some interesting solutions for LNAs, mixers and
complete front-ends, which have been published in the literature, have been discussed.
Apart from using the published results, the programmable Gilbert-cell mixer has been
designed and implemented in 0.25 um CMOS. The measurements results are presented
as well. The conclusions are the following. The achieved performance of the multi-
narrow-band front-ends are very good but the occupied chip area seems to be large. It
is absolutely dominated by the inductors, which are used to tune out the capacitances in
certain nodes of the circuit. The LNA is the most critical building block in multi-narrow-
band front-end, since inductors are used in almost all LNAs. Due to the non-orthogonality
of the design parameters, narrow band operation and large occupied chip area, it is very
expensive to implement tunability and programmability in the LNA. This statement is
confirmed by the fact that among the considered multi-narrow-band front-ends there is
no front-end that covers all Cellular and IEEE802.11 standards. Considering the down-
conversion mixer, the situation is less complex. It does not require frequency tuning
and performance programmability can be implemented without introducing large costs.
Finally, the FOMs for the considered multi-narrow-band front-ends are calculated. In
chapter 8, they will be compared with the FOMs of the state-of-the-art front-ends from
the other two multi-standard classes.
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6

Wide-band front-end

THE second class of multi-standard front-ends is the wide-band front-end class. It has
been introduced in section 3.3. The main challenge in a multi-narrow-band front-

end is the design of tunable multi-standard LNAs. Performance and frequency control
are inter-related in a tunable narrow-band LNA. Therefore, its complexity and chip area
increase with the number of supported standards. They could be reduced by using a
wide-band LNA. In this case frequency tuning is not needed and only a control over
performance is required. Hence, it is reasonable to expect that a wide-band LNA will
occupy less chip area compared to a tuned narrow-band LNA. However, due to the wide-
band nature of the LNA three additional constraints appear in the design of a wide-band
front-end. First, higher channel selectivity in the remaining part of the receiver is required.
Then, the wide-band LNA passes and generates un-wanted components over its wide
frequency range. Some of the components will be down-converted by the mixer in the
wanted channel. As a consequence the wide-band front-end must be more linear than the
multi-narrow-band front-end. Finally, strong odd harmonics (3 fLO, 5 fLO, ...) of a local
oscillator (VCO) will mix with un-wanted components of the wide-band LNA located
around these odd components. As a result of the mixing action un-wanted components fall
on top of the wanted signal. This effect can be reduced by using a harmonic-reject mixer
[27]. The harmonic reject mixer requires a multi-phase-LO generator, which increase the
complexity of the front-end.

In this chapter the realization of two wide-band front-ends is presented. The first
front-end is implemented in 90 nm CMOS. During this project the technology supplier
had to change from 90 nm CMOS in 65 nm CMOS. Therefore, the redesign of the wide-
band front-end has been done in more advanced 65 nm CMOS. The cost effectiveness of
the wide-band approach is evaluated by using the FOM for multi-standard receivers.
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The chapter is organized as follow. The design and the implementation of the wide-
band front-end in 90nm CMOS is presented in section 6.1. In this section the analysis of
the front-end building blocks and the experimental results are presented. In the analysis
the voltage gain, noise figure and linearity are considered in details. Next, in section 6.2
the design and implementation of the second wide-band front-end, which is implemented
in 65 nm CMOS is discussed. The analysis of the voltage gain, noise figure and linearity
is presented as well. The estimated FOMs for both wide-band front-ends are given in
section 6.3. Finally, conclusions are summarized in section 6.4.

6.1 Wide-band front-end in 90nm CMOS
The block diagram of the wide-band front-end implemented in 90nm CMOS is presented
in Fig. 6.1. Considering front-end architectures, based on the discussion presented in
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Figure 6.1 Block diagram of the wide-band front-end implemented in 90nm
CMOS

chapter 2, it is decided to combine low-IF and zero-IF front-end architectures. It has
been shown that this combination is the most suitable for multi-standard front-ends. The
first building block in the front-end is an unbalanced wide-band LNA. The unbalanced
LNA topology is chosen for the following reasons. A fully balanced design requires an
external passive balun. The bandwidth of the passive balun is not sufficient to cover the
frequency range of interest (0.85 GHz - 6 GHz). Therefore, a couple of baluns should
then be used. This will increase the cost of the wide-band front-end. In addition, most of
available passive baluns increase the noise figure of the front-end for 1 dB to 2 dB [32].
This fact tightens the noise requirement of the front-end. Hence, using an unbalanced
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LNA the noise requirement of the wide-band front-end is relaxed. However, this ap-
proach has some disadvantages. Attention should be paid in order to achieve enough high
IIP2 of the wide-band LNA and the front-end. Nowadays there are solutions that com-
bine RF filter and balun in one component. This creates possibility to use differential
wide-band LNAs [32]. Unfortunately, differential LNAs consume twice more power than
single-ended LNAs. In order to minimize power consumption single-ended wide-band
LNA is chosen as a preferred solution. Further, the conversion of a single-ended to a
differential signal is shifted to the chip, after the LNA. It is performed by a single-ended
to differential convertor (SDC). The SDC is AC coupled to the output of the LNA and
plays the role of an active balun. The balanced signal from the SDC is down-converted to
low or zero intermediate frequencies by I and Q harmonic reject mixers (HRI and HRQ
mixers). Since the wide-band front-end has to be designed for a frequency range from
850 MHz up to 6 GHz, the rejection of the 3rd and 5th LO harmonic will be sufficient for
this frequency range. Each of the harmonic reject mixers consists of three fully balanced
current-commutating passive mixers. The current-commutating passive mixer requires a
voltage-to-current conversion at the input and a current-to-voltage conversion at the out-
put. The voltage-to-current conversion is simply realized by putting a resistor in front of
the passive mixer. Such a conversion is quite linear. The current-to-voltage conversion
is preformed by transimpedance amplifier consisting of an operational transconductance
amplifier (OTA) with an R||C shunt feedback. The I and Q harmonic reject mixers re-
quire LO signals with eight phases. For this purpose an 8th phase LO generation has been
designed.

6.1.1 Inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA
The most elementary wide-band amplifier techniques, that can provide wide-band input
impedance matching to a real source impedance (Rs) are shown in Fig.6.2. The input
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Figure 6.2 Wide-band amplifier techniques: (a) resistive termination, (b) com-
mon gate amplifier, (c) resistive feedback

impedance of a wide-band LNA with a resistive termination is equal to Ri. At very high
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frequencies, this statement is not valid any more and the input impedance of the transistor
must be taken into account. In principle, for the frequency range of interest (0.85 - 6 GHz)
the influence of the MOS transistors can be neglected. If input impedance matching is
provided, Ri = Rs. The noise figure of this LNA can be approximated as:

NF ≈ 10log(2+
γn

gmRs
) (6.1)

The coefficient γn is equal to 2/3 for long channel transistors and needs to be replaced
with a larger value for sub-micron MOSFETs [29]. gm is the transconductance of the
MOS transistor. From (6.1) it is clear that the NF can not be lower than 3 dB. This is an
important drawback of this technique. Next, in case of a common gate LNA, see Fig.6.2
(b), the input impedance Zin is approximately equal to 1

gm
. Assuming input impedance

matching (1/gm = Rs), the NF figure of the common-gate LNA can be expressed as:

NF = 10log(1+ γn) (6.2)

Taking into account the fact that γn is larger than 1 for deep sub-micron MOS transistors,
then the NF will be also larger than 3 dB.

For the amplifier with resistive termination and for the common-gate amplifier, the
connection between impedance matching and NF is very strong and there is not much
space for making a trade off. For the amplifier with a resistive feedback, Fig.6.2 (c), the
situation is a bit different and more optimistic. In this amplifier input matching requires
Zin ≈ R f

1−A , where A is the voltage gain of the feedforward amplifier. The NF of the
amplifier with a resistive feedback can be approximated as: NF = 10log(1 + 1

1−A ). So,
in order to achieve a low NF, a high voltage gain is required. At a low supply voltage
it is difficult to achieve a high voltage gain. Therefore, a multi-stage amplifier within a
resistive feedback has to be used [30]. The amplifier in [30] consists of three common
source stages in the feedforward path and a resistor in the feedback path. In order to
achieve a low NF, most of the gain has to be provided by the first stage. In this case, the
penalty is linearity deterioration. In order to overcome this drawback, a novel inductorless
wide-band resistive feedback LNA is proposed. In the following sub-sections the basic
operation of the proposed LNA is discussed. Also, detailed voltage gain, NF and linearity
analyses are presented.

Basic operation of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA

A schematic of the proposed novel inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA is pre-
sented in Fig. 6.3. This LNA consists of a three-stage feedforward amplifier and a global
resistive feedback circuit. The first stage of the feedforward path is a common-source
cascode amplifier consisting of common-source input transistor Mn1, cascode transistor
Mn2, PMOS transistor Mp1 and load resistor RD1. Cascode transistor Mn2 increases the
output impedance as well as reverse isolation. In order to reduce the voltage drop across
the cascode amplifier, PMOS transistor Mp1 is used. In this configuration, a part of the
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Figure 6.3 Schematic of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA

DC current flows through Mp1. The second stage performs a voltage-to-current conver-
sion. It is a source follower circuit consisting of Mn3 and Mn4. The voltage signal at the
drain of Mn4 is converted into current on resistor RM . Capacitor CM is a DC blocker and it
will suppress the DC current through RM . The current variation on RM is mapped on Mn4
in the following way. The current variations of Mn3 are sensed at the output impedance
of the current source IBIAS, which is implemented by PMOS transistor Mp3. These fluc-
tuations further are mapped on transistor Mn4 by modulating the current source Mn4. In
order to relax the bias conditions of this stage, a level shifter is implemented. With this
configuration, the DC voltage at the gate of Mn4 (VF ) is lower than the DC voltage at the
drain of Mn3 (VE ). Therefore, it allows higher VE while keeping Mn4 in saturation. The
level shifter is implemented by PMOS transistor Mp2 and resistor RP2. Capacitor CP2 is
used to control the peaking at higher frequencies. Finally, the third stage in the LNA is a
simple common-source amplifier. It consists of common-source transistor Mn5 and load
resistor RD2. Since the gate of Mn5 is connected to the gate of Mn4, the current generated
in the second stage on the RM-CM series combination and Mn4, is copied on transistor Mn5.
The ratio between the dimensions of Mn5 and Mn4 determines ideally the ratio between
the drain currents of Mn5 and Mn4. However, due to the finite output resistance of Mn5, the
DC voltage in the node G affects the bias current in the third stage. Therefore, this will
affect the ratio of the drain currents of Mn5 and Mn4, as well. The drain current of Mn5 is
converted into a voltage on RD2. The feedback circuit consists of feedback resistor RFB
and capacitor CFB. The capacitor CFB is used to control the peaking at higher frequencies.
Capacitor CFB1 is a DC blocking capacitor. The value of CFB1 is chosen in such a way that
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in the bandwidth of interest 1
2π fr f CFB1

¿ RFB. Hence, CFB1 has to be just large enough in
order to have no influence on voltage gain of the LNA.

Voltage gain of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA

In order to calculate the voltage gain of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback
LNA, the simplified small-signal model shown in Fig. 6.4 is used. vr f is the input source
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Figure 6.4 Small-signal model of the inductorless wide-band resistive-
feedback LNA

and RS denotes the source impedance. In order to simplify expressions some assumptions
related to the circuit parameters have been made. First, capacitors CM and CFB1 are as-
sumed to be large enough that they can be neglected in the frequency range of interest.
It can be easily estimated that for RM = 10Ω at an RF input frequency of 850 MHz, CM
must be around 18 pF in order to neglect the impact of | 1

sCM
| on RM . This value of CM is

still reasonable to implement. Next, it has been assumed that the output impedance of the
PMOS current source Mp3 is high enough so the impedance seen from the source of Mn3
transistor can be neglected.

Capacitances and resistances associated with the nodes A, B, C, D and G that form
load impedances ZA, ZB, ZC, ZD and ZG, taking into account the effect of loading by the
feedback circuitry, are given by the following set of equations:

CA ≈ CGS1 +(1+
gm1

gm2
)CGD1 +CFB (6.3)

CB ≈ (1+
gm2

gm1
)CGD1 +CDB1 +CSB2 +CGS2

+CDBp1 +CDGp1 (6.4)
CC ≈ CDB2 +CGD2 +2CGS3 (6.5)
CD ≈ CGD4 +CDB4 +CSB3 (6.6)
CE ≈ CDB3 +CDBp3 +CDGp3 +CGSp2 +CSBp2

+(1+gp2RP2)CP2 (6.7)
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CF ≈ CGS4 +CGS5 +CDGp2 +CDBp2

+
CP2

1+1/(gp2RP2)
(6.8)

CG ≈ CDB5 +
CDG5

1− vF/vG
+CFB (6.9)

RB ≈ RFB (6.10)

RB ≈ ro1||rop1|| 1
gm2

(6.11)

RC ≈ RD1 (6.12)
RD ≈ ro4||RM ≈ RM (6.13)
RE ≈ rop3 (6.14)
RF ≈ RP2 (6.15)
RG ≈ RD2||ro5||RFB (6.16)

Considering the first stage, the following variables are used. gm1 and gm2 are the
transconductances of Mn1 and Mn2 transistors, respectively. Capacitors CGS1 and CGD1
denote gate-source and gate-drain parasitic capacitances of Mn1, respectively. The ex-
pression (- gm1

gm2
) is the voltage gain between node A and B. ro1 and rop1 are the output

resistances of Mn1 and Mp1, respectively. CDB1 is the drain-bulk parasitic capacitance of
Mn1. CSB2 and CGS2 are the source-bulk and gate-source parasitic capacitances of Mn2,
respectively. CDBp1 and CGDp1 are the drain-bulk and gate-drain parasitic capacitances of
Mp1, respectively. For the simplicity of the model, it is assumed that output resistance ro2
of cascode transistor Mn2 is very high. CDB2 and CGD2 are the drain-bulk and gate-drain
parasitic capacitances of Mn2, respectively.

Considering the second stage, CGS3 is the gate-source parasitic capacitance of Mn3.
The factor 2 in front of the CGS3 comes from the assumption that Mn3 is an ideal source
follower, and vD/vC ≈ 1. Next, gm3, gm4 and gp2 are the transconductances of Mn3, Mn4
and Mp2, respectively. For simplicity of the calculation it is assumed that the output
resistances of Mn3 (ro3) and Mp2 (rop2) are very high. Hence, they can be neglected.
Further, ro4 is the output resistance of Mn4. CGD4 and CDB4 are the gate-drain and the
drain-bulk parasitic capacitances of Mn4, respectively. CSB3 is the source-bulk parasitic
capacitance of Mn3. rop3 is the output resistance of Mp3. CDB3 is the drain-bulk parasitic
capacitance of Mn3. CDBp3 and CDGp3 are the drain-bulk and the drain-gate parasitic
capacitances of Mp3, respectively. CSGp2 and CSBp2 are the source-gate and the source-
bulk parasitic capacitances of Mp2, respectively. (−gp2RP2) is the voltage gain between
nodes F and E at lower frequencies.

Considering the third stage, CGS4 and CGS5 are the gate-source parasitic capacitances
of Mn4 and Mn5, respectively. CGDp2 and CDBp2 are the gate-drain and the drain-bulk par-
asitic capacitances of Mp2, respectively. gm5 is the transconductance of Mn5. ro5 is the
output resistance of Mn5. CDB5 and CGD5 are the drain-bulk and the gate-drain capaci-
tances of Mn5, respectively.
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For Rs ¿ RFB, the voltage gain of the LNA can be approximated by the following
expression:

GLNA =
vout

vr f
=

ALNA(s)
1− Rs

RFB
ALNA(s)

· 1

1+ sCARs
(1−ALNA(s)Rs/RFB)

(6.17)

ALNA(s) is the feedforward gain of the LNA. First, LNA feedforward gain at low frequen-
cies ALNA0 will be discussed. The voltage gain of the first stage ALNA0,I , of the second
stage ALNA0,II and of the third stage ALNA0,III are expressed by (6.18), (6.19) and (6.20),
respectively.

ALNA0,I =−gm1RC · ro1(1+gm2ro2)
ro1(1+gm2ro2)+ ro2 +RD1

≈−gm1RC, (6.18)

ALNA0,II =−
RF

gp2
1+gp2RE

RE
gm3

1+gm3RD

1+RF
gp2

1+gp2RE
RE

gm3
1+gm3RD

RDgm4
≈− 1

gm4RD
(6.19)

It is important to mention that the second stage apart form the local feedback via Mn4
transistor incorporates two other local feedbacks. They are the local feedback via ZD,
which modifies gm3, and the local feedback via ZE , which modifies gp2.

ALNA0,III =−gm5RG (6.20)

Finally, ALNA0 can be simply expressed as:

ALNA0 = ALNA0,I ·ALNA0,II ·ALNA0,III (6.21)

For the voltage gain of the LNA at high frequencies, it is important to identify the poles
and zeros. In the first stage of the LNA two poles can be found. The first one is the pole
in node B located at ωB ≈ gm2

CB
and the second pole is in node C located at ωC ≈ 1

CCRC
.

Further, in the second stage another two poles and one zero can be identified: ωF ≈
1+RF

gp2
1+gp2RE

RE
gm3

1+gm3RD
RDgm4

RE (CE+CF ) , ωD ≈ 1+gm3RD
RDCD

and ωD,Z ≈ 1
RDCD

. The factor (1 + gm3RD)
is the result of the local feedback via impedance ZD. Pole ωF is associated to nodes E
and F. For CP2 À CE and CP2 À CF these two nodes can be shorted. The factor (1 +
RF

gp2
1+gp2RE

RE
gm3

1+gm3RD
RDgm4) is due to the feedback via Mn4. Capacitor CP2 in the second

stage improves stability. Actually, the level shifter (Mp2-RP2) adds an additional pole in
the second stage. This will cause instability. While, capacitor CP2 improves stability by
adding an additional zero. Finally, the third stage adds one extra pole located at ωG ≈

1
CGRG

.

Assuming that (RF
gp2

1+gp2RE
RE

gm3
1+gm3RD

RDgm4) À 1, 1
gm2

< RG < RC and RD is small
(small RD is required for a high LNA gain), pole ωC becomes the dominant pole in the
feedforward gain of the LNA. Therefore, the voltage gain of the feedforward amplifier in
the LNA can be approximated by:

ALNA(s) =
vout

vA
≈−gm1RC

gm5RG

gm4RD
· 1

1+ sCCRC
=

ALNA0

1+ s/ωC
(6.22)
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Substituting (6.22) in (6.17), the closed-loop voltage gain of the LNA can be expressed
as:

GLNA ≈ ALNA0

1− Rs
RFB

ALNA0

1

(1+ sCARs
1−RsALNA0/RFB

)(1+ s
ωC

)
(6.23)

From this equation the following can be concluded. Pole ωC and the pole associated with
node A, which is located at ωA ≈ 1−RsALNA0/RFB

CARs
, might cause instability and peaking in the

transfer function of the LNA. This is controlled by capacitor CFB in the global feedback
circuitry of the LNA (for |ALNA0| À 1, CA ≈ |ALNA0|CFB). Actually, CFB performs ”pole
splitting”, by making the pole associated with the capacitances in node A dominant. The
consequence is deterioration of the LNA bandwidth. Hence, this solution represents a
trade-off between LNA stability and achieved bandwidth. Next, (6.22) and (6.23) show
that the voltage gain of the LNA can be improved by increasing gm1, RC, gm5 and RG and
by decreasing gm4 and RM . The bandwidth of the LNA increases by decreasing RC and
RG. Therefore, by selecting different values for RC and RG trade-off between the achieved
voltage gain and the bandwidth of the LNA can be made.

Input and output impedance of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA

The input impedance of the LNA can be approximated as:

ZLNA,in =
RFB

1−ALNA(s)
≈− RFB

ALNA0

1

1+ sCARs
1−RsALNA0/RFB

=− RFB

ALNA0

1
1+ s/ωA

(6.24)

To provide impedance matching at the input, ZIN has to be equal to Rs. Therefore, one of
the design goals is to find the right combination of values of RFB and ALNA0 in order to
provide input impedance matching. At the same time achieved voltage gain, noise figure
and linearity have to be satisfactory.

Assuming that 1−RsALNA0/RFRB
CARs

is the dominant pole in the LNA, the output impedance
of the LNA can be approximated as:

ZLNA,out =
RG

1− Rs
RFB

ALNA0
· 1+ sCARs

1+ s/ωA
(6.25)

Noise figure of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA

In this section the noise analysis of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA is
presented. Fig. 6.5 shows the LNA schematic including the noise sources. The thermal
channel noise of the transistors and the thermal noise of the resistors in the LNA are
taken into account. The noise contribution of each component is modeled as a current
source. For the simplicity, only the dominant pole associated with node A is taken into
consideration. The NF of the LNA, which is calculated with respect to source impedance
Rs, can be approximated by:

NFLNA ≈ 10log{1+[
γngdo1

g2
m1Rs

+
1

g2
m1RCRs

] · |1+ sCARs|2 +
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Figure 6.5 Schematic of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA
including the noise sources

+[
γngd03

(gm1RCgm3)2Rs
+(

RD

gm1RC
)2 γngd04

Rs
+(

1
gm1RC

)2 RD

Rs
] · |1+ sCARs|2 +

+[(
RDgm4

gm1RCgm5
)2(

γngd05

Rs
+

1
RGRs

)] · |1+ sCARs|2 +
Rs

RFB
} (6.26)

The components in the first line of (6.26) represent the noise contributions from Rs, Mn1
and RD1 ≈ RC (see Fig. 6.5). gdo1 is the zero bias drain conductance of transistor Mn1. In
principle, it is equal to gm1. For sufficiently high output resistance of transistor Mn1 (ro1)
and for low transconductance of Mp1 (gp1), the noise contribution of Mn2 and Mp1 can be
neglected. The components in the second row of (6.26) represent the noise contribution
originating from the second stage. gdo3 is the zero bias drain conductance of the transistor
Mn3. Assuming that resistor RP2 is large, as well as the output resistances of transistors
Mn3 and Mp3, the noise contribution of RP2, Mp2 and Mp3 can be neglected. The com-
ponents in the last line of (6.26) represent the noise contribution from the third stage and
RFB. gd05 is the zero bias drain conductance of the transistor Mn5.

For sufficiently high voltage gain of the first stage (high |gm1RC|) the noise contribu-
tion of the second and the third stage can be neglected. This means that the noise figure
of the LNA is mainly determined by the noise of the first stage. In this case the total noise
figure of the LNA can be simplified as:

NFLNA ≈ 10log{1+[
γngdo1

g2
m1Rs

+
1

g2
m1RCRs

] · |1+ sCARs|2 +
Rs

RFB
} (6.27)

Equations (6.26) and (6.27) show that the noise factor of the LNA can be decreased by
increasing the gain in the first stage of the LNA, which actually means by increasing gm1,
RD1, ro1 and gm2 as well as by increasing the feedback resistor RFB. At high frequencies
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the voltage gain decreases due to the capacitance in node C. Therefore, the noise contri-
butions from the second and the third stage become higher. This NF deterioration can be
alleviated by increasing the bias current and/or increasing the W/L ratio of the transistors
and increasing RD1 and RFB. Higher bias current increases the power consumption of the
LNA. Higher W/L ratio and larger resistors decrease the bandwidth of the LNA. The noise
contribution of the second and the third stage can be further decreased by decreasing gm4,
RD, RM , and increasing gm5 and RG.

Linearity of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA

In this section the linearity analysis of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA
is presented. Particularly, the IIP2 and IIP3 are considered. The analytical expressions for
the IIP2 and IIP3 are obtained by using the direct calculation method for finding nonlinear
response [33] (see appendix B). Using this method, the fundamental response (Vout,1,0),
second order harmonic (Vout,2,0) and third order harmonic (Vout,3,0) at the LNA output are
estimated. According to the direct calculation method, in order to estimate the second
order harmonic Vout,2,0, it is first necessary to identify the second-order nonlinear current
sources in the LNA. They are shown in Fig. 6.6. The current sources iNL2,n1, iNL2,n2,
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Figure 6.6 Schematic of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA
including the second-order nonlinear current sources

iNL2,n3, iNL2,n4, iNL2,n5 model the second-order distortions of NMOS transistors Mn1, Mn2,
Mn3, Mn4 and Mn4, respectively. The current sources iNL2,p1, iNL2,p2 and iNL2,p3 model the
second-order distortions of Mp1, Mp2 and Mp3, respectively.

The IIP2 of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA can be approximated
as:

IIP2LNA ≈ (1+ |ALNA|β )2IIP2LNA,FF (6.28)

ALNAβ is the loop gain of the LNA. The variable IIP2LNA,FF is the IIP2 of the feedforward
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amplifier in the LNA. IIP2LNA,FF can be expressed as:

IIP2LNA,FF ≈ [
K2gm1

|2gm1| + |
gm1

2g2
m2
|K2go1

+ |AIA2
II

2gm3
|K2go3

+ |RDAIA2
II

2
|K2gm4

+

+ |AIRD

2
|K2go4

+ |AIAII

2gm5
|K2gm5

+ |AIAIIAIII

2
RG|K2go5

]−1 (6.29)

The variables AI , AII , AIII are the voltage gain in the first, second and third stage of
the feedforward amplifier in the LNA defined by (6.18), (6.19) and (6.20), respectively.
Proper choice of the values and signs of the terms in (6.29) can yield in a high linear-
ity. However, in practice other considerations such as noise or gain may not permit this
choice [40]. Therefore, as a worst-case estimate, the absolute values of the terms in
the denominator are added. K2gm1

and K2go1
are the second-order nonlinear coefficients

of Mn1, K2go3
is the second-order nonlinear coefficient of Mn3. K2gm4

and K2go4
are the

second-order nonlinear coefficients of Mn4. K2gm5
and K2go5

are the second-order non-
linear coefficients of Mn5. The definitions of the mentioned nonlinear coefficients are
given in appendix B. In (6.29) only the nonlinear coefficients related to the single control
voltages are taken into account. The nonlinear coefficients related to the cross-terms are
assumed to be lower that the coefficients related to the single control voltages. Therefore,
they are neglected. In ideal case, for very high output resistance of Mn1, cascode tran-
sistor Mn2 only passes the current from Mn1. Therefore, the nonlinearities of Mn2 can be
neglected. In practice, the output resistance of Mn1 is not infinite. Therefore, Mn2 con-
tribute to the total nonlinearity. However, this contribution is still negligible compared to

the other components. Further, the nonlinearities of Mp1 (iNL,p1 ≈
K2gop1

2 ( gm1/gm2
1−ALNAβ vr f )2)

can be neglected under the assumption that the output resistance of Mp1 is high. Actually,
high output resistance means that K2gop1

is very small. The same holds for transistor Mp3,

where iNL,p3 ≈
K2gop3

2 ( AIAII
1−ALNAβ vr f )2. Finally, the nonlinearities originating from Mp2 can

be neglected if vE ≈ vF and the overdrive voltage of Mp2 is high enough. In this way
nonlinearity contribution associated to K2gmp2

is low.
After taking into account the third-order nonlinearity sources and applying the direct

method for calculation of nonlinear response, the analytical expression for the IIP3 of the
inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA can be obtained:

IIP3LNA ≈
√

(1+ |ALNA|β )3IIP3LNA,FF (6.30)

The variable IIP3LNA,FF is the IIP3 of the feedforward amplifier in the LNA. It can be
approximated as:

IIP3LNA,FF ≈
√√√√ v3

r f

| iNL3,n1
gm1

|+ | 1
AI
| · iNL3,n3

gm3
+ | 1

AIAII
| · ( iNL3,n4

gm4
+ iNL3,n5

gm5
)

(6.31)

iNL3,n1, iNL3,n3, iNL3,n4 and iNL3,n5 denote the third-order nonlinear current sources and
they model the third-order nonlinearities of Mn1, Mn3, Mn4 and Mn5, respectively. The
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third-order nonlinear current sources are defined in appendix B. Due to the complexity of
the expression the final equation is not presented. However, assuming that the nonlinear
coefficients related to the cross-terms are lower than the coefficients related to the single
control voltages, the IIP3LNA,FF can be simplified in a similar way as the IIP2LNA,FF :

IIP3LNA,FF ≈ [
K3m1

4gm1
+

g2
m1

g3
m2

K3go1

4
+

A2
I A3

II
4gm3

K3go3
+

A2
I A3

IIRD

4
K3gm4

+

+
A2

I RD

4
K3go4

+
A2

I A2
II

4gm5
K3gm5

+
(AIAIIAIII)2RG

4
K3go5

]−
1
2 (6.32)

From the previous analysis the following can be concluded. The feedback improves
the IIP2LNA and IIP3LNA. However, in order to achieve the input impedance matching
(Rs = | RFB

ALNA0
|), the condition (1 + |ALNA0|β ) ≈ 2 has to be satisfied. Therefore, further

improvement of the IIP2 and IIP3 can be achieved by decreasing the voltage gain of
each stage and by optimization of the linearity of each stage. The nonlinearities in the
last stage of the LNA are dominant. They can be decreased by increasing the overdrive
voltage of transistor Mn5. The consequence is larger power consumption and voltage
gain increase. The values of the expressions |AIAIIAIII

2 |K2go5
and |AIAIIAIII

2 |K3go5
increase

due to high voltage gain. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is an optimal biasing
point for which the nonlinearities of Mn5 are minimized. The same discussion holds for
transistor Mn1. A higher overdrive voltage of Mn1 improves the linearity of the first stage.
However, care should be taken to keep Mn1 far from the triode region. Otherwise, K2go1
and K3go1

will be deteriorated. Finally, the nonlinearities in the second stage are mainly
determined by Mn4 since K2gm4

ÀK2go4
, K2gm4

ÀK2go3
, K3gm4

ÀK3go4
and K3gm4

ÀK3go3
.

Therefore, the nonlinearities can be decreased by increasing the overdrive voltage of Mn4.
The consequence is a higher bias current that increases gm4 and decreases AII . The power
consumption could be reduced by lowering W/L of Mn4. Then AII increases and brings
Mn4 closer to the triode region deteriorating K2go4

and K3go4
. Considering Mn3, it must

stay far from the triode region in order to neglect its nonlinearity contribution.
At high frequencies, the parasitic capacitances play two opposite roles in the linearity

of the LNA. First, the parasitic capacitances introduce nonlinearities. However, at high
frequencies, due to parasitic capacitances the voltage gain of each stage in the LNA and
the total voltage gain of the LNA decrease. In principle, the decrease of the voltage gain
is stronger than the linearity deterioration due to nonlinearities originating from parasitic
capacitances. Therefore, the estimation is that the linearity improves.

Trade-offs in the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA

The previous analysis shows the following trade-offs in the inductorless wide-band resistive-
feedback LNA. Simply, the voltage gain of the LNA can be improved by increasing the
voltage gain of each stage in the LNA. This means that the voltage gain can be improved
by increasing gm1, RC, gm5 and RG, and by decreasing gm4 and RD.

The NFLNA can be decreased in the same way as the voltage gain by increasing gm1,
RC, gm5 and RG, and by decreasing gm4 and RD. However, it is important not to forget
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that the first stage has dominant influence on the NFLNA. Therefore, the voltage gain in
the first stage has to be as high as possible, while the NF has to be as low as possible. The
NF can be further decreased by increasing RFB (RFB À Rs).

Concerning the linearity, the feedback improves the IIP2LNA and IIP3LNA of the LNA.
However in order to achieve the input impedance matching (Rs = | RFB

ALNA0
|), the condition

(1+ |ALNA0|β )≈ 2 has to be satisfied. This means that the loop gain is limited. Therefore,
improvement of the IIP2 and IIP3 can be achieved by decreasing the voltage gain of each
stage. Unfortunately, lower voltage gain decreases the total voltage gain and the NFLNA of
the LNA. Therefore, the selection of the voltage gain of each stage in the LNA is the result
of a trade-off between the linearity on one hand, and the total voltage gain and NFLNA on
the other hand. Furthermore, the linearity of the LNA can be improved by performing
optimization of the linearity of each stage in the LNA. Practically, the linearity of each
transistor can be improved by increasing the overdrive voltage and keeping the transistor
far from the triode region. The bandwidth of the LNA increases by decreasing RC and RG.
Therefore, selection of values for RC and RG represents a trade-off between the voltage
gain and the NF on the one hand, and the bandwidth and linearity on the other hand.

At the end it is important to mention that at high frequencies the parasitic capaci-
tances deteriorate the voltage gain and the noise performance of the LNA. They introduce
nonlinearities as well. However, since the voltage gain deterioration is larger than the
introduction of additional nonlinear components, eventually the linearity will improve.

6.1.2 Area-efficient inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA

In the second stage of the previously introduced inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback
LNA (see Fig.6.7), the capacitor CM has been used for DC decoupling. At moderate and
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Figure 6.7 Schematic of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA
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high frequencies, it can be assumed that | 1
sCM

|¿RM and then for simplicity of the analysis
the contribution of CM is neglected. In order to neglect this capacitance at low frequencies,
capacitor CM has to be large. In this case it will occupy large chip area. As previously
mentioned, for lower RM higher CM is required. For example, for RM = 10Ω at an RF
input frequency of 850 MHz, CM must be around 18 pF in order to neglect the impact of
| 1

sCM
| on RM . This value for CM is still reasonable to implement, but it already occupies a

large chip area.

A solution for this problem is to replace CM by a DC voltage that has a value close
to the DC voltage in node D. A schematic of an area-efficient inductorless wide-band
resistive-feedback LNA, which incorporates this idea, is presented in Fig. 6.8. The DC
voltage is implemented by using transistors Mn6 and Mn7. If there is a difference in the DC
voltages between the two terminals of the resistor RM , a DC current will flow through RM .
For small value of RM , even for a small difference in the DC voltages on the terminals of
RM , the current trough RM is not negligible. Therefore, the resistor RM can be omitted. In
the final design and implementation of the area-efficient inductorless wide-band resistive-
feedback LNA resistor RM is indeed omitted. In this case transistors Mn6 and Mn7 and
their bias conditions are chosen in such a way that 1

gm6
|| 1

gm7
≈ RM . gm6 and gm7 denote

the transconductances of transistors Mn6 and Mn7, respectively. The only drawbacks of
the proposed solution are slightly increased power consumption and nonlinearity due to
the contribution from Mn6 and Mn7.
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6.1.3 Single-ended to differential convertor

In the wide-band front-end implemented in 90nm CMOS (see Fig. 6.1), the single-ended
to differential converter (SDC) is connected to the LNA output. A simplified schematic of
the SDC is presented in Fig. 6.9. The RF input of the SDC is AC coupled to the LNA. The
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Figure 6.9 Schematic of the single-ended to differential convertor (SDC)

SDC converts a single-ended signal from the LNA into a differential (balanced) signal,
which is required by the mixer. It consists of a non-inverting common-gate amplifier in
parallel with an inverting common-source amplifier. The common-gate amplifier consists
of transistor Mn1 and load resistor RD1. The common-source amplifier consists of transis-
tor Mn2 and load resistor RD1. Cascode transistor Mn3 increases the output impedance and
the reverse isolation. Resistors RS1 improve the matching between of transistors Mn1 and
Mn2. The current source IBIAS determines the DC current in the common-gate amplifier.
The OTA in the SDC is used to provide a common-mode feedback. Thus, the difference in
the DC level at the outputs of the SDC (nodes C and D) is sensed by the OTA, which then
corrects the bias voltage in node G. In this way the bias current in the common-source
amplifier follows the bias current that is set in the common-gate stage. The current source
IBIAS is implemented by a current mirror consisting of transistors Mn4 and Mn5. Bias volt-
age VBIAS and resistor RBIAS generate in a combination with transistor Mn5 the reference
current Ire f . For high frequency signals resistor R3 isolates the output of the SDC from the
input of the OTA. In this way the OTA does not load the SDC. The simplified schematic
of the OTA is shown in the Fig. 6.10. It is a differential amplifier consisting of input
transistors Mn4 and Mn5, which are loaded by PMOS transistors Mp1 and Mp2. The OTA
has a differential input and a single-ended output. Capacitor C is used to decrease the
bandwidth of the OTA in order to improve the stability in the common-mode feedback
loop.
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Voltage gain of the SDC

In order to calculate the voltage gain of the SDC a small-signal model of the SDC is made.
It is shown in Fig.6.11. Before discussing the voltage gain of the SDC, it is important to
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Figure 6.11 Small-signal model of the SDC

find the capacitance and resistance associated with A, B, C, D, E and G nodes of the SDC.
They are given by the following set of equations.

CA ≈ CDB4 (6.33)

CB ≈ CGS1C
CGS1 +C

≈CGS1 (6.34)

CC ≈ CDB1 (6.35)
CD ≈ CDB3 (6.36)

CE ≈ CGS3C
CGS3 +C

+CDB2 (6.37)

CF ≈ CGS2||CA (6.38)

RA ≈ ro4||(RS1 +
1

gm1
) (6.39)
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RB ≈ (RS1 + ro4)|| 1
gm1

(6.40)

RC ≈ RD1 (6.41)
RD ≈ RD1 (6.42)

RE ≈ (ro2(1+gm2RS1))|| 1
gm3

(6.43)

RF ≈ RS1|| 1
gm2

(6.44)

In the derivation of these expressions it is assumed that the output resistances of tran-
sistors Mn1, ...,Mn5 (ro1, ...,ro5) are high. Further, CDB4 denotes the drain-bulk parasitic
capacitance of Mn4. CGS1 is the gate-source capacitance of Mn1 and C is the capacitor at
the output of the OTA (see Fig. 6.10). gm1 to gm4 are the transconductances of transistors
Mn1 to Mn4. Capacitor CDB1 denotes the drain-bulk parasitic capacitor of Mn1. CDB3 is the
drain-bulk parasitic capacitance of Mn3. CGS3 is the gate-source capacitance of Mn3. CGD2
and CDB2 are the gate-drain and the drain-bulk parasitic capacitances of Mn2, respectively.
Finally, CGS2 is the gate-source capacitance of Mn2.

Assuming that ro1 À RD1, ro1 À RS1, ro2 À RS1 and ro3 À RD1, the voltage in the
node C and D can be approximated as:

vC ≈ gm1RD1

1+gm1RS1
· 1

(1+ sCCRD1)(1+ s CBRS1
1+gm1RS1

)
· vA (6.45)

vD ≈ gm2RD1

1+gm2RS1
· 1+ sCF RS1

(1+ sCDRD1)(1+ s CE
gm3

)(1+ s CF RS1
1+gm2RS1

)
· vA (6.46)

The voltage gain of the SDC can be easily calculated as:

GSDC = vC− vD (6.47)

The voltages vC and vD are given by (6.45) and (6.46), respectively. For gm1 = gm2 = gm,
the voltage gain of the SDC at low frequencies can be approximated as:

GSDC0 ≈ 2
gmRD1

1+gmRS1
(6.48)

Considering the high frequency behavior, the output voltage in node C has two poles: pole
ωC1 = 1

CCRD1
associated with node C and pole ωC2 = 1+gm1RS1

CBRS1
associated with node B. The

output voltage in node D has three poles and one zero: pole ωD1 = 1
CDRD1

associated with

node D, pole ωD2 = gm3
CE

associated with node E, pole ωD3 = 1+gm2RS1
CF RS1

associated with
node F and zero ωD = 1

CF RS1
associated withe node F. The zero is a result of the pole

( 1
CF RS1

) in the loop gain due to the feedback introduced by impedance ZF = RS1|| 1
sCF

.
From (6.45), (6.46) and (6.47) the following can be concluded. The voltage gain of

the SDC can be improved by increasing transconductances gm1 and gm2, by increasing
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RD1 and by decreasing RS1. Higher transconductances gm1 and gm2 can be achieved by
increasing the W

L ratio of transistors Mn1 and Mn2 (W is the width and L is the length
of the transistors) and/or by increasing bias current IBIAS. By increasing W

L ratio of the
transistors the parasitic capacitances increase and the bandwidth of the SDC decreases.
By increasing IBIAS the power consumption increases. Moreover, the voltage drop on the
resistors is higher and the overdrive voltage of the transistors increases. In both cases,
the voltage headroom of the SDC is deteriorated. The consequence is that the transistors
operate closer to the triode region. Therefore, the maximum bias current that can be
applied to the SDC is determined by the supply voltage and by W

L ratio of the transistors.
Further, the voltage gain can be improved by increasing RD1 and decreasing RS1. A higher
value of RD1 decreases the bandwidth of the SDC as well as the voltage headroom of the
SDC. RS1 plays two opposite roles for the bandwidth of the SDC. First, a lower value of
RS1 decreases the loop gain gmRS1 and this decreases the bandwidth. Second, a lower
value of RS1 shift the poles 1

CBRS1
and 1

CF RS1
to higher frequencies, and this increases the

bandwidth.

Input and output impedances of the SDC

Assuming that (RS1 + 1
gm1

)¿ ro4, and neglecting ro1 and CB in the small-signal model of
the SDC (see Fig.6.11), the input impedance of the SDC can be approximated as:

ZSDC,in = (RS1 +
1

gm1
)(

1
1+ sCA(RS1 + 1

gm1
)
) (6.49)

This expression shows that for high RS1 + 1
gm1

, Zin is high at lower frequencies, but de-
creases with the frequency. Therefore, the capacitances in node A have to be decreased in
order to keep Zin more constant over frequency.

Neglecting the output resistances of transistors Mn1 and Mn3 and assuming that CC ≈
CD ≈CSDC,out in the small-signal model of the SDC (see Fig.6.11), the output differential
impedance of the SDC can be simplified as:

ZSDC,out = 2
RD1

1+ sCSDC,outRD1
(6.50)

It is clear that ZSDC,out decreases with frequency. For low values of RD1, ZSDC,out ≈ 2RD1.

Noise figure of the SDC

This section presents the noise analysis of the SDC. In the analysis, the channel ther-
mal noise of the transistors and the thermal noise of the resistors are taken into account.
The schematic of the SDC including the noise sources is shown in Fig.6.12. In order to
simplify the noise analysis some assumptions are made. First, the poles associated with
nodes B, E and F are neglected. It has been assumed that they are located at high frequen-
cies because the resistance associated with these nodes can be considered to be relatively
small (see (6.41) to (6.44)). Next, it is assumed that RD1 À RS1 and RD1 À 1

gm3
. Further,
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Figure 6.12 Schematic of the SDC including the noise sources

assuming that the output impedances of the transistors in the SDC are high, the noise
contribution from cascode transistor Mn3 can be also neglected. Finally, it is assumed that
gm1 ≈ gm2 ≈ gm and CC ≈CD. Taking into account all these assumptions, the noise figure
of the SDC with respect to a source impedance Rs can be approximated by:

NFSDC = 10 · log[1+

+
1
4
(

1+gm(RS1−RS)
1+gmRS1

)2 · |1+ sCARS
1+gmRS1

1+gm(RS1−RS)
|2 · (RS1

RS
+

1
gmRS

)+

+
1

2RSRD1
· (1+gm(RS +RS1)

gm
)2 · |1+ sCA

RS(1+gmRS1)
1+gm(RS +RS1)

|2 +

+ γngm4RS +

+
1
4
(

1+gm(RS +RS1)
(1+gmRS1)gm

)2 · |1+
sCARS(1+gmRS1)
1+gm(RS +RS1)

|2 · (g2
mRS1

RS
+

γngm

RS
)](6.51)

The first two lines in this equation denote the noise contributions from RS, RS1 and Mn1
in the common-gate amplifier. Next two lines in (6.51) represent the noise contribution
from RD1 in the common-source as well as in common-gate amplifier, and the noise con-
tribution from Mn4. The last term in (6.51) denote the noise contributions from RS1 and
Mn2 in the common-source amplifier of the SDC.

From (6.51) the following can be concluded. The noise contribution from RS1 and
Mn1 in the common gate amplifier can be completely canceled at the output of the SDC
if the condition (1+gm1(RS1−RS)) = 0 is satisfied. In this case the NF is determined by
the noise originating from the common-source amplifier and current source Mn4. On one
hand, the NF decreases by increasing gm2 and RD1 and by decreasing gm4 and RS1. Higher
gm2 can be achieved by increasing the bias current and/or increasing W2/L2 ratio (W2 is
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the width and L2 is the length of Mn2). On the other hand, larger bias current increases
the power consumption and decreases the voltage headroom in the SDC. Larger W2/L2
ratio decreases the bandwidth of the SDC. Also, larger RD1 decreases the bandwidth of the
SDC. If the noise from RS1 and Mn1 is not completely canceled, then the noise contribution
from Mn1 can be minimized by increasing gm1 and decreasing RS1. Higher gm1 can be
achieved by increasing the bias current in the common-gate stage of the SDC and/or
increasing W1/L1 ratio (W1 is the width and L1 is the length of Mn1).

Linearity of the SDC

In this section the linearity analysis of the SDC is presented. Particularly, the analytical
expressions for the IIP2 and the IIP3 of the SDC are provided. The IIP2 and the IIP3
are estimated by using the direct calculation method for finding a nonlinear response [33]
(see appendix B). Using this method the fundamental response (Vout,1,0), the second-order
harmonic at the output (Vout,2,0) and the third-order harmonic at the output (Vout,3,0) of the
SDC are calculated. The equivalent schematics are shown in Fig. 6.13. The current
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Figure 6.13 Equivalent schematics of the SDC for the computation of: (a) fun-
damental response, (b) second-order harmonic, (c) third-order har-
monic

sources iNL2,1, iNL2,2 and iNL2,4 model the second-order distortions of the transistors Mn1,
Mn2 and Mn4, respectively. In the same way, the third-order nonlinear current sources
iNL3,1, iNL3,2 and iNL3,4 model the third-order nonlinear distortions of the transistors Mn1,
Mn2 and Mn4, respectively. For the simplicity of the analysis, the nonlinear components
originating from nonlinear parasitic capacitances and from the cascode transistor Mn3 are
not taken into account.
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The second-order nonlinear current sources, which are shown in Fig. 6.13(b), can be
approximated as:

iNL2,1 ≈ [
K2gm1

2(1+gm1(RS +RS1))2 +
K2go1

2
(

G
2

)2 +
K2gm1&go1

2(1+gm1(RS +RS1))
G]V 2

r f

iNL2,2 ≈ [
K2gm2

2(1+gm1(Rs +RS1))2 +
K2go2

[ G
2RD1

( 1
gm3

+RS1)]2

2
+

+
K2gm2&go2

G
2RD1

( 1
gm3

+RS1)

2(1+gm1(RS +RS1))
]V 2

r f

iNL2,4 ≈ [
K2go4

2
(

1+gm1RS1

1+gm1(RS +RS1)
)2]V 2

r f (6.52)

K2gm1/2
, K2go1/2/4

and K2gm1/2&go1/2
are the second-order nonlinearity coefficients of Mn1,

Mn2 and Mn4. The definition of these coefficients is given in appendix B. The variable G
denotes the voltage gain of the SDC including the source impedance RS. Assuming that
gm1 ≈ gm2 ≈ gm, G can be approximated as:

G≈ 2
gmRD1

1+gm(RS +RS1)
(6.53)

When the second-order nonlinear currents are known, then the IIP2 of the SDC can be
expressed as:

IIP2SDC =
Vout,1,0/Vr f

Vout,2,0/V 2
r f
≈

≈ GV 2
r f

[G
2 ( 1

gm1
− RS

1+gm2RS1
)iNL2,1 +GRSiNL2,4 + RD1iNL2,2

1+gm2(RS1+RS) ]

(6.54)

It is already mentioned that in terms of linearity the influence of cascode transistor Mn3 can
be neglected. Actually, in an ideal case, for a very high output resistance of the transistors,
Mn3 only passes the current originating from Mn2. Therefore, the nonlinearities of Mn3
can be neglected. In reality the output resistances of the transistors is not infinite. This
is particularly the case with new submicron CMOS technologies. Therefore, Mn3 will
have contribution to the overall nonlinearity of the SDC. However, this contribution is
still negligible in comparison to the the other components.

Considering the insight into the behavior of the second-order nonlinearity in the SDC,
from (6.54) and (6.52) the following can be concluded. For low voltage gain iNL2,1 and
iNL2,2 decrease by increasing the overdrive voltages of Mn1 and Mn2, respectively. This
can be done by decreasing W/L ratio of transistors Mn1 and Mn2 as well as by increasing
the bias current in the SDC (see Fig. 6.9). Lower W/L ratio decreases gm of the tran-
sistors. Higher bias current increases the power consumption of the SDC and decreases
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the voltage headroom in the SDC. Also, when the overdrive voltages increase the tran-
sistors are closer to the triode region. The consequence is that the nonlinearity related to
coefficients K2go1/2/4

increases. Therefore, it is clear that for each bias current there is an
optimal W/L ratio for each transistor that gives minimal nonlinearities. For high voltage
gain of the SDC, the second-order nonlinearities are determined by K2go1/2/4

coefficients
(actually they are determined by the variations of the output resistance of the transistors
with the voltage swing). In this case it is very important that the transistors are biased to
be far from the triode region. Further, by increasing the value of resistor RS1, the second-
order nonlinearities decrease and IIP2 improves. Unfortunately, large RS1 decreases the
voltage room in the SDC. Finally, it is important to mention that the second-order har-
monic originating from transistor Mn1 can be canceled at the output of the SDC if the
condition ( 1

gm1
− RS

1+gm2RS1
) = 0 is satisfied.

In the same way as IIP2, IIP3 of the SDC can be calculated as:

IIP3SDC =

√
Vout,1,0/Vr f

Vout,3,0/V 3
r f
≈

≈
√√√√ GV 3

r f

[G
2 ( 1

gm1
− RS

1+gm2RS1
)iNL3,1 +GRSiNL3,4 + RD1iNL3,2

1+gm2(RS+RS1) ]

(6.55)

The third-order nonlinear currents iNL3,1, iNL3,2 and iNL3,4 can be expressed as a func-
tion of the third-order nonlinearity coefficients (see appendix B), the voltage gain G (see
(6.53)) and the loop gain ( 1

1+gm1RS1
). Due to the complexity of the analytical expressions,

the closed form formulas for the third-order nonlinear currents in the SDC are not pre-
sented. However, considering the insight into the behavior of the third-order nonlinearity
in the SDC, the same conclusions hold for the IIP3 as for the IIP2 of the SDC.

The trade-offs in the SDC

Considering the presented analysis of the SDC voltage gain, noise figure and linearity,
the following trade-offs in the SDC can be summarized. The voltage gain and the NF can
be improved by increasing transconductances gm1 and gm2 of the transistors Mn1 and Mn2
(see Fig. 6.9), by increasing RD1 and by decreasing RS1. Further, for each bias current
there is an optimal W/L ratio for each transistor that gives an optimal IIP2 and IIP3. On
one hand increasing resistor RS1 improves the IIP2 and IIP3, while they get deteriorated
by increasing RD1.

The transconductances gm1 and gm2 of transistors Mn1 and Mn2 can be increased by
increasing the W/L ratio of the transistors and/or by increasing the bias current in the
SDC. By increasing W/L ratio of the transistors, the bandwidth of the SDC decreases. By
increasing IBIAS the power consumption increases and the voltage headroom decreases.
Higher RD1 decreases the bandwidth as well as the voltage headroom of the SDC.
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If the condition ( 1
gm1

− RS
1+gm2RS1

) = 0 is satisfied, the noise contribution from RS1 and
Mn1 in the common-gate amplifier can be completely canceled at the output of the SDC.
Moreover, the second-order and the third-order harmonics of Mn1 can be canceled as well.

6.1.4 Harmonic-reject mixer

In a multi-standard wide-band front-end performance of a down-conversion mixer has a
great influence on the overall front-end performance. Hence, the down-conversion mixer
has to satisfy very challenging requirements (see Chapter 3, section 3.3 and Chapter 4).
Some of them are: operation at low supply voltage, high voltage gain, high linearity and
harmonic rejection. High voltage gain is required to decreases the noise contribution from
the low-frequency building blocks following the mixer (IF strip) and to relax the voltage
gain requirements of the IF strip. High linearity of the mixer is required in order to
accommodate the wide-band nature of the LNA. Harmonic rejection is required to prevent
mixing of the interfering signals with the odd harmonics of the LO. The passive mixer is
used as basis in the harmonic-reject mixer because of its high linearity and high voltage
gain. In this section basic operation of the implemented harmonic-reject is discussed
followed by the analysis of voltage gain, NF and linearity.

Basic operation of the harmonic-reject passive mixer

A simplified schematic of the harmonic-reject passive mixer (HRM) including the tran-
simpedance amplifier is presented in Fig. 6.14. The passive harmonic-reject mixer con-
sists of three passive mixers that are driven by LO waveforms delayed by (1/8)th of the
LO period. The voltages at the input of the harmonic reject mixer are converted into the
currents on the resistors R and R′. The current-to-voltage conversion is done using the
transimpedance amplifier consisting of the OTA and shunt feedback implemented as a
parallel connection between R2 and C2. Also, the transimpedance amplifier plays a role
of a low-pass filter. Capacitor C1 is used to provide attenuation for high frequency signals.
In this way, the input of the transimpedance amplifier is kept as virtual ground node even
at high frequencies.

By properly scaling the values of resistors R and R′ (R′ = R/
√

2 = R/1.4), and
the aspect ration (W/L) of the switching transistors in the passive mixers ((W/L)′ =√

2(W/L) = 1.4(W/L)), the third and the fifth harmonics can be rejected [27]. How-
ever, mismatch in the gain of passive mixers and inaccuracy of the phase in the LO path
deteriorate achieved harmonic rejection.

Since no DC current flows through the three passive mixers, the DC voltage at the
drain is equal to the DC voltage at the source of the switching transistors. The DC voltage
is set by the OTA to VDD/2 in order to obtain maximum swing for given supply voltage at
the output of the OTA. The switching transistors are ON for vGS,sw >VT H,sw, where VGS,sw
is the gate-source voltage of the switching transistors, and VT H,sw is the threshold voltage
of the switching transistors. Since the DC voltage at the source has been set at VDD/2, the
LO voltage at the gate of the switching transistor is determined by vLO ≥VDD/2+VT H,sw.
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Figure 6.14 Schematic of harmonic-reject mixer including transimpedance am-
plifier

The vLO signal is the amplitude of the LO signal. Therefore, the vLO must be a rail-to-rail
signal.

The simplified schematic of the OTA is presented in Fig. 6.15. The OTA is a differen-
tial version of the second and third stage of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback
LNA, which has been already discussed in section 6.1.1. Transistors Mn1 and Mn2 in the
first (input) stage operate as source followers. This means that the signals in nodes G and
H follow the input signals vin i f p and vin i f n, respectively. The voltages vG and vH are
converted into a current on resistor R11. The current fluctuation is passed through tran-
sistors Mn1 and Mn2 and sensed on the output impedance of the transistors Mp1 and Mp2.
The local feedback follows these fluctuations by modulating the current sources Mn3 and
Mn4. Further, since, transistors Mn5 and Mn6 in the output (second) stage of the OTA are
on the same gate voltages as Mn3 and Mn4, the current fluctuations through Mn3 and Mn4
are copied on Mn5 and Mn6. The current in the output stage is converted into a voltage
on the output resistance of transistors Mn5, Mp3 and Mn6, Mp4, respectively. The input
stage of the OTA comprises two local feedbacks. One of them is built via resistor R11
and it modifies the current through Mn1 and Mn2. The other feedback modifies the current
through Mn3 and Mn4.
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Figure 6.15 Schematic of the OTA used in the harmonic-reject mixer

The common-mode feedback is provided via OTABIAS. It forces the DC voltage in
nodes E and F to be the same as the referent voltage VREF . The OTABIAS is a simple
amplifier with a differential input and a single-ended output (similar OTA topology is
used for SDC biasing, see Fig. 6.10). VREF is chosen to be equal to VDD/2 in order to
allow maximal swing for given supply voltage at the output of the OTA. The resistors R22
are used to sense the common mode at the output of the OTA.

Voltage gain of the harmonic-reject mixer

In order to calculate the voltage gain of the harmonic-reject mixer, a small-signal model
of the mixer is constructed. It is shown in Fig. 6.16. In this model the feedback loop is
not open. However, the final results of the voltage gain are presented as a function of the
open loop gain and the loop gain of the HRM. Resistor R1 is equal to:

R1 = R+1/gm,sw (6.56)

where R denotes the resistor that performs the voltage-to-current conversion in the mixer.
gm,sw is the transconductance of the switching transistor in the mixer, when the switching
transistor is ON. The gate-source voltage of Mn1 is equal to vGS1 = vC− vG and the gate-
source voltage of Mn2 is equal to vGS1 = vD− vH . The gate-source voltage of Mn3 and
Mn5 are equal vGS3 = vGS5 = vM and the gate-source voltage of Mn4 and Mn6 are equal
vGS4 = vGS6 = vN . gm1, gm2, gm3, gm4, gm5 and gm6 are the transconductances of transistors
Mn1, Mn2, Mn3, Mn4, Mn5 and Mn6, respectively.
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Figure 6.16 An equivalent small-signal model of the harmonic-reject mixer

Considering the node resistances, the situation is the following. The resistance in
node F can be expressed as RF = ro6||rop4, where ro6 and rop4 are the output resistances
of Mn6 and Mp4, respectively. The resistance in node E is given as RE = ro5||rop3, where
ro5 and rop3 are the output resistances of Mn5 and Mp3, respectively. In a similar way,
the resistance in node M can be expressed as RM ≈ rop1, and the resistance in node N is
equal to RN ≈ rop2. Resistors rop1 and rop2 are the output resistances of Mp1 and Mp2,
respectively.

Considering the node capacitances, the situation is the following. Capacitor CC ≈C1
represents the total capacitance in node C, where C1 is the capacitor used to provide
attenuation for high frequency signals (see Fig. 6.14). In the same way, capacitor CD ≈
C1 expresses the total capacitance in node D. The total capacitance in node G can be
expressed as CG = CSB1 +CDB3 +CGS1||C1, where CSB1 and CGS1 are source-bulk and
gate-source capacitances of Mn1, and CDB3 is drain-bulk capacitance of Mn3. The total
capacitance in node H is equal to CH = CSB2 +CDB4 +CGS2||C1, where CSB2 and CGS2 are
source-bulk and gate-source capacitances of Mn2, and CDB4 is drain-bulk capacitance of
Mn4. Capacitor CM ≈CGS3 +CGS5 +CDBp1 +CDB1 denotes the total capacitances in node
M. CGS3 and CGS5 are gate-source capacitances of Mn3 and Mn5. CDBp1 and CDB1 are drain-
bulk capacitances of Mp1 and Mn1. Similarly, capacitor CN ≈CGS4 +CGS6 +CDBp2 +CDB2
is the total capacitances in node N. CGS4 and CGS6 are gate-source capacitances of Mn4 and
Mn6. CDBp2 and CDB2 are drain-bulk capacitances of Mp2 and Mn2. Finally, capacitances
in nodes E and F can be expressed as CE = CDB5 +CDBp3 and CF = CDB6 +CDBp4. CDB5
and CDB6 are drain-bulk capacitance of Mn5 and Mn6, and CDSp3 and CDBp4 are drain-bulk
capacitances of Mp3 and Mp5.

Assuming perfect matching in the differential harmonic-reject mixer, the voltage gain
of the harmonic-reject mixer can be approximated as:

GHRM =
vF − vE

v+
in− v−in

≈−4
√

2
π

·
Z2

R1+Z2+sCC,DR1Z2
·AOTA(s)

1+AOTA(s) ·β (s)
(6.57)
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The value 4
√

2/π comes from the sum of the three 450 phase-shifted LO square waves
( [27], see Fig. 6.14). Also, it is assumed that CC,D ≈CC ≈CD. Finally, Z2 denotes the
impedance consisting of the parallel combination of R2 and C2:

Z2 =
R2

1+ sC2R2
(6.58)

AOTA(s) is the voltage gain of the OTA. As mentioned before the OTA is a differential ver-
sion of the second and third stage of the inductorless wide-band resistive feedback LNA
introduced in section 6.1.1. Its principle of operation and detailed analysis are presented
there. Here, a brief analysis is provided:

AOTA(s)≈ gm5,6Z2||RE,F

gm3,4R11/2
· (1+ s/ωZG,H )
(1+ s/ωF,E)(1+ s/ωM,N)(1+ s/ωG,H)

(6.59)

−1
gm3,4R11/2 is the voltage gain of the input stage of the OTA and gm3,4 ≈ gm3 ≈ gm4.
(−gm5,6Z2||RE,F) is the voltage gain of the output stage of the OTA, where gm5,6 ≈ gm5 ≈
gm6 and RE,F ≈ ro5||rop3 ≈ ro6||rop4. ωZG,H = 1

CG,H R11/2 denotes the zero in node G (H),

where CG,H ≈CG≈CH . ωG,H = 1+gm1,2R11/2
CG,H R11/2 is the pole associated with node G (H), where

gm1,2 ≈ gm1 ≈ gm2. Factor (1+gm1,2R11/2) in the expression for the pole originates from

the local feedback via R11. ωM,N =
1+

gm1,2
1+gm1,2R11/2 RM,N gm3,4R11/2

CM,N RM,N
is the pole associated with

node M (N), where gm3,4 ≈ gm3 ≈ gm4, RM,N ≈ RM ≈ RN and CM,N ≈CM ≈CN . Factor
(1 + gm1,2

1+gm1,2R11/2 RM,Ngm3,4R11/2) in this expression originates from the local feedbacks

via R11 and Mn4. ωE,F = 1
CE,F Z2||RE,F

is the pole associated with node E (F). The voltage
gain of the OTA has three poles and one zero. Due to the local feedbacks in the first stage,
the pole associated with node M (N) will be far from the origin. Next, in order to achieve
high voltage gain, R11 must be low. Therefore, zero ωZG,H will compensate pole ωG,H
associated with the same node. Finally, pole ωE,F can be identified as a dominant pole.

Next, AOTA(s) ·β (s) is the loop gain of the transimpedance amplifier (the OTA with
R2||C2 in shunt feedback) in the mixer. It can be expressed as:

AOTA(s) ·β (s) ≈ R1

R1 +Z2 + sCCR1Z2

gm5,6Z2||RE,F

gm3R11/2
·

· (1+ s/ωZG,H )
(1+ s/ωF,E)(1+ s/ωM,N)(1+ s/ωG,H)

(6.60)

The previous analysis shows that for very high voltage gain of the OTA (AOTA(s)), the
voltage gain of the harmonic-reject mixer can be approximated as:

GHRM ≈−4
√

2
π

· Z2

R1
(6.61)

Z2 and R1 are defined by (6.58) and (6.56), respectively. The voltage gain of the mixer can
be improved by increasing R2 (see (6.58)), lowering R (see (6.56) and increasing gm,sw.
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Higher gm,sw can be achieved by increasing the Wsw/Lsw ratio, where Wsw and Lsw are the
width and the length of the switching transistors in the mixer. Finally, the voltage gain
in the OTA can be further improved by increasing gm5,6 and RE,F , and by decreasing R11
and gm3,4.

Input and output impedance of the harmonic-reject mixer

The input impedance of the harmonic reject mixer can be approximated as:

ZHRM,in ≈ 2
π

4
√

2
R1 = 2

π
4
√

2
(R+

1
gm,sw

) (6.62)

In this equation, the parasitic capacitances of the switching transistors in the passive mixer
are not taken into account. It is assumed that they are negligible.

Assuming that R1 ¿ |Z2| (see (6.58) and (6.56)), where |Z2| is the modulus of Z2 =
R2/(1+ sC2R2), the output impedance of the harmonic reject mixer can be approximated
as:

ZHRM,out ≈ 2(Z2|| rn5,6||rp3,4

1+ R1
R1+|Z2|

gm5,6·(|Z2|)||rn5,6||rp3,4

gm3,4
R11

2

) = 2(Z2|| rn5,6||rp3,4

1+AOTA(s)β (s)
) (6.63)

The total output impedance of the harmonic-reject mixer is a parallel connection between
the output impedance of the OTA (rn5,6||rp3,4), which is modified by the loop gain (1 +
AOTA(s)β (s)), and impedance Z2, which is placed in the feedback.

Noise figure of the harmonic-reject mixer

In this section the noise analysis of the harmonic reject mixer is presented. For the NF
calculation the noise contribution of each transistor and resistor is modeled as a current
source. The schematics of the passive mixer and the TIA including the noise sources are
shown in Fig.6.17 (a) and (b), respectively.

The noise figure of the differential harmonic-reject mixer is calculated with respect to
source impedance (Rs) and it can be approximated by:

NFHRM ≈ 10 · log[1+
π2

16
(
(2+1/1.4)R

Rs
+

2+1/1.4
Gm,swRs

+
(R1 +Rs)2

RsR2
+

+
1

gm1,2Rs
+

R11

Rs
+

γngm3,4

Rs

R11

2

2
+

γpgp1,2

Rs
(
(1+gm1,2R11/2)

gm1,2
)2 +

+
γn

gm5,6Rs
(gm3,4

R11

2
)2 +

γpgp3,4

Rs
(

gm3,4R11/2
gm5,6

)2)] (6.64)

In the noise analysis the channel thermal noise of the transistors and the thermal noise
of the resistors are taken into account. The contribution of the flicker noise is discussed
later. The four components in the first line of (6.64) are the noise contribution of 2Rs,
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Figure 6.17 Noise analysis of the HRM: (a) schematic of one passive mixer
with the voltage-to-current conversion including the noise sources
(b) schematic of TIA including the noise sources

R, switching transistors (1/Gm,sw) and R2, respectively. The equivalent transconductance
Gm,sw is a sum of two components. The two components of Gm,sw are the results of the
ON-overlap and the NON-overlap regions of operation of the switching transistors in the
passive mixer [38]. When the passive mixer is in the ON-overlap region all switching
transistors are ON, and the transconductance is a sum of the transconductances of the
switching transistors in parallel. It is constant during the ON-overlap period. The thermal
noise due to this transconductance defines the output noise during the ON-overlap region
of operation. Away from the ON-overlap region, half of the switching transistors will
be ON and the other half will be OFF. The transistors that are ON contribute to the out-
put noise. Therefore, the equivalent Gm,sw combines the ON-overlap and NON-overlap
transconductances weighting each of them with proper duty cycle. The factor (2+1/1.4)
in the second and the third components is the result of the harmonic-reject mixer topol-
ogy (see Fig. 6.14). The components in the second line of (6.64) are the thermal noise
contribution of the first stage of the OTA (the thermal noise contribution of Mn1 and Mn2,
R11, Mn3 and Mn4, Mp1 and Mp2). The components in the last, third line of (6.64) are the
thermal noise contribution of the second stage of the OTA (the thermal noise contribution
of Mn5 and Mn6, Mp3 and Mp4).

As previously mentioned, the flicker noise contributes to the total NF, as well. The
flicker noise of the first stage of the OTA has a high contribution to the total noise figure.
In order to make this impact negligible and decrease the flicker noise the width and the
length of Mn1, Mn2, Mn5 and Mn6 must be large, while transistors Mn3, Mn4, Mp1, Mp2,
Mp3 and Mp4 must have small W/L ratio. The flicker noise from the switching transistors
contributes to the total noise as well [11]. It can be reduced by increasing the area of the
switching transistors (WL). The consequence is voltage gain reduction due to introduced
parasitic capacitances.
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From the previous analysis the following can be concluded. The NFHRM decreases by
decreasing R, R11, gm3,4, gp1,2 and gp3,4, and by increasing R2, gm1,2 and gm5,6. This can be
achieved by increasing the DC current in the OTA, increasing W/L ratio of Mn1, Mn2, Mn5,
Mn6, and/or decreasing W/L ratio of Mn3, Mn4, Mp1, Mp2, Mp3 and Mp4. By increasing the
DC current, the power consumption increases and higher drain-source voltage is required
in order to keep the transistors in saturation. By increasing W/L ratio of the denoted
transistors, the parasitic capacitances increases. By decreasing W/L ratio of the denoted
transistors, higher overdrive voltage is required for a given DC bias current. Next, W/L
ratio of the switching transistors Msw has to be large to decrease the contribution of the
thermal noise of these transistors. The flicker noise of the switching transistors can be
decrease by increasing their area (WL).

Linearity of the harmonic-reject mixer

In this section the IIP2 and the IIP3 of the proposed harmonic-reject mixer are consid-
ered. Since the mixer is used in a differential configuration, ideally the IIP2 is infinite.
In practice this is not the case. The main mechanisms responsible for second-order in-
termodulation distortion in the harmonic-reject mixer are the following. One mechanism
is self-mixing. It occurs due to parasitic coupling of the RF signal with the LO signal.
The mixer behaves as a multiplier and at its output a signal proportional to the square
of the input signal is produced. This results in base-band content at the output of the
mixer. This mechanism can be reduced via isolation techniques and balancing. The sec-
ond mechanism is due to deviation of the LO duty cycle from 50%. In this case, the IIP2
components from the previous building blocks of the receiver (LNA and SDC) are trans-
ferred to the output of the mixer. Finally, the third mechanism is due to the mismatches in
the harmonic-reject mixer. In practice, the third mechanism can be minimized by careful
and symmetrical layout.

In order to estimate the IIP3 of the HRM (IIP3HRM), the third order non-linearities
originating from the switching stage and TIA are presented as corresponding nonlinear
current sources. The schematics of the passive mixer and TIA with included non-linear
current sources are shown in Fig. 6.18 (a) and (b), respectively. Assuming ideal matching
and identical transistors, the third-order nonlinearities of transistors Mn1 and Mn2 are the
same and can be modeled as iNL3,n1,2 = iNL3,n1 = iNL3,n2. In a similar way iNL3,n3,4, iNL,p1,2,
iNL3,n5,6 and iNL3,p3,4 model the third-order distortion currents of Mn3 (Mn4), Mp1 (Mp2),
Mn5 (Mn6) and Mp3 (Mp4), respectively.

The IIP3 of the HRM can be estimated in the following way. First, assuming that the
OTA is ideal and does not introduce non-linearities, the IIP3 will only be affected by the
switching stage. In this case IIP3 can be estimated as:

IIP3HRM ≈
√

Vout,1,0/Vr f

Vout,3,0/V 3
r f
≈

√
4
3

gm,sw

K3gm,sw

(6.65)

where K3gm,sw is the third-order nonlinear coefficient of the switching transistor. Equa-
tion (6.65) shows that the IIP3 improves by increasing gm,sw, W/L ratio and overdrive
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Figure 6.18 Third-order distortions of the HRM: (a) schematic of passive mixer
with non-linear current sources (b) schematic of TIA with non-
linear current sources

voltage of the switching transistors. Larger transistors increase the non-linear parasitic
capacitances and this increases iNL3,sw. Large overdrive voltage requires large LO swing.

In practice the OTA introduces non-linearities and this will determine the IIP3 perfor-
mance of the HRM. The IIP3 of the HRM including the non-linearities of the OTA (see
Fig.6.18(b)), can be estimated as:

IIP3HRM ≈ [
K3gm,sw

gm,sw
+

1
(1+AOTAβ )3 · IIP32

OTA
]−

1
2 (6.66)

IIP3OTA is the IIP3 of the OTA. A higher IIP3 of the HRM can be achieved by increasing
the loop gain of the HRM, and increasing the IIP3OTA.

Using the derivations from APPENDIX B, for a high voltage gain of the OTA, assum-
ing that Mn1 (Mn2) is a perfect source follower and vG ≈ vC (vH ≈ vD), and assuming that
the non-linear coefficients related to the cross-terms are lower than the coefficients related
to the single control voltages (see APPENDIX B), the IIP3OTA can be approximated as:

IIP3OTA ≈ [(
K3go1,2

gm1,2
+

R11

2
K3gm3,4

+
1+gm1R11

gm1
K3gop1,2

)
A3

OTA,I

4
+

+
R2||RE,F

4AOTA
[K3gm5,6

A3
OTA,I +(K3go5,6

+K3gop3,4
)A3

OTA)]−1/2 (6.67)

AOTA = AOTA,I ·AOTA,II , and AOTA,I = − 1
gm3,4R11/2 is the voltage gain of the first stage in

the OTA, and AOTA,II = −gm5,6R2||RE,F is the voltage gain of the second stage in the
OTA. K3go1,2

, K3gm3,4
and K3gop1,2

are non-linear coefficients of Mn1,2, Mn3,4 and Mp1,2,
respectively. K3gm5,6

and K3go5,6
are the non-linear coefficient of Mn5,6, and K3gop3,4

is the
non-linear coefficient of Mp3,4.
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From the previous analysis the following can be concluded. Although a higher AOTA
deteriorates the IIP3OTA, the total IIP3HRM improves as AOTA increases. Actually, for a
higher voltage gain in the second stage of the OTA (AOTA,II) the non-linear contribution
of the first stage of the OTA decreases and the total IIP3HRM increases. Further, for
higher AOTA,II non-linearities related to variations of gm3,4 are lower. This also improves
IIP3HRM . Finally, higher gm5,6

gm3,4R11/2 ratio decreases the non-linearities related to variations
of the output resistances of Mn5,6 (K3go5,6

) and Mp3,4 (K3gop3,4
), and improves IIP3HRM .

At higher frequencies non-linearities of the parasitic capacitances decreases IIP3HRM .
Therefore, smaller transistors and higher bias current have to be used to compensate for
the non-linearities at the higher frequencies.

The trade-offs in the HRM

The previous analysis shows the following trade-offs in the design of the HRM. The
GHRM , the NFHRM and the IIP3HRM improve as the voltage gain of the OTA (AOTA), in-
creases. A higher AOTA can be achieved by increasing gm1,2 and gm5,6, and decreasing
R11, gm3,4, gp1,2 and gp3,4. This can be achieved by increasing the DC current in the OTA,
increasing the W/L ratio of Mn1, Mn2, Mn5, Mn6, and/or decreasing the W/L ratio of Mn3,
Mn4, Mp1, Mp2, Mp3 and Mp4. By increasing the DC current, the power consumption
increases and higher drain-source voltage is required in order to keep the transistors in
saturation. By increasing the W/L ratio of the denoted transistors, the parasitic capaci-
tances increase. Higher parasitic capacitances decrease the bandwidth of the OTA and
increase non-linearities of the OTA due to the non-linear parasitic capacitances. Further,
higher GHRM and lower NFHRM can be achieved by increasing R2 and gsw, and decreasing
R. Finally, the size of switching transistors Msw have to be chosen to give an optimal noise
contribution between the thermal noise and the flicker noise, as well an optimal IIP3HRM .

6.1.5 LO generation

The I and Q harmonic-reject mixers in the proposed receiver (see Fig. 6.19) require eight
LO signals with the same amplitudes and different phases. For that purpose an 8-phase
LO generator is designed. The 8-phase LO generator has been designed in the frame
of a master student project and a complete analysis of the LO generator is presented in
the master thesis [39]. In this section a basic principle of the 8-phase LO generator is
presented.

A block diagram of the 8-phase LO generator used in this receiver is presented in
Fig. 6.20. The LO generator consists of a poly-phase filter that is used to generate the
4-phase LO signals from a conventional differential local oscillator. An interpolation
network splits the 4-phase LO signals into an 8-phase signal. Finally, an output buffer is
introduced between the interpolation network and the harmonic-reject mixers in order to
generate rail to rail swing.
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6.1.6 Experimental results

Using the insight into the operations of the presented building blocks, the wide-band LNA,
the area-efficient wide-band LNA and the wide-band RF front-end have been designed
and implemented in a baseline 90 nm CMOS LP process. In this section the experimental
results of the implemented circuits are presented and discussed.

Measured performance of the inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback LNA

For the measurement purpose the original schematic of the wide-band LNA has been
slightly modified. The modified schematic is shown in Fig. 6.21. The load resistor in
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the third stage of the LNA has been split in two resistors RD21 = 50 Ω and RD22. In this
way the influence of a 50 Ω load originating from the measurement equipment to |S11|
of the LNA is made negligible. The consequence of this action is a deterioration in the
measured LNA voltage gain and NF.
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Figure 6.21 Implemented wide-band LNA

Fig. 6.22 (a) and (b) show the layout and the die photo of the implemented wide-band
LNA, respectively. The occupied chip area is 400 µm x 300 µm. The LNA consumes
15 mA from a 1.2 supply voltage.

RF_in

RF_out

(a) (b)

Figure 6.22 Wide-band LNA: (a) layout, (b) die photo

In Fig. 6.23 (a) the measured voltage gain of the LNA is presented. The measured
voltage gain at 1 GHz is 12 dB, while the 3-dB bandwidth is 2 GHz. As mentioned
before, in order to perform the measurements, the LNA is designed to provide an output
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impedance of 50 Ω. When the LNA is used in a front-end, it is followed by some other
block (e.g. mixer) and in this case the LNA does not have to provide an output impedance
of 50 Ω. Consequently, a higher LNA voltage gain can be obtained. The measured NF
of the LNA is presented in Fig. 6.23 (b). A noise figure of 4 dB is measured at 1 GHz.
The implemented LNA has a single-ended operation and it does not require a balun when
connected to an antenna. Therefore, the noise figure impairment of typically 1.5 to 2.5 dB
is prevented. Consequently, a higher noise figure of the implemented LNA is acceptable.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.23 Measured performance of the wide-band LNA: (a) voltage gain, (b)
noise figure

The input matching (|S11| ≤ −10 dB) is achieved in the frequency range 0.3-1 GHz
and it is plotted in Fig. 6.24 (a).

(a) (b)(b)

Figure 6.24 Measured performance of the wide-band LNA: (a) |S11|, (b) IIP3

Fig. 6.24 (b) shows the measured IIP3 of the implemented LNA using the two-tone
test. The frequencies of the fundamentals are 800 MHz and 900 MHz, while the third
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order intermodulation products are located at 700 MHz and 1 GHz. The measured IIP3 is
-16 dBm.

The MOS decoupling capacitor used in the amplifier impairs the linearity of the im-
plemented LNA. Replacing this capacitor with Metal-Insulator-Metal capacitor (MIM ca-
pacitors are not available in the used process) a better linearity can be obtained.

Summarizing the measured performance of the implemented wide-band CMOS LNA
the following features can be highlighted: a low power consumption, a high power gain,
a moderate noise figure and a small chip area. Apart from this, it operates at a low supply
voltage of 1.2 V. The disadvantage is a rather low IIP3. Linearity can be improved by
replacing the decoupling MOS capacitors with MIM capacitors, and also by increasing
the power consumption of the LNA.

Measured performance of the area-efficient inductorless wide-band resistive-feedback
LNA

Similar as for the wide-band LNA, for the measurement purpose the resistor in the last
stage of the area-efficient wide-band LNA (RD2) has been split in two resistors RD21 =
50 Ω and RD22 (see Fig. 6.25).
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Figure 6.25 Implemented area-efficient wide-band LNA

Fig.6.26 (a) and (b) show the layout and the die photo of the implemented area-
efficient wide-band LNA, respectively. The occupied chip area is 250 µm x 280 µm.
The LNA consumes 14 mA from a 1.2V supply voltage.

The measured performance of the area-efficient wide-band LNA are summarized in
Table 6.1. The results are close to these of the wide-band LNA, while the occupied chip
area of the area-efficient wide-band LNA is 40 % lower than the chip area of the wide-
band LNA.
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Figure 6.26 Area-efficient wide-band LNA: (a) layout, (b) die photo

Process Frequency Gain NF IIP3 Power Active area
[GHz] [dB] [dB] [dBm] [mW] [mm2]

90nm CMOS 0.4-1 16 3.5 -17 16.8 0.07

Table 6.1 Measurement results of the area-efficient wide-band LNA

Measured performance of the wide-band front-end

Using the insights into the operation of the presented building blocks, the wide-band re-
ceiver RF front-end is designed and implemented in a baseline 90 nm CMOS LP process.
Fig. 6.27 (a) shows the die photo of the implemented RF front-end. The die mounted on
a PCB is shown in Fig. 6.27 (b). The active chip area of the RF front-end including the
RF signal path as well as the LO generation path is 1600 µm x 1088 µm. The RF signal
path alone occupies an area of 980 µm x 1070 µm. The power dissipation of the receiver
front-end is 32 mW at a 1.2 V supply voltage. The power dissipation of the LO generator
is not taken into consideration since this configuration of the LO generator is used only
for measurements.

Fig. 6.28 (a) and Fig. 6.28 (b) show the measured voltage gain of the front-end as a
function of IF frequencies and RF frequencies, respectively. The voltage gain as a function
of IF frequencies is measured for an input frequency of 1 GHz. The 3-dB bandwidth of
the low-pass filter at the output of the mixer is 16 MHz (see Fig. 6.28 (a)) and the 3-dB
bandwidth of the receiver RF front-end is 1.7 GHz as shown in Fig. 6.28 (b).

The measured NF of the front-end is 5.5 dB. As the implemented RF front-end has a
single-ended input, it does not require a balun when connected to an antenna. Therefore,
the noise figure impairment of typically 1.5 to 2.5 dB is prevented. Therefore, a higher
noise figure of the implemented RF front-end can be accepted.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.27 Implemented wide-band receiver RF front-end: (a) die photo, (b)
die mounted on PCB

(a) (b)

Figure 6.28 Measured voltage gain of the wide-band receiver RF front-end: (a)
as a function of IF frequency with RF frequency at 1GHz, (b) as a
function of RF frequency

The achieved harmonic rejection of the third and fifth harmonic are -52 dB and -87
dB, respectively.

The input matching (|S11| ≤ −10 dB) is achieved in the frequency range from 0.8
GHz up to 1.7 GHz and it is plotted in Fig. 6.29.

Fig. 6.30 (a) illustrates the measured IIP3 of the implemented RF front-end. Two test
tones are at 1 GHz and at 1.001 GHz. The frequency of the LO signal is 997 MHz. The
output fundamental signals are at 3 MHz and 4 MHz, while the third order intermodula-
tion products are located at 2 MHz and 5 MHz. The measured IIP3 is -13 dBm. Fig. 6.30
(b) shows the measured IIP2 of the RF front-end. The frequencies of the two test tones
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Figure 6.29 Measured |S11| of the wide-band receiver RF front-end

are 1.01 GHz and 1.0103 GHz. The frequency of the LO signal is 1 GHz. The output
fundamental signals are at 10 MHz and 10.3 MHz, while the second order intermodula-
tion products are located at 0.3 MHz. The measured IIP2 is 30 dBm. In the implemented
wide-band RF front-end, MOS capacitors are used. As already said in the previous sec-
tions, MIM capacitors were not available. MOS capacitors deteriorate the linearity of
the implemented RF front-end. Replacing these capacitors with MIM capacitors, a better
linearity performance can be obtained.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.30 Measured intermodulation performance of the wide-band receiver
RF front-end: (a) IIP3 (b) IIP2

Analyzing the measured results, the following features of the implemented wide-band
RF front-end can be highlighted: low power consumption, high voltage gain and small
chip area. Apart from this, it operates at a low supply voltage of 1.2 V. The RF front-
end has a moderate noise figure and a moderate linearity. Linearity can be improved by
replacing the MOS capacitors with MIM capacitors. Increasing the power consumption
will further improve the noise figure, the linearity and the bandwidth of the RF front-end.
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6.1.7 Conclusions

In the previous sections the complete analysis, design and implementation of the wide-
band RF front-end implemented in 90 nm CMOS has been presented. The RF front-end
consists of a novel inductorless wide-band LNA, a single-ended to differential conver-
tor and a novel passive harmonic-reject mixer. A complete analysis and insight into the
operation of the building blocks have been presented.

The main features of the proposed RF font-end are: operation in the frequency range
from 0.8 GHz up to 1.7 GHz, low power consumption (32 mW), high voltage gain (24 dB),
moderate noise figure (5.5 dB), moderate linearity (IIP3=-13 dBm and IIP2=30 dBm), and
small chip area (≈ 1.75 mm2). In addition, it operates at a low supply voltage (1.2 V).
This is an important requirement for modern baseline deep sub-micron CMOS processes
and one of the most difficult to fulfill in the RF part of the front-end. As the implemented
RF front-end has a single-ended input, it does not require a balun when connected to an
antenna. Therefore, the NF impairment of 1 to 2 dB is prevented, and the moderated NF
of the implemented RF front-end is acceptable. Further, the linearity can be improved by
using MIM capacitors.

During the project the technology supplier for this project had to change from the 90
nm CMOS to 65 nm CMOS. Therefore, during the design-layout phase there was not
sufficient time to do a parasitic extraction and redesign based on the parasitic extraction.
Because of this, discrepancies between the simulation and measured results have been
encountered for this design. Although the redesign in 90 nm CMOS was no possible, the
technology feedback and the total path from the design to the measurement were impor-
tant for this project. In order to achieve better performance (such as higher bandwidth)
optimization with parasitic extraction has to be done.

6.2 Wide-band front-end in 65 nm CMOS

In the previous RF front-end presented in Fig. 6.1, the LNA consumes 47 % of the
total power. Adding more power in the LNA in order to improve the bandwidth was not
acceptable option. Therefore, in the redesign phase the main idea was to omit the LNA
with resistive feedback and to use the SDC as a low-noise amplifier. The block diagram
of the wide-band front-end implemented in 65nm CMOS is shown in Fig. 6.31. The
wide-band LNA is followed by a source-follower that acts as a voltage buffer between
the mixer and the LNA. The voltage to current conversion is done via resistor R. The
frequency down-conversion is performed by a current commutating mixer. Finally, the
low-frequency components in the output current are converted into voltage via resistor
R2. The high-frequency components are attenuated due to the first-order low-pass filter
with a pole determined by the R2-C2 combination.

The available chip area for this implementation was very limited. Hence, it was not
possible to implement the LO generation for the harmonic-reject mixer and the inductors
in the LNA for bandwidth extension. Then, instead of achieving a bandwidth of 6 GHz,
the goal was to investigate what the maximum bandwidth can be reached without the
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Figure 6.31 Block diagram of the wide-band front-end implemented in 65 nm
CMOS

use of inductive peaking, to minimize the noise figure of the front-end, to maximize the
linearity of the front-end and to investigate the correspondence between simulated and
measured results. Later, based on a good matching between simulated and measured
results, the performance of the wide-band 0.9-6 GHz front-end can be evaluated.

6.2.1 Inductorless wide-band LNA with noise cancelation

The simplified schematic of the inductorless wide-band LNA with noise cancelation is
shown in Fig.6.32. The LNA is based on the SDC topology used in the previous RF front-
end shown in Fig.6.9 and discussed in section 6.1.3. This topology provides a single-
ended-to-differential conversion, and it consists of a non-inverting common-gate amplifier
in parallel with an inverting common-source amplifier. The common-gate stage amplifies
the input signal by a voltage gain that can be approximated as gm1RD1, where gm1 is the
transconductance of transistor Mn1. Next, the common-source stage amplifies the input
signal by a voltage gain gm2RD2, where gm2 is the transconductance of transistor Mn2. The
interesting property of this LNA topology is that the noise originating from Mn1 can be
canceled. In order to have noise cancelation, it is necessary to match the input impedance
of the LNA to the source impedance. Then, the LNA noise is determined by the noise
originating from transistor Mn2. Apart from the noise cancelation property, this LNA
topology can provide balanced output signals. A right combination of gm1, gm2, RD1 and
RD2 ensure to have balanced output signals. In practice, the noise cancelation and the
output signal balance are not ideal. At higher frequencies, the parasitic capacitances of
the transistors affect the input matching. Inductance from the bond-wire (L) is used to
compensate for the parasitic capacitances of transistor Mn1. The effect of the bond-wire
inductor on the bandwidth of the LNA will be discussed later. Capacitor C is a decoupling
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Figure 6.32 Schematic of the inductorless wide-band common-gate LNA

capacitor, and it must be sufficiently high in order to be neglected. Resistor Rbias is used
for biasing. Two extra load resistors in series with the PMOS transistors controlled by
voltage Vc, are used to program the voltage gain of the LNA.

A wide-band LNA based on the common-gate amplifier topology, which exploits
noise cancelation technique, has been published in the meantime in [41] and [42]. In
order to extend the bandwidth of this LNA to 6 GHz, inductive peaking can be used.
In [41], inductors of 5 nH have been used. These inductors, if integrated, occupy a large
chip area, but this is a price that should be paid to reach such a large bandwidth.

Since the wide-band common-gate LNA is based on the topology of the SDC shown
in Fig. 6.9 the analysis of the LNA is similar to the SDC analysis in section 6.1.3. The
specific differences related to the wide-band common-gate LNA will be thoroughly ex-
plained.

Input and output impedance of the wide-band LNA with noise cancelation

Fig. 6.33 shows the small signal model of the wide-band common-gate LNA that is used
to calculate the input and output impedances of the LNA.

Resistor Rs is the source impedance which models the antenna impedance of 50 Ω. As
previously mentioned gm1 and gm2 are the transconductances of the transistors Mn1 and
Mn2, respectively. ro1 and ro2 are the output resistances of the transistors Mn1 and Mn2,
respectively. gm3 and ro3 are the transconductance and the output resistance of Mn3. RD1
and RD2 are the load resistors, and L is the bond-wire inductance. CA is the total capaci-
tance in node A and includes a sum of gate-source capacitances of Mn1 and Mn2 (CGS1 and
CGS2) and the bond pad capacitance. Further, CB denotes the capacitance associated with
node B, and CB ≈CDB1, where CDB1 is drain-bulk capacitor of Mn1. Next, CC denotes the
capacitance in node C and it is equal to drain-bulk capacitor of Mn3, CC ≈CDB3. Finally,
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the capacitance associated with node D is denoted with CD and it can be expressed as
CD ≈CGS3 +CDB2 +(1+ gm3

gm2
)CGD2. CGS3 is gate-source capacitor of Mn3, while CDB2 and

CGD2 are drain-bulk and gate-drain capacitors of Mn2.
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impedances

The input impedance of the LNA can be expressed as:

ZLNA,in = (Rbias|| RD1 + ro1

1+gm1ro1
) · 1+ sa1

1+ sb1 + s2b2
(6.68)

a1 = CBRD1||ro1 (6.69)

b1 =
CARbias(RD1 + ro1)+CB[RbiasRD1(1+gm1ro1)+ ro1RD1]

RD1 + ro1 +Rbias(1+gm1ro1)
(6.70)

b2 =
CBCAro1RD1Rbias

RD1 + ro1 +Rbias(1+gm1ro1)
(6.71)

This expression shows the following. First, at the low frequencies, if ro1 is not infinite and
ro1 is the same order of magnitude as RD1, which is usually the case in deep sub-micron
CMOS technologies, ro1 modifies the input impedance of the common gate amplifier stage
as Rbias|| RD1+ro1

1+gm1ro1
. Resistor Rbias affects also the input impedance of the LNA, especially

at low supply voltages where there is not enough voltage room to use a high value for
Rbias. Further, at the higher frequencies, due to finite ro1, additional zero and pole appear
in the expression for the ZLNA,in as a result of the capacitances in node B (CB). CA is
the total capacitance in node A, and includes a sum of gate-source capacitances of Mn1
and Mn2 (CGS1 and CGS2) and the bond pad capacitance. Since the bond pad capacitance
is high (around 200 fF) it is reasonable to assume that CA is the dominant capacitance.
In this case, the pole and the zero associated with node B are equal to 1/(CBRD1||ro1).
Hence, ZLNA,in can be simplified as:

ZLNA,in = (Rbias|| RD1 + ro1

1+gm1ro1
) · 1

1+ sCARbias|| (RD1+ro1)
1+gm1ro1

=
1

gm1,equ
· 1

1+ sCA
gm1,equ

(6.72)

where gm1,equ denotes the equivalent transconductance and 1
gm1,equ

= Rbias|| RD1+ro1
1+gm1ro1

. In or-
der to provide input impedance matching ZLNA,in must be equal to the antenna impedance
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denoted as Rs (ZLNA,in = Rs). At lower frequencies this is satisfied when 1
gm1,equ

= Rs.
At higher frequencies, the pole limits the frequency range in which the input impedance
matching can be achieved. This decreases |S11| at higher frequencies. The bond-wire
inductance L is used to compensate for this. It modifies the input impedance of the LNA,
ZLNA,in (see Eq.(6.72)) in the following way:

ZLNA,in = sL+
1

gm1,equ
· 1

1+ sCA
gm1,equ

=
1

gm1,equ
· 1−ω2LCA + sLgm1,equ

1+ sCA
gm1,equ

(6.73)

where s = jω and it is assumed that the circuit is in the steady-state. For input matching
ZLNA,in equals Rs. In Fig.6.34 |S11| for different values of CA (200 fF and 500 fF) and L
(0.5nH and 1nH) is presented. The graphs show that good input matching can be achieved
easily with reasonable inductance value, even for higher values of CA.
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The output differential impedance of the wide-band LNA is the sum of the output
impedances in nodes B and C:

ZLNA,out =
RD1

1+ sCBRD1
||[ro1 +Z

′
+gm1ro1Z

′
]+

RD2

1+ sCCRD2
||[Z′′ + ro3 +gm3ro3Z

′′
]≈

≈ RD1

1+ sCBRD1
+

RD2

1+ sCCRD2
(6.74)

where Z
′
= (Rs + sL)||Rbias|| 1

sCA
and Z

′′
= ro2

1+sCDro2
.
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Voltage gain of the wide-band LNA with noise cancelation

In order to calculate the voltage gain of the LNA a small signal model shown in Fig. 6.35
is used. vr f is the input voltage. The other variables have been previously defined in the
calculation of the input and output impedance.
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Figure 6.35 Small-signal model of the LNA used to calculate voltage gain

In the analysis first the low frequency voltage gain is presented. Then, the conditions
for a balanced voltage at the LNA output are discussed and explained. Finally, the influ-
ence of the parasitic capacitances as well as the influence of the bond-wire inductance to
the bandwidth of the LNA are discussed.

At low frequencies, taking into consideration the finite output resistance of Mn1 and
Mn2, the LNA voltage gain can be expressed as:

GLNA(0) = GLNA,ss,B(0)−GLNA,ss,C(0) =
vB

vr f
− vC

vr f
=

vB− vC

vr f
≈

≈ (
RD1(1+gm1ro1)

ro1 +RD1
+gm2RD2

gm3ro2

1+gm3ro2
) ·

ro1+RD1
1+gm1ro1

||Rbias

ro1+RD1
1+gm1ro1

||Rbias +Rs
(6.75)

The variables GLNA,ss,B(0) = vB
vr f

and GLNA,ss,C(0) = vC
vr f

denote the single-ended low fre-
quency voltage gain between node B and the input source vr f , and between node C and
the input source vr f , respectively. In order to have a balanced signal at the output of the
LNA, it is necessary to ensure that:

RD1(1+gm1ro1)
ro1 +RD1

= gm2RD2
gm3ro2

1+gm3ro2
(6.76)

At high frequencies, the parasitic capacitances and bond-wire inductance influence the
voltage gain of the LNA. When they are taken into account, the LNA voltage gain can be
expressed as:

GLNA ≈ (
GLNA,ss,B(0)
1+ sCBRD1

+
GLNA,ss,C(0)

(1+ sCCRD2)(1+ s CD
gm3

)
)GA (6.77)

GA =
1

1+ s[CA
ro1+RD1
1+gm1ro1

||Rbias||Rs + L(1+gm1Rbias)
Rbias+Rs(1+gm1Rbias)

]+ s2 LCA
Rs

ro1+RD1
1+gm1ro1

||Rs||Rbias

(6.78)
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where GLNA,ss,B(0) and GLNA,ss,C(0) have been previously defined. From (6.77) and (6.78)
the following can be concluded. Both single-ended transfer functions GLNA,ss,B = vB

vr f
and

GLNA,ss,C = vC
vr f

share the same two complex-conjugate poles (GA) associated with node

A (see (6.78)). Further, GLNA,ss,B has one additional pole associated with node B ( 1
CBRD1

),
and GLNA,ss,C has two additional poles associated with nodes D ( gm3

CD
) and C ( 1

CCRD2
).

The goal in the design of the wide-band LNA is to provide balanced voltage at the
output of the LNA in the target frequency range. This means that both single-ended
transfer functions must have the same bandwidth. In order to achieve this balance the
dominant parasitics have to be determined. Therefore, first the impact of the bond-wire
inductance L to the LNA voltage gain has to be investigated. The magnitude of the term
GA is plotted in Fig.6.36 (a) as a function of frequency for different values of L. In the
graph it has been assumed that CA = 500 fF. In practice, in order to achieve such a high
parasitic capacitance large transistors have to be used together with the bond pads. A
higher CA is less realistic in practice. It is important to mentioned that this graph is plotted
assuming that input impedance matching is achieved (Rs = ro1+RD1

1+gm1ro1
||Rbias = 50 Ω).
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As it can be seen from Fig.6.36 (a), there is a particular value of L that provides
the maximal bandwidth for GA. In this specific case, an L of 500 pH gives the best
result. Maximized GA for L=500 pH, has been used in Fig.6.36 (b) to calculate GA,B =
GAGB, where GB is defined as | 1

1+sCBRD1
|. The magnitudes of GA, GB and GA,B are shown

in Fig.6.36 (b). Actually, the term GA,B represents the frequency dependent part of the
single-ended transfer function GLNA,ss,B. For GB it has been assumed that CB = 200 fF
and RD1 = 200 Ω. As it can be seen from Fig.6.36 (b), although CA ÀCB, the bandwidth
of the single-ended transfer function GLNA,ss,B is determined by the pole ωB = 1

CBRD1
. This
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is the dominant pole for GLNA,ss,B and limiting factor for providing wide-band operation.
After ensuring that pole ωC,a = 1

CCRD2
is the dominant pole for the single-ended transfer

function GLNA,ss,C, the same conclusions are valid for GLNA,ss,C.
As shown in Fig.6.36 (b), a bandwidth of less than 3 GHz can be achieved, while the

target is to achieve a bandwidth of 6 GHz. Therefore, the bandwidth must be extended.
There are two straightforward ways to do that. The first one is to put a parallel induc-
tor LB,p to the resistor RD1 and the second is to put a series inductor LB,s to the resistor
RD1. Fig.6.37 (a) shows the magnitude of the term GB (GB = 1

1+sCBRD1
) for three different

cases: without inductor, with parallel inductor LB,p, and with series inductor LB,s. The dis-
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Figure 6.37 Bandwidth extension in the wide-band common-gate LNA

advantage of using the parallel inductor is the voltage gain attenuation at low frequencies.
Actually, LB,p shorts the LNA output to the ground at low frequencies. Fortunately, using
series inductor LB,s seems to be a right solution for bandwidth extension. The magni-
tude of the term GA,B, which represents the frequency dependent term in the single-ended
transfer function GLNA,ss,B (GA,B = GAGB), is plotted in Fig.6.37 (b) as a function of fre-
quency for different values of inductor LB,s. As shown, the bandwidth can be improved
by increasing LB,s. In this case, by using inductor of LB,s = 4 nH, the bandwidth can be
extended up to 6 GHz. The inductor, which has to be connected in series with the resistor
RD2, has to be chosen in such a way that the LNA output is balanced.

Noise figure of the wide-band LNA with noise cancelation

The noise analysis of the LNA can be carried out in the similar way as the noise analysis
of the SDC presented in section 6.1.3. In the noise analysis of this wide-band common-
gate LNA the channel thermal noise of transistors Mn1 and Mn2 is taken into account.
It has been assumed that the transistors have infinite output resistance and that ro2 and
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gm3 are sufficiently high, so that the noise contribution of cascode transistor Mn3 can
be neglected. These assumptions give a good approximation of the actual noise figure.
The thermal noise originating from resistors RD1, RD2, Rbias is taken into account in the
analysis. A fully balanced output and matched input have been assumed, as well. Since it
has been shown that the bond-wire compensates for the loss of CA at higher frequencies
and |GA| ≈ 1 (see (6.78)), in the expression for the NF it has been assumed that the poles
in nodes B and C are dominant.
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The noise figure of the wide-band common-gate LNA can be calculated:

NFLNA = 10log(1+
γn|1− (1+ sL/Rs)|2

gm1RS
+
|1+ sL/Rs|2
g2

m1RsRbias
+

+
γn

gm2RS
+

1
g2

m1RsRD1
+

1
g2

m2RsRD2
) (6.79)

From (6.79) the following can be concluded. At lower frequencies, assuming still that the
input impedance of the LNA matches exactly Rs = 50 Ω and the amplified output signal is
balanced, the noise associated with gm1 is equally split between Rs and 1

gm1
, and therefore,

it is canceled out. In this case the NF of the LNA is determined by the noise from Rbias,
Mn2, RD1 and RD2, and it can be decreased by increasing Rbias, gm2, RD1 and RD2.

At higher frequencies, the impedance of bond-wire L increases and Rs + sL increases.
Therefore, the noise current from Mn1 is not equally split anymore between Rs and 1

gm1
.

In that case the cancelation of the noise associated with Mn1 is not perfect. This deteri-
orates further the noise figure of the LNA. Also the noise from Rbias increases at higher
frequencies due to the bond-wire inductance L.
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Linearity of the wide-band LNA with noise cancelation

The linearity analysis of the LNA is equivalent to that of the SDC presented in section
6.1.3. By setting the resistor RS1 to zero, and assuming that input impedance matching
and balanced output (gm1RD1 ≈ gm2RD2) are achieved in the target frequency range, the
same expressions for the linearity of the SDC (IIP2SDC and IIP3SDC) can be reused to
express the linearity of the wide-band common-gate LNA (IIP2LNA and IIP3LNA). Based
on (6.54) and taking into account the mentioned assumptions, IIP2 of the wide-band
common-gate LNA can be approximated as:

IIP2LNA =
Vout,1,0/Vr f

Vout,2,0/V 2
r f
≈ GLNAv2

r f
RD1

1+gm1Rs
(1−gm1RS)iNL2,1 +RD2iNL2,2

(6.80)

For simplicity it is assumed that RS ¿ Rbias. GLNA is the voltage gain of the LNA when RS
is taken into account, and it can be calculated from (6.75) and (6.76). From (6.80) it can
be concluded that in case of input impedance matching and balanced outputs second-order
nonlinearities from Mn1 are canceled. Therefore, the IIP2 will be mainly determined by
nonlinearities of Mn2. Nonlinearity contribution of Mn3 can be neglected in case the output
resistances of Mn2 and M3 are large. Therefore, the IIP2 can be improved by increasing
the overdrive voltage of Mn2 and keeping Mn2 far from the triode region.

Similar as the IIP2LNA, the IIP3LNA can be expressed as:

IIP3LNA =

√
Vout,1,0/Vr f

Vout,3,0/V 3
r f
≈

≈
√√√√ GLNAv3

r f
RD1

1+gm1Rs
(1−gm1RS)iNL3,1 +RD2iNL3,2

(6.81)

From (6.81), as for the IIP2, it can be concluded that in case of input impedance matching
and balanced outputs third-order nonlinearities from Mn1 are canceled. Therefore, the
IIP3 will be mainly determined by nonlinearities of Mn2. Nonlinearity contribution of
Mn3 can be neglected in case the output resistances of Mn2 and M3 are large. Therefore,
the IIP3 can be improved by increasing the overdrive voltage of Mn2 and keeping Mn2 far
from the triode region.

The trade-offs in the wide-band LNA with noise cancelation

The previous analysis shows the following trade-offs in the LNA. For input matching,
1/gm1 ≈ 50 Ω expression is valid. Therefore, the voltage gain in the common-gate stage
of the LNA can be improved by increasing RD1. The voltage gain in the common-source
stage of the LNA can be improved by increasing gm2 and load resistance RD2. However,
in order to achieve balanced output the voltage gain in the common gate and the common
source must be equal. This limits the values for gm2 and RD2. Further, in case of input
matching and balanced output, the noise contribution from the common gate transistor
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cancels out, and the NF of the LNA improves by increasing gm2, Rbias, RD1 and RD2.
Higher gm2 can be achieved by increasing the W/L ratio of the transistor or increasing the
bias current.

For input matching and balanced output the second order and the third order nonlin-
earities from the common gate transistor cancel out. Therefore, the total IIP2 and IIP3
is determined by the common source amplifier in the LNA, mainly by Mn2. The nonlin-
earities of cascode transistors Mn3 can be neglected even for finite output resistance of
the transistor. In that case the IIP2 and IIP3 can be improved by increasing the overdrive
voltage of common source transistor Mn2. This can be achieved by increasing the bias
current and/or decreasing the W/L ratio.

The previous analysis shows that the performance of the circuit improves by increas-
ing the bias current. However, higher bias current brings transistors closer to the triode
region. Therefore, for given W/L ratios of the transistors and given resistor values there is
a bias current that gives the best performances. A higher W/L ratio increases the parasitic
capacitances in the circuit. This decreases the bandwidth and the linearity of the LNA.
Higher resistor values deteriorate the bandwidth of the LNA.

At higher frequencies parasitic capacitances deteriorate the voltage gain and the noise
performance of the LNA, and introduce non-linearities. However, since the voltage gain
decreases, the linearity improves.

6.2.2 Source follower
Between the LNA and the passive mixer, a source follower is used as a buffer. Its
schematic is shown in Fig.6.39. This source follower is similar as the second stage of
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the wide-band LNA that is implemented in 90 nm CMOS (see Fig.6.3). Practically, re-
sistor RM in this case is the sum of R and 1

gsw
, where 1/gsw models the resistance of the

switching transistors in the passive mixer. R+1/gsw converts the voltage into a current
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for the passive mixer when the switches are ON. Capacitor CM in this case is decoupling
capacitor C.

The source follower plays the role of a voltage buffer between the wide-band LNA
and the passive mixer with a high input impedance and a low output impedance. It senses
the voltage at the output of the LNA. The voltage vB is converted to the current i1 through
the input impedance of the mixer. The feedback circuitry consisting of transistors Mn2
helps to keep the current through transistor Mn1 constant and to force the voltage in node
B to follow the voltage in node A. The level shifter formed by transistor Mp2 and resistor
Rp2 increases the degree of freedom for biasing. Capacitor Cp2 controls peaking.

Input and output impedance of the source follower

In order to calculate the input impedance, the output impedance and the voltage gain of the
source follower, the small signal model shown in Fig.6.40 is used. vr f is a voltage source
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Figure 6.40 Small signal model of the source follower

and models the input signal. Rs is the source impedance. CGS1 is the gate-source capaci-
tances of Mn1. gm1, gm2 and gp2 are transconductances of Mn1, Mn2 and Mp2, respectively.
ZB = RB|| 1

sCB
models the impedance in node B, where RB ≈ ro2, and CB ≈CGS1 +CDB2.

ro2 is the output impedance of Mn2. CGS1 is gate-source capacitance of Mn1, and CDB2
is drain-bulk capacitance of Mn2. ZC = RC|| 1

sCC
models the impedance in node C, where

RC ≈ rop1, and CC ≈ CDB1 +CDBp1 +CSGp2. rop1 models the output impedance of Mp1.
CDB1 is drain-bulk capacitance of Mn1. CDBp1 is drain-bulk capacitance of Mp1. CGSp2 is
gate-source capacitance of Mp2. ZD = RD|| 1

sCD
models the impedance in node D, where

RD ≈ RP2, and CD ≈ CGS2 +CDBp2. CGS2 is gate-source capacitance of Mn2. CDBp2 is
drain-bulk capacitance of Mp2. For the simplicity of the expressions the output resistance
of Mn1 (ro1) and Mp2 (rop2) are neglected.

From the small signal model shown in Fig.6.40, assuming that capacitor CP2 is high
enough to short Mp2 at the higher frequencies, the input impedance of the source follower
can be estimated as:

ZSF,in =
(1+gm1ZB) · (1+ gm1

1+gm1ZB
ZBgm2ZC||ZD)

sCGS1
(6.82)

Eq. (6.82) shows that due to the two local feedbacks in the source follower (the impedance
ZB is a local feedback for Mn1, and Mn2 is a local feedback for the source follower),
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the input impedance of the source follower (1/sCGS1) is modified by the loop gains of
both local feedbacks (1 + gm1ZB) and (1 + gm1

1+gm1ZB
ZBgm2ZC||ZD). Therefore, the total

input capacitance of the source follower is lower, and the input impedance of the source
follower is higher.

In a similar way, from the small signal model, the output impedance of the source
follower can be estimated as:

ZSF,out =
ZB

(1+gm1ZB) · (1+ gm1
1+gm1ZB

ZBgm2ZC||ZD)
(6.83)

From the expression it can be concluded that due to the local feedbacks in the source fol-
lower the output impedance decreases by the factor (1+gm1ZB)·(1+ gm1

1+gm1ZB
ZBgm2ZC||ZD).

The previous analysis shows that the source follower acts as an ideal buffer with a
very high input impedance and a very low output impedance. In this case, the LNA and
the passive mixer are loaded negligibly with the source follower.

Voltage gain of the source follower

By using the same small signal model of the source follower shown in Fig.6.40, the volt-
age gain of the source follower can be estimated as:

GSF =
vB

vA
≈ gm1RB +gm1RBgm2RC||RD

1+gm1RB +gm1RBgm2RC||RD
·

·
1+ s (CC+CD)RC||RD

1+gm2RC||RD

(1+ s (CC+CD)RC||RD

1+ gm1RB
1+gm1RB

gm2RC||RD
)(1+ s CBRB

1+gm1RB
)

(6.84)

In the expression it has been assumed that CP2 À CB and CP2 À CC. Therefore, at the
frequency of interest, the capacitor CP2 shorts Mp2.

From (6.84) the following can be concluded. At lower frequencies, for high loop gains
(gm1RB) and (gm1RBgm2RC||RD), the source follower is ideal, and the voltage in node B
follows the voltage in node A. At higher frequencies the transfer function of the source

follower has one zero ( 1+gm2RC||RD
(CC+CD)RC||RD

) and two poles (
gm1RB

1+gm1RB
gm2RC||RD

(CC+CD)RC||RD
and 1+gm1RB

CBRB
). For

a high loop gain of the source follower the pole associated with the capacitances in nodes
C and D ((CC +CD)) is far away from the origin and from the pole associated with the
capacitances in node B (CB). By proper selection of the design parameters, the pole
associated with node B and the zero associated with node C and D can be brought close
to each other, and they can cancel. Therefore, wider bandwidth of the source follower can
be achieved. In addition, for wider bandwidth, the size of the transistors must be smaller,
and the bias current must be higher.
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Noise figure of the source follower

The noise figure of the source follower can be estimated by:

NFSF = 10log[1+
γn

gm1Rs
+

γn

gm2Rs(|gm1ZC||ZD|)2 +

+
1

g2
m1RsRP2

+
γp

g2
m1Rs

(gp1 +gp2)] (6.85)

For the noise calculation the thermal channel noise of the transistors and the thermal
noise of the resistors are taken into consideration. The expression shows that the NF of
the source follower improves by increasing gm1, gm2, RP2, and by decreasing gp1 and gp2.
Higher gm1 and gm2 can be achieved by increasing the bias current and/or by increasing
the W/L ratio of the transistors. Higher bias current increases the power consumption
of the receiver and brings transistors closer to the triode region. Larger width (W) of the
transistors decreases the bandwidth of the source follower and the receiver. Further, lower
gp1 requires bigger overdrive voltage for the same bias current, and brings Mp1 closer to
the triode region. At higher frequencies the NF increases as the ZE and ZF impedances
decrease.

Linearity analysis of the source follower

Linearity analysis of the source follower is based on the linearity analysis of the second
stage of the LNA, which is implemented in 90 nm CMOS (see section 6.1.1). For better
insight in the linearity of the source follower, first the non-linearity contribution from Mn1
and Mn2 is discussed. Later, the influence of the level shifter and the current source will
be discussed as well. The second-order intermodulation intercept point IIP2SF can be
expressed as:

IIP2SF =
vout,1,0/vr f

vout,2,0/v2
r f
≈ GSF v2

r f

RB
1+gm2RC
1+gm1RB

iNL2,1+ RB
1+gm1RB

iNL2,2

1+RC
gm1RB

1+gm1RB
gm2

(6.86)

GSF is the voltage gain of the source follower at low frequencies presented by (6.84).
iNL2,1 and iNL2,2 are the second-order nonlinear currents of Mn1 and Mn2, respectively.
For the high loop gain of the source follower (RC

gm1RB
1+gm1RB

gm2 À 1) and gm2RC À 1, the
IIP2SF can be simplified as:

IIP2SF =
vout,1,0/vr f

vout,2,0/v2
r f
≈ v2

r f
iNL2,1
gm1

+ iNL2,2
gm1gm2RC

(6.87)

where the second-order nonlinear currents can be approximated by:

iNL2,1 ≈ [
K2gm1

2(gm1gm2RBRC)2 +
K2go1

2
(1+

1
gm2RB

)2−
K2gm1&go1

2
(1+

1
gm2RB

)]v2
r f (6.88)
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iNL2,2 ≈ [
K2gm2

2
1

g2
m2RB

+
K2go2

2
RB−

K2gm2 go2

2
1

gm2
]v2

r f (6.89)

K2gm1/2
, K2go1/2

and K2gm1/2&go1/2
are the second-order nonlinearity coefficients related to

the drain current of transistors Mn1 and Mn2.
Eq.(6.87), (6.88) and (6.89) show that in case the source follower is ideal, vB = vA,

transistor Mn1 contributes to the non-linearities only via K2go1
due to the voltage swing

in node C. In case Mn1 is sufficiently far from the triode region, this coefficient is low,
and the contribution of Mn1 to the total non-linearity can be neglected. Then, the IIP2 is
mainly determined by Mn2, and it can be improved by increasing gm2 and RC. Further,
higher RB decreases the non-linearity caused by variations of the output resistance of Mn2.
While for lower RB, the non-linearities caused by variations of transconductance of Mn2
are dominant. Therefore, there is a value of RB for which the IIP2SF is optimal.

The non-linearities from Mp2 in the level shifter can be neglected when vC ≈ vD and
the overdrive voltage of Mp2 is high enough so that the non-linearity associated to K2gp2

is low. The non-linearity contribution from Mp1 can be decreased by increasing its output
resistance.

At higher frequencies, the parasitic capacitances play two opposite roles. On one
hand, they introduce non-linearity, and at higher frequencies their contribution is not neg-
ligible. This effect decreases the IIP2. On the other hand, at higher frequencies, due to
the parasitic capacitances the output voltage does not follow any more the input voltage
and decreases in comparison to the input signal. Therefore, due to this effect, the IIP2
increases.

In a similar way as done for IIP2SF , the third-order intermodulation intercept point
(IIP3SF ) can be expressed as:

IIP3SF =

√
4
3

vout,1,0/vr f

vout,3,0/v3
r f
≈

√√√√v3
r f

4
3

1
iNL3,1
gm1

+ iNL3,2
gm1gm2RC

(6.90)

iNL3,1, iNL3,2 are the third-order nonlinear currents. They are expressed as a function of
the third-order nonlinearity coefficients (see APPENDIX B). Due to their complexity,
the expressions are omitted. However, similar conclusions hold for the IIP3SF as for the
IIP2SF .

The trade-offs in the source follower

For a high loop gain in the source follower, the source follower is closer to an ideal source
follower. In that case the output voltage is approximately equal to the input signal of the
follower, and the output signal follows the input signal in a wide frequency range.

The NF of the source follower is meanly determined by the transconductance of the
input transistor Mn1, and improves by increasing gm1. Further the NFSF improves by
increasing the transconductance of Mn2, by increasing RP2 ≈ RD, and by decreasing gp1
and gp2. At higher frequencies, the capacitances in nodes C and D (CC +CD) are not
negligible, and the NF increases at high frequencies.
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The linearity analysis shows that for a high loop gain the source follower is almost
ideal (vB ≈ vA), transistor Mn1 contributes to the non-linearities only due to variations of
its output resistance. In case Mn1 is sufficiently far from the triode region, this component
can be neglected. Then, the linearity is mainly determined by transistor Mn2, and it can
be improved by increasing gm2 and RC. Considering resistor RB, there is an value of
RB for which the linearity is optimal. The non-linearities from Mp2 can be neglected
if vC ≈ vD and its overdrive voltage is higher. The non-linearity contribution from Mp1
can be decreased by increasing its output resistance. At higher frequencies, the parasitic
capacitances introduce non-linearities, and their contribution is not negligible any more.
However, at higher frequencies, due to the parasitic capacitances the output voltage of the
source follower does not follow any more the input voltage, and decreases in comparison
to the input signal. Therefore, due to this effect, the non-linearity increases.

The total analysis shows that better performance of the source follower can be achieved
for a higher loop gain in the source follower. This can be achieved by increasing gm1, gm2
and RC. Further, for higher voltage gain and NF of the source follower, RB must be higher,
because this increases the loop gain. Related to the linearity, there is optimal RB for which
the linearity is optimal. Therefore, RB is a trade off between the linearity on one hand, and
the voltage gain and the NF on the other hand. Higher RB ≈ ro2, RC ≈ ro1 and RD ≈ RP2
can be achieved by increasing the length (L) of Mn2 and Mp1, and by increasing RP2,
respectively. However, higher L decreases gm2, increases the parasitic capacitances, and
requires higher overdrive voltages of the transistors in order to support the same bias cur-
rents. This will deteriorate the loop gain, the bandwidth and decrease the voltage room in
the source follower.

6.2.3 Passive mixer

The block diagram of the implemented passive mixer is shown in Fig. 6.41. More details
regarding the basic operation of the passive mixer has been provided in section 6.1.4.
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Figure 6.41 Block diagram of passive mixer

The schematic of the OTA, which is used in the passive mixer, is shown in Fig. 6.42.
This is a standard topology for a differential OTA. It consists of an input differential pair
(Mn1 and Mn2), and transistors Mp1 and Mp2 that play a role of current sources providing
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high impedance in nodes E and F. The common mode at the output is set by the common-
mode feedback consisting of OTAbias and resistors R3. The OTAbias is a simple amplifier
with a differential input and a single-ended output, and similar topology is used for biasing
of the SDC in section 6.9.
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Figure 6.42 Schematic of OTA

Next, the voltage gain, input and output impedances, noise figure and linearity of the
passive mixer will be discussed more in detail.

Voltage gain of the passive mixer

The small-signal model, which is used to calculate the voltage gain of the passive mixer, is
presented in Fig. 6.43. The model and the following analysis are similar to the presented
ones in section 6.1.4.
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Figure 6.43 Small-signal model of passive mixer

As discussed in section 6.1.4, resistor R1 is a sum of (R+Rsw,on), where gm,sw = 1
Rsw,on

is the transconductance of the switching transistors. Further, assuming that the OTA is
symmetrical (Mn1 = Mn2 and Mp1 = Mp2), then gm1 = gm2, where gm1 and gm2 are the
transconductances of Mn1 and Mn2, respectively. Also, vGS1 = vGS2, where vGS1 and vGS2
are the gate-source voltages of Mn1 and Mn2, respectively. Further, RE = RF = ro1||rop1,
where ro1 is the output resistance of the NMOS transistors and rop1 is the output resistance
of the PMOS transistors in the OTA. Finally, CC = CD and CE = CF . CC and CD denote
the total capacitance in nodes C and D, respectively, and it can be expressed as CC =CD =
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C1 +CGS1 +(1+gm1RE)CGD1. CGS1 and CGD1 are gate-source and gate-drain capacitances
of NMOS transistors in the OTA, respectively. (−gm1RE) is the voltage gain of the OTA
( vE

vC
= vF

vD
). CE and CF are the total capacitances in nodes E and F, respectively. CE =CF ≈

CDB1 +(1+ 1
gm1RE

)CGD1 +CDBp1 +CDGp1||COTAbias,out . CDB1 is drain-bulk capacitance of
NMOS transistors, CDBp1 and CDGp1 are drain-bulk and drain-gate capacitances of PMOS
transistors in the OTA, respectively. COTAbias,out is the equivalent output capacitance of
the OTAbias.

The voltage gain of the perfectly symmetrical passive mixer can be expressed as:

GPM =
vE − vF

vr f ,p− vr f ,n
≈− 2

π

AOTA(s)Z2
R1+(ZE+Z2)(1+sCCR1)

1+AOTA(s)β (s)
(6.91)

where the factor 2
π is the result of commutation, Z2 = R2|| 1

sC2
and ZE = RE || 1

sCE
. AOTA(s)

is the voltage gain of the stand-alone OTA, and it can be expressed as:

AOTA(s) =
gm1RE

1+ sCERE
(6.92)

1
CE RE

denotes the pole in node E (equal to the pole in the node F). The unity-gain fre-
quency of the OTA is given by ωu = gm1

CE
.

Finally, AOTA(s)β (s) is the loop-gain and it can be analytically expressed as:

AOTA(s)β (s) =
AOTA(s)R1

R1 +(ZE +Z2)(1+ sCCR1)
(6.93)

At low frequencies, assuming that AOTA(s) is large, the voltage gain of the passive
mixer is given by:

GPM ≈− 2
π

Z2

R1
=− 2

π
R2

R1

1
1+ sC2R2

(6.94)

The ratio R2
R1

denotes the DC voltage gain of the passive mixer, while 1
C2R2

is the pole of
the passive mixer. As mentioned, this pole provides selectivity that helps to attenuate out
of band interferers. Comparing (6.94) and (6.91) it can be concluded that a large gain of
a stand-alone OTA is crucial for obtaining the expected transfer function of the passive
mixer. The voltage gain of the stand-alone OTA at a certain frequency can be improved
by increasing the OTA unity-gain frequency. This can be done either by improving gm1
or by reducing CE .

At high frequencies, assuming that CE ≤ CC and CE ≤ C2, the voltage gain of the
passive mixer can be expressed as:

GPM ≈− 2
π

1
sR1C2

CE

CC
(6.95)

This equation shows that at high frequencies the gain of the passive mixer has a slope of
−20 dB/dec. The selectivity at high frequencies is important in order to attenuate large
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blocking signals at higher frequencies. Eq. (6.95) can be achieved only if the condition
CE ≤CC is satisfied. Since capacitances CGS1 and CDB1 are not enough to achieve this, the
extra capacitance C1 has been added. Without the additional capacitance C1, the voltage
gain of the passive mixer is GPM ≈− 1

π
CE

CE+C2
. From this, it is clear that the selectivity at

high frequencies is lost and performance of the front-end can be substantially deteriorated
by strong blocking signals and the noise.

Input and output impedance of the passive mixer

The differential input impedance of the passive mixer is equal to:

ZPM,in = 2[R+
1

gm,sw
+(

1
sCC

|| Z2

1+AOTA(s)
)] (6.96)

At low frequencies, assuming that AOTA(s) is large, the input impedance of the passive
mixer reduces to ZPM,in = R+ 1

gm,sw
.

The differential output impedance of the passive mixer can be expressed as:

ZPM,out = 2[
Z2||ZE

1+AOTA(s)β (s)
] (6.97)

ZE is the output impedance of the stand-alone OTA and AOTA(s)β (s) is the loop gain
given by (6.93).

Noise figure of the passive mixer

In the noise analysis of the passive mixer, the thermal noise of the resistors and the channel
thermal noise of the transistors are taken into account. Later, the influence of the flicker
noise is discussed.

Fig.6.44 (a) and (b) show the schematics of the switching stage, including the resistor
that performs voltage to current conversion, and OTA together with modeled sources of
thermal noise, respectively. Based on this figure, the noise figure of the passive mixer
with respect to source resistance Rs can be expressed as:

NFPM = 10log[1+
2R
Rs

+
2Rsw,on

Rs( 2
π )2

+
2(Rs +R+Rsw,on)2

RsR2( 2
π )2

+
2γ(gm1 +gmp1)

Rs( 2
π )2g2

m1
] (6.98)

where Rsw,on combines the ON-overlap and NON-overlap transconductances weighting
each with the respective duty cycle in a similar way as in (6.64).

From (6.98) it is clear that resistor R and on-resistance Rsw,on deteriorate the noise
figure of the passive mixer. This is because by increasing R or Rsw,on, the voltage gain of
the mixer (6.94) reduces while additional noise is generated. The noise originating from
the current sources in the OTA (Mp1 and Mp2 in Fig. 6.42) deteriorate the noise figure of
the passive mixer. Their noise contribution can be reduced by lowering their transconduc-
tance gmp1. Further, the noise figure can be improved by increasing the transconductance
of Mn1 and Mn2 (gm1 = gm2) and by increasing feedback resistor R2.
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including resistor that performs voltage to current conversion (b)
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Finally, as discussed in the noise analyses of the harmonic reject mixer on page 94,
the flicker noise originates from the switching transistors and the transistors in the OTA.
The flicker noise from the switching transistors can be reduced by increasing the area of
the switching transistors (WL). In order to decrease the flicker noise originated from the
OTA, the width (W) and the length (L) of Mn1 and Mn2 must be larger, while Mp1 and Mp2
must have small W/L ratio. The consequence is voltage gain reduction due to introduced
parasitic capacitances.

Linearity of the passive mixer

Linearity analysis of the passive mixer is similar to linearity analyses of the harmonic
reject mixer presented in section 6.1.4 (page 96). Based on the analysis, it has been
concluded that since the mixer is a differential circuit, ideally the second-order intermod-
ulation distortion should not be present at the mixer output, and IIP2PM should be infi-
nite. However, in practice, due to self-mixing, deviation of the LO duty cycle from 50%
and mismatch between the resistors and transistors, IIP2PM is finite. Self-mixing can be
reduced by minimizing the switching transistors and reducing the parasitic coupling be-
tween the RF and LO signals. The mismatch, which partly contributes to deterioration of
50% duty cycle, can be reduced by symmetrical layout and by using larger components.
So, optimization of IIP2 performance of the passive mixer requires good trade-offs and a
lot of simulations.

The analysis further shows that the third-order intermodulation components can be
decreased and IIP3PM can be improved by: increasing the ratio gm,sw

iNL3,sw
(iNL3,sw is the

third-order nonlinearity current of the switching transistors), by increasing the loop gain
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AOTAβ and by increasing the linearity of the stand-alone OTA (IIP3OTA). For a higher
overdrive voltage of the switching transistors, gm,sw increases and the same time iNL3,sw
reduces. gm,sw can be also increased by increasing the aspect ratio W/L of the transistors.
However, the parasitic capacitances of the switching transistors will be larger and the
nonlinearities associated to them will be more dominant. The loop gain AOTAβ can be
increased by increasing gm1 or by reducing R2 (6.93). Reducing R2 will deteriorate the
voltage gain of the passive mixer (see (6.94)). Therefore, preferred option to improve the
loop gain is to increase gm1 (gm2). At the same time, as mentioned in the noise analysis,
the noise figure of the passive mixer will be improved too. The only disadvantage is
a higher power consumption. IIP3OTA can be improved by increasing gm1. The most
beneficial way to do that is to increase the overdrive voltage of transistors Mn1 and Mn2.
This decreases the value of the nonlinear coefficients related to the overdrive voltage. The
disadvantage is that transistors Mn1 and Mn2 are getting closer to the triode region, and
the nonlinearity caused by the variations of their drain voltages start to be dominant. In
line with this, the contribution of the nonlinearity originating from the transistors Mp1
and Mp2 can be reduced by reducing their overdrive voltages. In this way the nonlinearity
associated to variations of their drain voltages becomes lower.

The trade-offs in the passive mixer

The required voltage gain of the passive mixer can be achieved if a high voltage gain of
the stand-alone OTA is achieved. This can be improved by increasing the OTA unity-gain
frequency, by improving the transconductance of the input transistors in the OTA (gm1)
and/or by reducing the parasitic capacitances of the transistors in the OTA (CE ). At high
frequencies, the voltage gain of the passive mixed decreases with a −20 dB/dec slope.
The selectivity at high frequencies is important in order to attenuate large blocking signals
and noise at higher frequencies. The selectivity is achieved by adding additional capaci-
tance C1 at the input of the OTA. For the high voltage gain of the OTA, the total voltage
gain of the passive mixer can be improved by increasing resistor R2 in the feedback of the
OTA, by decreasing resistor R and on-resistance Rsw,on = 1

gm,sw
of the switching transis-

tors.
The noise figure of the passive mixer improves by increasing the voltage gain of the

passive mixer. This means by increasing the voltage gain of the OTA and R2, and by
decreasing R and Rsw,on. Further, both the white noise and the flicker noise originating
from the OTA deteriorate the noise figure of the passive mixer. The impact of the white
noise can be reduced by increasing the transconductances of the input transistors, and by
decreasing the transconductances of the load transistors in the OTA. While, the impact
of the flicker noise can be reduced by the area (WL) of the input transistors, and by
decreasing W/L ratio of the loading transistors.

The linearity analysis shows the following. Since the passive mixer is a differential
circuit, ideally the second order distortion is not present at the output of the mixer, and
the IIP2PM is infinite. However, in practice, the second order intermodulation distortion
appears at the output of the mixer due to the self-mixing mechanism, deviation of the LO
duty cycle from 50% and mismatch between the resistors and transistors in the differential
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passive mixer. The first mechanism can be reduced by reducing the parasitic coupling be-
tween the RF and LO signals. The other two mechanisms can be reduced by symmetrical
layout but also by using larger components.

The IIP3PM can be improved by increasing the linearity of the switching transistors,
by increasing the loop gain AOTAβ and by increasing the linearity of the stand-alone OTA.
The linearity of the switching transistors improves by increasing the overdrive voltage of
these transistors because gm,sw increases and the same time iNL3,sw reduces, and/or by
increasing the aspect ratio W/L of the switching transistors. Unfortunately, the last mech-
anism increases the parasitic capacitances of the switching transistors, and the nonlinear-
ities associated to them will be more dominant. Therefore, there is an optimal W/L for
which the switching stage gives minimum third order distortion. The loop gain AOTAβ
can be increased by increasing the voltage gain of the stand-alone OTA and/or by reduc-
ing R2. A higher voltage gain of the stand-alone OTA improves the voltage gain and the
noise figure of the passive mixer. A lower R2 deteriorates the voltage gain and the noise
figure of the passive mixer. Therefore, the value of R2 is a trade-off between the voltage
gain and the noise figure on one hand and the linearity on the other hand. Finally, the IIP3
of the stand-alone OTA improves by increasing the transconductance of the input transis-
tors of the OTA (gm1 and gm2). The most beneficial way to do that is by increasing the
overdrive voltages of the input transistors. The reason is that by increasing the overdrive
voltages of transistor Mn1 (Mn2), at the same time, the nonlinearity coefficients caused by
the variations of their gate voltages get lower. A disadvantage of this approach is that the
transistors require higher voltage at the drain in order to stay in the triode region. This
decreases the voltage room and deteriorates the non-linear coefficients associated to the
variations of their drain voltages. Therefore, there is an optimal overdrive voltage for
given input transistor sizes in the OTA that gives minimal third order distortions. In line
with this, the contribution of the nonlinearity originating from PMOS transistors in the
OTA can be reduced by reducing their overdrive voltages.

6.2.4 Experimental results
In the previous sections the building blocks of the wide-band front-end (see Fig. 6.45)
together with their basic operations have been discussed. Based on the presented analysis
and insight, the front-end has been designed and implemented in the 65 nm CMOS.

Fig. 6.46 shows the die photo. The occupied chip area including the bond pads is
1 mm2. The active chip area is approximately 670 µm x 860 µm. The power dissipation
of the front-end is 15.6 mW at 1.2 V supply.

Fig.6.47 (a) and (b) show the measured voltage gain and |S11| of the implemented
front-end as a function of frequency, respectively. The dashed lines in Fig.6.47 (a) rep-
resent the simulated high and low voltage gain. Simulations include extracted layout
parasitics. The solid lines denote the measured high and low voltage gain of the imple-
mented front-end. The simulated high voltage gain is 29 dB, whereas the simulated low
voltage gain is 23 dB. In both cases the 3 dB bandwidth is around 3.5 GHz. The measured
high voltage gain is close to 29 dB, and the measured low voltage gain is close to 23 dB.
However, the measured 3dB bandwidth for both cases is around 2.5 GHz. Fig.6.47 (b)
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Figure 6.45 Block diagram of the wide-band RF front-end implemented in 65
nm CMOS

Figure 6.46 Die photo of the wide-band front-end implemented in 65 nm
CMOS

show the measured |S11| of the front-end. The dashed lines present the simulated |S11| in
the low and high voltage gain mode including extracted layout parasitics. The solid lines
show the measured |S11| in the high gain mode. The measured |S11| results include the
de-embedding of the transmission line and the SMA connector on the PCB. After the de-
embedding, the measured results are closer to the simulated results. Still there is deviation
of the measured results with respect to the simulated results at higher frequencies. Inac-
curacy of the bond-wire model might be a reason for this. In line with this, the differences
between the simulated and measured voltage gain can be explained by discrepancies in
|S11|. Due to impedance mismatch more power gets reflected at higher frequencies and
consequently the voltage gain becomes lower.

Fig.6.48 (a) and (b) show the measured noise figure as a function of frequencies and
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.47 Measured performance of the front-end: (a) voltage gain as a func-
tion of frequencies (b) |S11| as a function of frequencies

the IIP3 of the implemented front-end, respectively. The dashed lines represent the simu-

(a) (b)

-13.5

Figure 6.48 Measured performance of the front-end: (a) noise figure as a func-
tion of frequencies (b) IIP3

lated noise figure of the front-end including the extracted layout parasitics. The simulated
NF is between 4.9 dB and 5.5 dB in the high gain mode. In the low gain mode, a NF
between 7.4 dB and 7.9 dB is simulated. The solid lines show the measured NF. It is be-
tween 5.2 dB and 7.2 dB in the high gain mode, and in the range from 7.7 dB up to 9 dB in
the low gain mode. At the lower frequencies, the measured NF matches the simulated NF.
The differences between the simulated and measured NF at the higher frequencies can be
also explained by discrepancies in |S11|. Since the implemented front-end has a single-
ended input, it does not require a BALUN when connected to the antenna. Therefore, the
NF impairment of typically 1.5 to 2 dB is prevented, and a higher NF can be accepted.
Fig.6.48 (b) illustrates the measured IIP3 of the front-end in the high gain mode. The two
test tones are located at 1 GHz and at 1.001 GHz. The frequency of the LO signal is set
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to 998 MHz. The output fundamental signals are located at 2 MHz and 3 MHz, while the
third order intermodulation products could be found at 1 MHz and 4 MHz. The measured
IIP3 is -13.5 dBm in the high gain mode. In the low gain mode the measured IIP3 is -7.5
dBm.

Analyzing the measured results the following features of the implemented front-end
can be highlighted: low power consumption, high voltage gain and small chip area. Apart
from this, it operates at a low supply voltage of 1.2 V. Also, the front-end has a moderate
noise figure and a high IIP3.

6.2.5 Conclusions
In the previous sections the complete analysis, design and implementation of the wide-
band RF front-end in 65 nm CMOS have been presented. The front-end consists of a in-
ductorless wide-band LNA with noise cancelation, a source follower and a passive mixer.
The LNA has single-ended input and differential output. The source follower acts as a
buffer between the LNA and the passive mixer. A complete analysis and extensive insight
of the building blocks have been presented.

The main features of the proposed front-end are the following. The receiver operates
at a low supply voltage of 1.2 V. The power consumption and the engaged chip area of the
receiver are very low: 15.6 mW and 0.6 mm2, respectively. The achieved performance of
the front-end are very good for such a low power consumption and a low supply voltage.
The S11 of the front-end is achieved from 5 MHz up to 5 GHz. The 3 dB bandwidth is 2.5
GHz. The receiver operates in a high gain mode and a low gain mode. In the high gain
mode the receiver achieves the voltage gain of 29 dB, the NF=5.5 dB measured at 2 GHz,
and the IIP3=-13.5 dBm. In the low gain mode the receiver achieves the voltage gain of
23 dB, the NF=7.5 dB measured at 1 GHz, and the IIP3=-7.5 dBm. The receiver operates
at low supply voltage with a low power consumption. This is an important requirement
for modern baseline deep sub-micron CMOS processes and one of the most difficult to
fulfill in the RF front-end.

6.3 FOM for wide-band front-ends
In order to compare performance of the designed wide-band front-ends in a quantitative
way, the FOMon−chip for multi-standard front-ends (see (3.4)) is calculated. The results
are summarized in Table 6.2.

The number of sub-bands has been determined based on the division discussed in
section 3.5. Based on this, the wide-band front-end implemented in 90 nm CMOS covers
one sub-band, while the front-end implemented in 65 nm CMOS 2 sub-bands. Due to a
very low power consumption and a good optimization, the front-end implemented in 65
nm CMOS outperforms the front-end implemented in 90nm CMOS. Therefore, it achieves
much higher FOM.

The implemented wide-band front-ends will be compared with the-state-of-the-art
wide-band front-ends in chapter 8 by comparing the their estimated FOMs.
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technology band N NF IIP3 Gain P CA FOM
(GHz) sub-band (dB) (dBm) dB) (mW) (mm2) on-chip

90nm CMOS 0.8−1.7 1 5.5 −13 24 32 1.05 11.5
65nm CMOS 0.5−2.5 2 5.5 −13.5 29 15.6 0.6 20.1

Table 6.2 Summarized performance of the implemented wide-band front-
ends

6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter the design and implementation of two wide-band RF front-ends have been
presented. The detailed analysis of the voltage gain, noise and linearity of the building
blocks is provided. Particularly, low-noise amplifiers, single-ended to differential con-
verters and passive down-conversion mixers have been subject of investigation. In the
analysis, first analytical expressions have been derived, and then insight into the operation
of the circuits is given. Care has been taken to comment the most important trade-offs,
and to provide guide-lines for the design.

The first RF front-end has been designed and implemented in 90 nm CMOS. The
redesign of the wide-band front-end has been done in 65nm CMOS. In 90nm CMOS
wide-band front-end the LNA consumes 47% of the total power in the receiver. There-
fore, in the redesign phase the main idea was to decrease the total power consumption by
reducing the power consumption of the LNA. Changing the topology of the LNA from
resistive-feedback LNA to common-gate LNA with noise cancelation reduces substan-
tially the power consumption, while the achieved bandwidth is substantially increased.
Finally, the total power consumption of the complete front-end is reduced from 32 mW to
only 15 mW.

The front-end implemented in 65nm CMOS outperforms the front-end implemented
in 90nm CMOS. It achieves a moderate noise figure of 5.5 dB, a good linearity of -13.5
dBm and a high voltage gain of 29 dB with a very low power consumption of only 15.6
mW. Since the implemented front-end has a single-ended input, it does not require a
BALUN when connected to the antenna. Therefore, the NF impairment of typically 1.5
to 2 dB is prevented, and a higher NF of the implemented front-end can be accepted. The
drawback is the achieved bandwidth of only 2.5 GHz and complexity of the LO signal
generation for the harmonic-reject mixer. A higher bandwidth can be achieved by using
inductors in the load of the LNA.

Finally, based on the obtained results, FOMs of both front-ends have been calculated.
In chapter 8, the FOMs will be used in order to compare the implemented wide-band
front-ends with the-state-of-the-art front-ends.
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7

Combined narrow-band and wide-band front-end

THE last class of multi-standard front-ends is the combined narrow-band and wide-
band front-ends. It has been introduced in section 3.4. This class combines the

advantages of narrow-band and wide-band front-ends in order to achieve a good trade-
off between performance and complexity. As it has already been mentioned, the main
disadvantage of multi-narrow-band front-ends is high complexity and large occupied chip
area. Actually, the LNA is a bottleneck because it has to provide performance control
over different frequencies. On the other hand, in wide-band front-ends it is necessary to
provide only performance control in the LNA, while frequency tuning can be omitted due
to the wide-band nature of the front-end. Therefore, complexity and occupied chip area
of the LNA are lower compared to the multi-narrow-band solution. Unfortunately, due
to the wide-band nature of the LNA, the complexity of the mixer increases. A harmonic-
reject mixer, which is driven by eight phase LO generator, is required. This increases
complexity of the front-end. In order to alleviate this problem while still using the benefit
of the wide-band LNA, a division of the entire 0.85-6 GHz frequency band into a couple
of bands is proposed. A dedicated RF front-end is assigned for each of the frequency
bands. Care must be taken to divide the 0.85-6 GHz frequency band in such a way that
the harmonic-reject mixer and the complex eighth phase LO generator are not needed any
more. This substantially reduces complexity of the mixer and the occupied chip area.
The penalty is a slightly increased chip area occupied by different LNAs compared to the
solution comprising a single 0.85-6 GHz wide-band LNA. However, it is reasonable to
expect that the complexity of this solution is lower compared to the complexity of the
0.85-6 GHz wide-band or tunable LNA.

The aim of this chapter is to present a combined narrow-band and wide-band multi-
standard front-end and evaluate the cost effectiveness of this approach. The combined
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front-end is designed for Cellular, Bluetooth and IEEE802.11a/b/g standards. The entire
0.85-6 GHz frequency band is covered by using three wide-band RF front-ends, which op-
erate in 0.85-1.1 GHz, 1.7-2.5 GHz and 5-6GHz frequency bands. The cost effectiveness
of this approach is evaluated by using FOM for multi-standard front-ends.

This chapter is organized as follows. The design of the combined front-end in 65 nm
CMOS is presented in section 7.1. The simulation results are presented and discussed in
section 7.2. The evaluation of the cost effectiveness by using the FOM for multi-standard
front-ends is discussed in section 7.3. Section 7.4 is reserved for conclusions.

7.1 Combined narrow-band and wide-band front-end in
65 nm CMOS

The basic principle of the combined front-end has been discussed in section 3.4. In order
to accommodate the requirements of different standards, the combined low-IF and zero-IF
architecture is used. The block diagram of the combined front-end is presented in Fig.7.1.
It is designed in 65 nm CMOS. The wide-band front-end, which is presented in 6.2, is the
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Figure 7.1 Block diagram of the combined narrow-band and wide-band front-
end

base for the combined front-end. It was implemented in the same technology. There was
good correspondence between the measurement and simulations results. Therefore, there
are realistic expectations that the same will be valid for the proposed combined front-end.
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The combined front-end consists of three separate receive paths. LNA1 is designed
for the frequency range from 850 MHz up to 1.1 GHz. LNA2 covers the frequency band
from 1.7 GHz up to 2.5 GHz and LNA3 is designed for the frequency range between 5
GHz and 6 GHz. The source follower is a wide-band circuit and the bandwidth depends
on its bias current. Therefore, for the wider frequency range higher bias current must be
used. Next, the voltage to current conversion is performed by resistor R and frequency
down-conversion is performed by commutating the current in the I and Q passive mixers.
Finally, the current to voltage conversion is performed in the TIA. The same operation
principle is applied in the wide-band receiver shown in Fig.6.31. The TIA consists of
an OTA and an R2-C2 shunt feedback. By choosing different R2-C2 combination and
unity-gain frequency of the OTA, selectivity requirements of different standards can be
accommodated.

7.1.1 Inductorless LNA with noise cancelation
All three LNAs used in the combined front-end (Fig.7.1) are based on the inductorless
wide-band LNA with noise cancelation discussed in section 6.2.1. Their schematics are
shown in Fig.7.2. As it has been explained in section 6.2.1, this topology consists of a
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Figure 7.2 Schematics of LNAs used in the combined narrow-band wide-band
front-end: (a) schematic of LNA1 and LNA2 (b) schematic of
LNA3

non-inverting common-gate amplifier in parallel with an inverting common-source am-
plifier. When the input impedance of the LNA is matched to 50Ω source impedance, the
noise originating from transistor Mn1 is canceled at the output. Then, the LNA noise is
determined by the noise originating from the transistor Mn2 and the resistors. In prac-
tice, due to various non-idealities (for example, mismatch and parasitic capacitances) the
noise cancelation at the output is not complete. Apart from, noise cancelation, by proper
choice of bias currents Ibias1 and IbiaS2 and load resistors (RD1 and RD2) the LNA provides
balanced output signals. Next, at higher frequencies, the parasitic capacitances of the
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transistors affect the input matching. Inductance from bond-wire L is used to compensate
for the parasitic capacitances of transistor Mn1 and bond pads. The effect of the bond-wire
inductor on the bandwidth of the LNA is discussed in section 6.2.1. Capacitor C is the
decoupling capacitor and at the same time it is used to reject the frequencies that are lower
than the operating frequency of the LNA. Resistor Rbias is used for biasing. The LNA in
Fig.7.2 (a) is used for the 0.850-1.1 GHz and 1.7-2.5 GHz frequency bands. The analy-
sis presented in section 6.2.1 shows that this bandwidth can be reached without the load
inductors. The LNA in Fig.7.2 (b) can be used for 5-6 GHz frequency bands. In order
to reach a frequency of 6 GHz it is necessary to use inductors Lb and Lc. The complete
voltage gain, noise figure and linearity analysis of this topology is presented in section
6.2. Therefore, here only a short summary of the analysis and specific issues related to
the use of LNAs in the combined narrow-band wide-band front-end will be discussed.

The analysis presented in section 6.2.1, and the measurements results presented in
section 6.2.4, show that even for very high parasitic capacitances in node A, a satisfactory
input matching can be achieved up to frequency of 6 GHz using a reasonably long bond
wire.

The detailed voltage gain analysis of the inductorless LNA with the noise cancela-
tion presented in section 6.2.1, shows the following. In the LNA, there are four parasitic
capacitors CA, CB, CC and CD that can have impact on the bandwidth of the LNA. The
impact of CA can be minimized by a proper choice of bond-wire inductance L. Further,
a care must be take that the pole associated with the capacitance in node D (CD) is not
dominant one. When the previous conditions are satisfied, the bandwidth of the LNA is
determined by the poles associated with nodes B and C. As previously mentioned, the
frequency bands 0.850-1.1 GHz and 1.7-2.5 GHz can be achieved without using load in-
ductors for bandwidth extension. The difference between the design of the LNA1 and the
LNA2 is in power consumption. The LNA2 has to reach a higher frequency of operation
than LNA1. Therefore, the resistance in nodes B and C must be lower in the LNA2 than
in the LNA1. As a consequence, the voltage gain will drop and larger gm1 (transconduc-
tance of Mn1) and gm2 (transconductance of Mn2) are needed to improve the voltage gain
which increases the power consumption. The LNA3 has to reach a frequency of 6 GHz.
Following the same approach, the consequence would be a huge and unacceptable power
consumption. Therefore, in LNA3 load inductors will be used for bandwidth extension
and to trade off chip area for lower power consumption.

The noise analysis presented in section 6.2.1 shows that at lower frequencies, when the
input impedance of the LNA matches exactly Rs=50 Ω and the output signal is balanced,
the noise associated with transistor Mn1 is equally split between Rs and 1

gm1
. Therefore,

it is canceled at the output. In this case the NF of the LNA is determined by the noise
originating from Rbias, Mn2, RD1 and RD2. It can be improved by increasing Rbias, gm2,
RD1 and RD2. At higher frequencies, which is the case for the LNA2 and the LNA3, the
impedance of the bond-wire L increases and consequently Rs + sL increases. Therefore,
the noise current from Mn1 is not equally split between Rs and 1

gm1
. In this case the

cancelation of the noise associated with Mn1 is not perfect. This deteriorates the NF of
the LNA.

The results of the linearity analysis (IIP2 and IIP3) related to the inductorless wide-
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band LNA presented in section 6.2.1 show the following. When input impedance match-
ing is achieved and when the output of the LNA is balanced, then the second order and the
third order nonlinearities from the common-gate stage (transistor Mn1) cancel out. There-
fore, the total IIP2 and IIP3 is determined by the common-source stage (transistor Mn2) in
the LNA. The nonlinearities of cascode transistor Mn3 can be neglected even for the finite
output resistance of the cascode transistor. In this case the IIP2 and IIP3 of the inductor-
less LNA with noise cancelation can be improved by increasing the overdrive voltage of
the transistor Mn2. The consequence is increased power consumption.

7.1.2 Source follower
The source follower is used as a buffer between the LNA and the passive mixer in the
combined front-end (7.1). The schematic of the source follower is shown in Fig. 7.3. This
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topology is the same as the source follower used in the implemented 65 nm CMOS wide-
band front-end. The voltage vB is converted into a current through the input impedance
of the mixer. The feedback circuitry helps to keep the current through the transistor Mn1
constant and to force the voltage in node B to follow the voltage in node A. The level
shifter formed by transistor Mp2 and resistor Rp2 improves the biasing. Capacitor Cp2
controls peaking at higher frequencies. The detailed analysis of the source follower is
presented in section 6.2.2. In this section a short summary of the analysis related to the
source follower is given.

The analysis presented in section 6.2.2 shows that at lower frequencies, for high loop
gains (gm1RB) and (gm1RBgm2RC||RD), the source follower is ideal and the voltage in node
B follows the voltage in node A. gm1 and gm2 and gp2 are the transconductances of Mn1,
Mn2 and Mp1, respectively. RB, RC and RD are the equivalent resistances in nodes B, C
and D, respectively. At higher frequencies the transfer function of the source follower
has one zero and two poles. The bandwidth of the source follower will be determined
by the pole gm1

CB
, where CB is equivalent capacitance in node C. Therefore, for a wider
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bandwidth, the size of the transistors must be smaller and the bias current must be higher.
In the combined front-end this is particularly important for the 1.7-2.5 GHz and 5-6 GHz
frequency bands.

The noise analysis presented in section 6.2.2 shows that the NF of the source follower
is mainly determined by transconductance gm1, and it can be improved by increasing gm1
and the impedances in the nodes C and D. The linearity analysis of the source follower
shows the following. The linearity of the source follower can be improved by increasing
the loop gain of the feedback circuitry. This can be achieved by increasing the transcon-
ductances of Mn1 and Mn2, and by increasing the impedances in nodes B and C. At higher
frequencies, the parasitic capacitances play two opposite roles. First, they reduce the
voltage gain and in this way the linearity of the source follower improves. Second, they
introduce non-linearities and they prevent the output signal to follow completely the input
signal. So, eventually the non-linearities will increases.

7.1.3 Passive mixer

After the source follower, the signal is down-converted to low frequencies by a passive
mixer. The passive mixer used in the combined front-end is the same as the passive mixer
used in the implemented 65 nm CMOS wide-band front-end. The detailed analysis of the
passive mixer is presented in section 6.2.3. The schematic of the passive mixer and the
OTA are again shown in Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5, respectively. As mentioned previously, the
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benefit of using passive mixer is a high voltage gain, a high linearity and operation at low
supply voltage. In this section only a short summary of the analysis is given.

The DC voltage gain of the passive mixer is denoted as R2
R1

, while 1
C2R2

is the pole of the
passive mixer. The pole provides selectivity that helps to attenuate out of band interferers.
As it has been shown in section 6.2.3, the large gain of the stand-alone OTA is crucial
for obtaining the expected transfer function of the passive mixer. At high frequencies the
gain of the OTA drops and node C is not any more a virtual ground. As a consequence
the transfer function of the passive mixer changes in such way that the selectivity for out
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of band interfering signals is deteriorated. In order to prevent this, additional capacitance
C1 is added in node C (see Fig.7.4). Assuming a high voltage gain of the OTA, the total
voltage gain of the passive mixer can be improved by increasing R2 in the feedback of the
OTA, by decreasing R and on-resistance Rsw,on = 1

gm,sw
of the switching transistors.

The noise figure of the passive mixer improves by increasing the voltage gain of the
passive mixer. The white noise and the flicker noise originating from the OTA deterio-
rate further the noise figure of the passive mixer. The impact of the white noise can be
reduced by increasing the transconductances of the input transistors, and by decreasing
the transconductances of the load transistors in the OTA. While the contribution of the
flicker noise can be reduced by increasing the width (W) and the length (L) of the input
transistors, and by decreasing W/L of the load transistors in the OTA.

The linearity analysis shows the following. The second order nonlinearity appears at
the output of the mixer due to the self-mixing mechanism, deviation of the LO duty cycle
from 50% and mismatch between the resistors and transistors in the differential passive
mixer. The self-mixing mechanism can be reduced by reducing the parasitic coupling be-
tween the RF and LO signals. The other two mechanisms can be reduced by symmetrical
layout but also by using larger components. Further, the IIP3PM can be improved by in-
creasing the linearity of the switching transistors, by increasing the loop gain AOTAβ and
by increasing the linearity of the stand-alone OTA. The linearity of the switching transis-
tors improves by increasing their overdrive voltage and/or by increasing their aspect ratio
W/L. A higher loop gain AOTAβ can be achieved by increasing the voltage gain of the
stand-alone OTA AOTA and/or increasing β . A higher AOTA improves the voltage gain and
the noise figure of the passive mixer, as well. However, a higher β requires lower R2. This
deteriorates the voltage gain and the noise figure of the passive mixer. Therefore, R2 is a
trade-off between the voltage gain and the noise figure on one hand and the linearity on
the other hand. Finally, the IIP3 of the stand-alone OTA (see Fig.7.5) can be optimized by
an optimal choice of the overdrive voltage of the input transistors in the OTA, so that the
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nonlinearity determined by overdrive voltage are minimized, while the nonlinearity due
to output resistance are kept lower. In line with this, the contribution of the nonlinearity
originating from PMOS transistors in the OTA can be reduced by reducing their overdrive
voltages.

7.2 Simulation results
In the previous sections the building blocks of the combined narrow-band and wide-band
front-end (see Fig.7.1) together with their basic operation have been discussed. Using
the analysis and the insight into the operation of these building blocks, the combined RF
front-end has been designed in 65 nm CMOS.

Fig. 7.6 shows the |S11| of the combined front-end for each frequency band, 0.850-
1.1 GHz, 1.7-2.5 GHz and 5-6 GHz. For the first receiver chain the required |S11|<−10
dB is achieved up to 3 GHz. In the second receiver chain the required |S11|<−10 dB is
achieved in the frequency range from 1.3 GHz up to 3 GHz. In the third receiver chain the
required |S11|<−10 dB is achieved in the frequency range from 2.5 GHz up to 6.7 GHz.
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Figure 7.6 |S11| for each frequency band in the combined narrow-band and
wide-band front-end

Fig.7.7 shows the voltage gain of the LNAs for each frequency band. The 3-dB band-
width at the lower frequencies in each band is determined by decoupling capacitor (C)
in the LNA and the 50 Ω input impedance (see Fig.7.2). Decoupling capacitor C has an
impact on the |S11| of the LNA. Therefore, a good trade off has to be made between the
|S11| and the 3-dB bandwidth at lower frequencies. The 3-dB bandwidth at the higher
frequencies is determined by the load resistors and capacitors in nodes B and C of the
LNA. For the 0.850-1.1 GHz and 1.7-2.5 GHz frequency bands the required 3-dB band-
width is achieved without using the load inductors (see Fig.7.2 (a)). For the 5-6 GHz
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frequency band the load inductors (Lb = 5.2 nH and Lc = 2.2 nH, see Fig. 7.2 (b)) are
used in order to obtained the required frequency range. The simulated voltage gains are
20 dB, 19 dB and 18 dB for 0.850-1.1 GHz, 1.7-2.5 GHz and 5-6 GHz, respectively.
The simulation results show that at the higher frequencies (5-6 GHz) lower voltage gain
is achieved. The reasons for this are following. In the common gate stage of the LNA
three conditions have to be achieved. These are input impedance matching, the voltage
gain and the bandwidth. A limitation to the voltage gain in the common gate stage of the
LNA is the bias current through this stage, the load resistor and the parasitic capacitances
from inductor Lb. The input impedance of the LNA determines the current of the com-
mon gate stage. The dimension of common gate transistor Mn1 allows a small increase
in the current, but not substantially. Therefore, the wanted voltage gain has to be further
achieved by the load resistance, which is in series with the parasitic resistance of inductor
Lb. Very high resistance limits the bandwidth of this stage. This can be up to a certain
point compensated by load inductor Lb. The parasitic capacitances of the inductor to the
substrate limit the achievable bandwidth. In the common source stage of the LNA, only
a trade off between the voltage gain and the bandwidth has to be achieved. This can be
achieved by increasing the bias current through this stage and decreasing the load resistor,
and by using load inductor Lc. However, a higher bias current brings the transistors closer
to the triode region. This limits the bias currents through the common source stage.

The simulation results are achieved with the following design parameters. For the
0.850-1.1 GHz frequency band the bond-wire inductance is L = 1.5 nH, the decoupling
capacitor is C = 20 pF. The load resistors are RD1 = 350 Ω and RD2 = 80 Ω, the transistor
Mn1 has W

L = 150 µm
150 nm ratio, and Mn2 has W

L = 250 µm
100 nm ratio. The longer transistors are used

for the higher output resistance of the transistors and lower threshold voltage. The bias
current in the common gate stage is 1.3 mA, and the bias current in the common source
stage is 5.6 mA. For the 1.7-2.5 GHz frequency band the following design parameter
have been chosen: bond-wire inductance L = 2.5 nH, decoupling capacitor C = 3 pF,
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load resistors RD1 = 300 Ω and RD2 = 80 Ω, transistor Mn1 has W
L = 250 µm

150 nm ratio, and
Mn2 has W

L = 250 µm
100 nm ratio. The bias current in the common gate stage is 1.3 mA, and

the bias current in the common source stage is 6.4 mA. For the 5-6 GHz frequency band
the following design parameter have been chosen: bond-wire inductance L = 0.9 nH,
decoupling capacitor C = 2 pF, load resistors RD1 = 100 Ω and RD2 = 80 Ω, load inductors
Lb = 5.2 nH and Lc = 2.2 nH, transistor Mn1 has W

L = 120 µm
150 nm ratio, and Mn2 has W

L =
120 µm
100 nm ratio. The bias current in the common gate stage is 1.44 mA, and the bias current
in the common source stage is 7 mA.

The overall voltage gain of the combined narrow-band and wide-band front-end is
presented in Fig. 7.8. The selectivity requirement for different standards can be achieved
by using different values of the R2−C2 feedback in the transimpedance amplifiers (see
Fig. 7.4). Resistor R2 is fixed and set to be 4 kΩ. Therefore, only C2 is adjustable. For
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Figure 7.8 Overall voltage gain of the combined narrow-band and wide-band
front-end

IEEE802.11 a 10 MHz channel bandwidth is required, therefore C2 of 4 pF is required.
For cellular standards a 200 kHz channel bandwidth is required. This requires C2 =
199 pF for the same R2 = 4 kΩ. The capacitor value is too high. Therefore, a channel
bandwidth of 1 MHz is chosen for cellular standards. Resistor R is 30 Ω, and the switching
transistors have W

L = 48 µm
240 nm . As it has been explained in section 6.1.1, a high enough

value of decoupling capacitor CB has to be used in order to neglect the impact of CB on
R1 = R+Rsw,on (where Rsw,on is the on-resistance of the switching transistors in the passive
mixer). The simulation results show that CB = 10 pF is high enough not to affect R1.
Further, for better voltage gain and noise performance the NMOS and PMOS transistors
in the OTA are very large and have W

L = 1200 µm
500nm and W

L = 420 µm
4 µm , respectively. The bias

current in the OTA is 2.6 mA.
The source follower, (see Fig. 7.3) acts as an almost perfect buffer between the LNA

and the passive mixer with losses of approximately 1 dB. For sufficient noise performance
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and acceptable losses 4.8 mA bias current in the source follower has been chosen, and
transistors Mn1 and Mn2 have W

L = 90 µm
120 nm ratio.

In Fig. 7.9 the NF for each frequency band in the combined narrow-band and wide-
band front-end, is shown. The lowest NF = 4.6 dB is achieved in the 0.850-1.1 GHz
band. In the 1.7-2.5 GHz band the achieved NF is 4.9 dB. Finally, in the 5-6 GHz band
the achieved NF is 5.5 dB.
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Figure 7.9 Overall NF of the combined narrow-band and wide-band front-end

Fig. 7.10 shows the simulated out-of-channel IIP3 of the combined narrow-band and
wide-band front-end for the frequency band 5-6 GHz. The out-of-channel IIP3 is obtained
by applying a three-tone test. First the level of the IM3 products is obtained by using a
two-tone test. The frequency of the tones are 5.52 GHz and 5.54 GHz and their power is
swept from −45 dBm up to −25 dBm. The frequency of the local oscillator is chosen to
be 5.5 GHz. Next, in order to estimate the level of the wanted signal, a single-tone test
is used. A single-tone at frequency 5.05 GHz is swept from −95 dBm up to −75 dBm.
In this way the small-signal behavior of the front-end is captured. The x coordinate of
the intercept point corresponds to the IIP3 of the front-end. The scenario represented by
the three-tone test corresponds to the situation in practice when a weak wanted signal is
accompanied by strong interferers in the two adjacent channels. For the frequency band 5-
6 GHz, an out-of-channel IIP3 of−5.5 dBm is simulated. Considering the in-band IIP3, it
can be obtained by using only a two-tone test. The tones from the two-tone test fall in the
pass-band of the front-end and the third tone is not necessary. The simulated in-band IIP3
for the frequency band 5-6 GHz is −8 dBm. It is a bit lower that the out-of-channel IIP3.
The selectivity of the transimpedance amplifier improves the out-of-channel IIP3. The
simulated out-of-channel IIP3 for other two-frequency bands are a bit better mainly due
to higher loop gain of the transimpedance amplifier. For the frequency band 1.7-2.5 GHz,
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Figure 7.10 Out-of-channel IIP3 of the combined narrow-band and wide-band
front-end for the 5-6 GHz frequency band

an out-of-channel IIP3 of −4 dBm is simulated, while for the frequency band 0.850-1.1
GHz out-of-channel IIP3 is equal to −3 dBm. The simulated in-band IIP3 for both bands
is around −7.5 dBm.

7.3 FOM for combined narrow-band and wide-band front-
end

In order to compare the performance of the designed combined narrow-band and wide-
band front-end with the other multi-standard front-ends (in chapter 8), the FOM for multi-
standard front-ends (see (3.4)) is calculated. The results are summarized in Table 7.1.

Since the combined narrow-band and wide-band front-end is not implemented, the
estimation of the occupied chip area is not straightforward. As mentioned before, this
front-end is based on the wide-band front-end implemented in 65 nm CMOS. Therefore,
the estimation of the chip area of the combined front-end is done based on the chip area
occupied by the wide-band front-end. The wide-band front-end occupies an active chip
area of approximately 670 µm x 860 µm (see section 6.2.4). This chip area is simply
multiplied by three because the combined front-end contains three paths (see Fig. 7.1)
and an additional chip area required for integrated inductors used for bandwidth extension
is added in order to estimated the total occupied chip area of the combined front-end.
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band N NF IIP3 Gain P CA FOM
(GHz) sub-band (dB) (dBm) (dB) (mW) (mm2) on-chip

0.85−1.1 4.6 −3 35.5 18
1.7−2.5 4.9 −4 33.5 18.2

5−6 5.5 −5.5 33 19.2
average average average average

3 5 -4.1 34 18.5 2 22.4

Table 7.1 Summarized performance of combined narrow-band and wide-
band front-end

7.4 Conclusions
In this chapter the analysis and design of the combined narrow-band and wide-band front-
end is presented. It is designed in 65 nm CMOS. This front-end is based on the wide-band
front-end which has been presented in section 6.2. The wide-band front-end has been
designed and implemented in 65 nm CMOS, and the simulation results correspond very
well to the measured results. Therefore, the same can be expected for the combined
narrow-band and wide-band front-end. The proposed front-end has been designed to
cover three frequency bands: 0.850-1.1 GHz, 1.7-2.5 GHz and 5-6 GHz. For each of
the frequency bands, a dedicated front-end is used. Actually, dedicated LNAs, source
followers and passive mixers are used, while the transimpedance amplifier is shared. The
IF bandwidth can be tuned from 500 kHz up to 20 MHz. All three LNAs have band-pass
transfer functions. In this way they improve the selectivity provided by external dedicated
RF filters. As a consequence, compared to the wide-band receiver front-end, a harmonic-
reject mixer together with complex LO generation is avoided. The disadvantage is that the
combination of LNA, source follower and passive mixer is tripled. Nevertheless, taking
into account the fact that only LNA for the 5-6 GHz band uses inductors, the occupied
chip area is acceptable compared to the area that should be occupied by a tuned LNA
designed for all these three frequency bands. The presented simulated results show a
high voltage gain, a high linearity, a low power consumption and a moderate noise figure.
Taking into account the fact that the input to the front-end is single-ended and that a balun
can be omitted, the obtained noise figure is acceptable. Finally, based on the obtained
simulation results, the FOM for multi-standard front-ends has been calculated. It will be
used in the next chapter in order to compare the performance of different multi-standard
front-ends in a quantitative way.
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8

Benchmarking of multi-standard front-ends

THE goal of this chapter is to benchmark the proposed multi-standard front-ends. In
chapter 3, three different classes of multi-standard front-ends have been introduced

and discussed: multi-narrow-band front-end, wide-band front-end and combined narrow-
band and wide-band front-end. Here we will try to identify which class of multi-standard
front-ends can accommodate the requirements of a multi-standard front-end in the most
efficient way.

In order to compare the performance of all these front-ends, in section 3.5 a FOM
for multi-standard front-ends has been introduced. This FOM has been already applied
to the-state-of-the-art multi-narrow-band front-ends, to the novel wide-band, and to the
combined multi-standard front-end proposed in chapters 5, 6 and 7, respectively. In order
to make a complete comparison, in this chapter, the FOM for the state-of-the-art wide-
band and combined wide-band and narrow band multi-standard front-ends found in the
literature are calculated. In this way all information are available to perform a full and
complete comparison between the different RF front-end classes. The comparison will
indicate which class has the highest FOM, and can accommodate the requirements of a
multi-standard front-end in a most efficient way.

The state-of-the-art multi-narrow-band front-ends have been presented in chapter 5.
Their performance and the estimated FOMon−chip, expressed in [dB], are summarized in
Table 8.1.

From Table 8.1 it can be concluded that the front-end in [23] has the best FOM.
However, it should be noted that this front-end supports only two different operating fre-
quencies in two different sub-bands.
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REF band N NF IIP3 Gain P CA FOM
(GHz) sub-band (dB) (dBm) (dB) (mW) (mm2) on-chip

[22] 5−6 1 2.5 −9.5 31.5 40 0.85 17.4
[23] 5−6 4 −9 30 43.2

1.8 4 −9 30 43.2
average average average average

2 4 −9 30 43.2 1 18
[26] 1.8 5.2 −7.5 28.5 24

2.1 5.6 0 29.5 24
2.4 5.8 −4.8 23.4 24

average average average average
1 5.5 −3.5 27.5 24 1.5 16.6

Table 8.1 Summarized performance of different multi-narrow-band front-
ends

The performance of the novel wide-band front-ends proposed in chapter 6 and the
state-of-the-art wide-band front-ends are summarized in Table 8.2. Their FOMon−chip,
expressed in [dB], are estimated as well. As discussed in section 3.5, the division of stan-

REF band N NF IIP3 Gain P CA FOM
(GHz) sub-band (dB) (dBm) (dB) (mW) (mm2) on-chip

FE 90 nm,
sec. 6.1 0.8-1.7 1 5.5 -13 24 32 1.05 11.5

FE 65 nm,
sec. 6.2 0.5-2.5 2 5.5 -13.5 29 15.6 0.6 20.1
[31] 0.8-5 4 5 -3.5 20 60 3.8 13.7
[43] 0.6-10 5 7 0 14 90 0.2 24
[44] 0.2-2 1 6.5 11 (in-band) 19 60 0.13 27.8
[45] 0.05-2.4 2 5.5 27 (out-band) 80 60 2 33

Table 8.2 Summarized performance of different wide-band front-ends

dards in sub-bands has been done in 4 sub-bands: 0.8-1.5 GHz, 1.8-2.4 GHz, 3GHz, and
5 GHz. In addition to this, one additional sub-band is added for the front-end presented
in [43]. This sub-band corresponds to Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) standard in the 3-10 GHz
frequency range.

Considering the performance summary given in Table 8.2, the following can be con-
cluded. First, it is important to note that it is difficult to perform a fair comparison on
the selected wide-band front-ends. The front-ends presented in section 6.2 and in [43]
have higher FOM than the front-end in [31]. However, they do not include the analog
base-band and the PLL with LO harmonic-rejection. It can be expected that after includ-
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ing these blocks the FOMs of the front-ends will deteriorate. On the other hand, in [31]
only the voltage gain of the LNA has been available for the calculation of the FOM. It
can be expected that the gain of the base-band section will improve the FOM. Further-
more, taking into account the fact that front-end performance are mainly determined by
the performance of the RF front-end, the wide-band front-end proposed in this thesis (FE
65nm) has the performance comparable with the wide-band front-ends presented in [31]
and [43]. The FE 90nm wide-band front-end proposed in this thesis, as it has already
been explained in chapter 6, was not well optimized in terms of bandwidth. Therefore, its
FOM is rather low. The front-ends presented in [44] and [45] are ”new generation”LNA-
less front-ends. Their linearity is very high, which has a clear impact to the FOM. This
generation of front-ends has a potential to be a cost effective wide-band solution for multi-
standard front-ends.

Finally, the performance of the combined narrow-band and wide-band front-end pro-
posed in chapter 7 and the state-of-the-art combined front-ends are summarized in Table
8.3. Their FOMon−chip, expressed in [dB], are estimated as well.

REF band N NF IIP3 Gain P CA FOM
(GHz) sub-band (dB) (dBm) (dB) (mW) (mm2) on-chip

FE 65 nm, 0.85-1.1 4.6 -3 35.5 18
ch. 7 1.7-2.5 4.9 -4 33.5 18.2

5-6 5.5 -5.5 33 19.2
average average average average

3 5 -4.1 34 18.5 2 22.4
[46] 0.1-1.5 2.6 -5.14 84 91-115

1.5-2.5 3.15 -5 76
3 3.8 -11 76

5-6 6.5 -9 68
average average average average

4 4.3 -7.2 78 103 2 19
[47] 0.1-1.5 2.5 -8.7 75.2 33-99

1.5-2.5 3.7 -11 75.5
3 3.8 -12 72

5-6 7.1 -15 73
average average average average

4 4.6 -11.4 74 66 2.5 17.2

Table 8.3 Summarized performance of combined narrow-band and wide-
band front-ends

From Table 8.3 it can be concluded that the combined front-end proposed in chapter 7
has the performance comparable with the wide-band front-ends presented in [46] and [47].
Its FOM is the highest, but this front-end does not include the analog base-band and the
PLL. It can be expected that after including these blocks, its FOM will deteriorated.
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Based on the performance and calculated FOMs for different classes of multi-standard
front-ends, final conclusions can be made. The wide-band front-end in [31] and the com-
bined front-ends in [46] and [47] include the RF front-end, the analog base-band and
the PLL. Therefore, a fair comparison between them can be made. The FOMs of the
combined front-ends are higher than the FOM of the wide-band front-end. Hence, the
combined narrow-band and wide-band class seems to be the most promising solution in
terms of accommodating the requirements of multi-standard front-ends. The FOMs of
the multi-narrow-band front-ends given in Table 8.1 are relatively high. However, they
support a very limited number of standards, and the expectation is that chip area will
substantially increase after supporting more standards. This is particularly the case with
standards operating at lower frequencies. The ”new generation”of the LNA-less font-ends
presented in [44] and [45], have high FOM and have a potential to be a coast effective
wide-band solution for multi-standard front-ends.
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9

Conclusions

IN the last decade wireless communications have made enormous impact on people’s
lives. People have been allowed to communicate while being mobile and the gadgets

for wireless communications have become a part of a modern lifestyle and fashion el-
ements. Apart from being used for voice transmission, wireless communications have
been used for data transmission and data exchange. Consequently, smart advanced elec-
tronic devices for wireless communications became a must in modern world. The smart
phones should provide connectivity and data exchange with different systems any time at
any place. This is the force that pushes engineers, researchers and scientists around the
world to work on multi-standard adaptive RF transceivers. This thesis is also an attempt
to actively take part in shaping the landscape of multi-standard RF front-ends and at the
same time our own future.

This thesis investigates solutions, benefits, limitations and costs related to multi-
standard operation of RF front-ends. The successful design and implementation of the
multi-standard RF front-ends is a result of systematic approach through all the steps in
the design flow. First, the key step in the multi-standard design flow is the selection of
an RF front-end architecture. This action involves understanding the main properties of
the RF architectures and the RF building blocks. Based on the studies in this thesis, it
has been concluded that a combination of the low-IF and zero-IF architectures has the
highest flexibility and consequently the highest potential to be used in a multi-standard
transceiver. Further, the selection of the RF building block topologies, in particular for
the LNAs, has a large influence on the multi-standard RF front-ends. Two main types
of LNAs can be distinguished with respect to the operating frequency range. These are
tuned and wide-band LNAs. The tuned LNAs operate in a narrow frequency range around
their center frequency. Opposite to them, wide-band LNAs operate in a wide frequency
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range. Based on the type of employed LNAs, front-ends have been divided into three
classes: multi-narrow-band front-ends, wide-band front-ends and combined narrow-band
and wide-band front-ends.

Multi-narrow-band front-ends are based on one or more tunable and reconfigurable
narrow-band LNAs and reconfigurable mixers. Multi-standard functionality of these
LNAs is achieved by tuning over different operating frequencies and adjusting over differ-
ent performance. The most common narrow band LNAs achieve very good noise perfor-
mance. However, performance and frequency control are interrelated in these topologies.
This increases the complexity and the chip area of the multi-narrow-band LNA. Moreover,
it can be expected that the performance of the multi-narrow-band LNA will deteriorate
due to employed tunability and reconfigurability. Further, regarding the reconfigurable
mixers the situation is slightly less complex. The reason is that most of the mixer topolo-
gies are by nature wide-band circuits. Therefore, the mixer for the multi-narrow-band
front-end does not need to be tunable over different frequencies, they ”only”need to be
reconfigurable for different performance.

In wide-band multi-standard front-ends frequency tuning in the LNA is not needed,
only control over different performance is required. It is reasonable to expect that the
wide-band LNA might occupy less chip area compared to a tuned narrow-band LNA.
However, due to the wide-band nature of the LNA three additional constraints are set to
the implementation and performance of the wide-band receiver front-end. First, higher
channel selectivity in the front-end will be required. Second, the wide-band LNA gen-
erates unwanted components over its wide frequency range. These components will be
down-converted by the mixer in the wanted channel. For that reason the wide-band front-
end must be more linear than the multi-narrow-band front-end. Finally, strong odd har-
monics 3 fLO, 5 fLO, ... of a local oscillator (VCO) with a fLO center frequency will mix
with unwanted components of the wide-band LNA that are located around the odd com-
ponents (3 fLO, 5 fLO, ...). As a result of the mixing unwanted components fall on top
of the wanted signal. This effect can be reduced by using the harmonic-reject mixer.
The harmonic-reject mixer consists of several stand-alone mixers and their complexity is
higher in a comparison to a stand alone mixer.

In order to make a good trade-off between the complexity of the LNA in a multi-
narrow-band front-end and the complexity of the mixer and a phase LO generator in a
wide-band front-end, a combined narrow-band and wide-band front-end can be derived
as a solution. In the combined front-end the frequency band is divided in sub-bands in
such a way that the harmonic-reject mixer and the phase LO generator are not needed
any more. Each sub-band requires a dedicated RF front-end or a dedicated LNA. This
substantially reduces the complexity and the occupied chip area of the block required for
the LO generation. Further, the combine solution increases the chip area for the LNA
in comparison to the full wide-band RF receiver. However, the complexity of the wide-
band LNA designed for each sub-band is lower in a comparison to the complexity of the
wide-band LNA for the total frequency band. Moreover, in the combined narrow-band
and wide-band front-end each of the RF front-ends provides additional selectivity and
relaxes the selectivity and linearity requirements of the other building blocks. Compare
to the multi-narrow-band front-end, the complexity of the three wide-band LNAs in the
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combined front-end is lower that the complexity of the tunable LNA in the narrow-multi-
band front-end. However the chip area required for the mixer is higher in comparison to
the chip area required for the mixer in the multi-narrow-band front-end.

In order to compare the performance of all these multi-standard front-end classes, it is
important to find a way how to do this in the most objective and reliable way. In section 3.5
the FOM for multi-standard front-ends has been introduced to perform quantitative com-
parison between different front-ends. The FOM has been applied to the multi-narrow-
band front-ends, wide-band and the combined multi-standard front-ends. The results
of the comparison show that combined narrow-band and wide-band class of front-ends
seems to be the most promising solution in terms of accommodating the requirements
of multi-standard front-ends. The design and implementation of two multi-standard RF
front-end have been presented in this thesis. One of them is designed in 90 nm and the
other in 65 nm CMOS. Particularly, the 65 nm CMOS RF front-end shows very good
performance compared to the state-of-the-art multi-standard front-ends.
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A

System and RF specifications

A.1 System specifications
The performance of a front-end is determined by noise, gain, linearity and selectivity.
The noise performance of a front-end is described by the noise figure (NF). Linearity
is characterized by input second intercept point (IIP2), input third intercept point (IIP3)
and 1-dB compression point (A1dB). If the nonlinear behavior of a system is determined
by its third order nonlinearity, the difference between the 1-dB compression point and
the IIP3 equals −9.6 dB [40]. For most of front-ends this is the case. The IIP2 of a
front-end that contains differential circuits depends on mismatch. The hand calculations
and simulations of the IIP2 are not straightforward. In principle, matching is good and
the IIP2 specifications are not considered as a bottleneck, but it has to be measured and
evaluated. In case that is not satisfactory, a detailed analysis should be done to improve
it. In the frame of this thesis, it is sufficient to take only the IIP3 into considerations.

NF, IIP2, IIP3 and the gain (G) are called RF specifications. The RF specifications
are calculated from the system specifications. The following system specifications are
used in the front-end design: sensitivity at a certain bit error rate (BER), inter-modulation
performance, interference performance, blocking performance and maximum input signal
level.

In this APPENDIX the system specifications of the Cellular, Bluetooth and IEEE802.11
a/b/g standards are presented. Further, the expressions for calculating the RF specifica-
tions from the system level specifications will be presented. These expressions will be
used to calculate the RF specification for the Cellular, Bluetooth and IEEE802.11a/b/g
standards. From the RF specifications the building block specifications can be calculated
by using the expressions in [36]. In this thesis, the details regarding the calculation of the
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building block specifications will not be presented.

A.1.1 Cellular system specifications
The original version of the GSM standard is developed by the European Telecommunica-
tion Standards Institute (ETSI), Sophia Antipolis Cedex, France, [17]. It was operating in
the 900 MHz band and used in Europe. Today, the GSM standard is used worldwide and
has evolved from its original version to a family of sub-systems, frequency and geograph-
ically spaced. The Enhanced global system for mobile communications (E-GSM) and the
digital cellular communication system (DCS) are both used in Europe. The GSM-850
MHz and personal communications services (PCS) have been developed in the U.S. The
operating frequencies of these standards are summarized in Table A.1.

Standards up-link down-link
[GHz] [GHz]

850−GSM 0.824-0.849 0.869-0.894
E−GSM 0.88-0.915 0.925-0.960

DCS 1.71-1.785 1.8-1.88
PCS 1.85-1.91 1.93-1.99

Table A.1 The operating frequencies of 850-GSM, E-GSM, DCS and PCS

The system requirements of 850-GSM, E-GSM, DCS and PCS have similar receiver
requirements. E-GSM has the most severe receiver specifications in comparison to the
other GSM versions. Therefore, the specifications of E-GSM will be considered as repre-
sentative of the Cellular standards.

The most relevant system specification of the E-GSM (Cellular) related to sensitivity,
interference and maximum input level are presented in Fig.A.1.

A.1.2 Bluetooth system specifications
The Bluetooth technology is developed for short-range communications between elec-
tronic devices. It is a low-cost, low-power RF technology. This technology enables to
replace the special cables used today for interconnection. Bluetooth, [18], [17], [36],
operates in the 2.4 GHz ISM band (2.4− 2.4835 GHz). The choice of this frequency
range enables this technology to be worldwide used. The Bluetooth system specifications
related to sensitivity, interference and maximum input level are presented in Fig.A.2.

A.1.3 IEEE802.11 system specifications
The purpose of the IEEE802.11 standard was to allow high-rate wireless network con-
nectivity between personal computers or workstations, avoiding the use of expensive
and bulky wires. The original IEEE802.11b standard provides a maximum data rate of
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2 Mbit/s. The requirements on higher speed determines a need to extend IEEE802.11b to
11 Mbit/s throughput, and to define new standards IEEE802.11a and IEEE802.11g with
up to 54 Mbit/s.

The system specifications of the 802.11b for 11 Mbit/s related to sensitivity, interfer-
ers and maximum input level are presented in Fig.A.3(a), [19]. The IEEE802.11b standard
operates in the 2.4 GHz ISM band (2.4−2.4835 GHz).

The IEEE802.11a standard operates in: the universal networking information infras-
tructure 1 (UNII-1 5.15− 5.25 GHz) is intended for indoor and outdoor use, the UNII-
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Figure A.3 IEEE802.11 system specifications: (a) IEEE802.11b for 11 Mbit/s
mode, (b) IEEE802.11a for 54 Mbit/s mode, (c) IEEE802.11g for
54 Mbit/s mode

2 (5.25− 5.35 GHz) is intended for indoor and outdoor use and the UNII-3 (5.725−
5.825 GHz) is intended for outdoor applications only. The IEEE802.11a has a throughput
from 6 to 54 Mbit/s. The most stringent receiver requirements are set in the 54 Mbps
mode. Therefore, this mode is considered. The system specifications of the IEEE802.11a
for the 54 Mbit/s mode related to sensitivity, interference and maximum input level are
presented in Fig.A.3(b), [20].

In order to improve the data rate in the 2.4 GHz ISM band, changes and additions
to IEEE802.11b were provided and IEEE802.11g [21] was derived. The data rate of
IEEE802.11b is 54 Mbit/s and it is compatible to IEEE802.11b. Therefore, IEEE802.11g
receivers have to meet the most critical requirements set by IEEE802.11b and IEEE802.11a.
The system specifications of IEEE802.11g related to sensitivity, interferers and maximum
input level are presented in Fig.A.3(c).
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A.2 RF front-end specifications
The RF specifications of the multi-standard front-end (see Fig.A.4) are calculated from
the system specifications. The front-end is characterized with NF, IIP2, IIP3, A1dB and
gain (G) specifications.
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Figure A.4 Block diagram of receiver covering Cellular (850MHz-GSM, E-
GSM, PCS and DCS), Bluetooth and IEEE802.11a/b/g standards

A.2.1 Noise figure
The overall noise figure (NF) of the front-end up to the ADC converter can be calculated
from the expression:

NF = Psens +173.8dBm/Hz− (SNRBER +0.5)−10logBW (A.1)

where the term 173.8 dBm is due to the thermal noise level at room temperature of 300K;
Psens is the sensitivity level; SNRBER is the minimal signal to noise ratio required for BER
of 10−3; BW is the channel bandwidth. The ADC should not be the dominant noise
source. Therefore, degradation in the NF due to the ADC is set to be 0.5 dB. In order
to achieve a degradation lower than 0.5 dB, from Eq.A.2 it can be calculated that the
quantization noise has to be 10 dB bellow the noise floor.

SNRBER = SNRADC,out =
1

1
SNRADC

+ 1
SNRADC,in

(A.2)

where SNRADC,out and SNRADC,in are the output and the input SNR of the ADC, respec-
tively.

The overall noise figure of the front-end takes into account the noise figure of the
passive RF block NPRFB and the noise figure of the on-chip front-end NOCFE :

NF = NFPRFB +NFOCFE (A.3)
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A.2.2 Voltage gain

The receiver has to be able to process the minimal and the maximal signal level. The input
signal dynamic range is much larger than the ADC dynamic range. Therefore, the voltage
gain of the receiver has to be programmed in the interval between the [Glow,Ghigh]. With
the Ghigh the receiver has to be able to process the minimal input signal, and with Glow
the maximum input signal.

High voltage gain - Ghigh

In the sensitivity level signal scenario, the smallest input voltage signal needs to be ampli-
fied and accommodated in the ADC dynamic range well above the ADC noise floor. This
scenario defines the maximum required voltage gain of the on-chip front-end (Ghigh). The
expression of the Ghigh can be derived in the following way. Mapping of the signals that
corresponds to the sensitivity level (Psens), the noise floor (Pn f ) and the maximum input
signal level (Pmax) in the ADC dynamic range is shown in Fig.A.5. Vf s,ADC is the the

At the ADC input

10 dB

PRFB

V
fs,ADC

OCFE

V
sens,ADC

V
nf,ADC

V
qn,ADC

At the antenna

P [dBm]
max

P [dBm]
sens

P [dBm]
nf

SNRBER

Figure A.5 Mapping of the signal levels in the ADC dynamic range

full-scale differential voltage of 0.45 Vrms. Vqn,ADC is the quantization noise of the ADC.
Vsens [Vrms] is the voltage that corresponds to the sensitivity level (Psens) at the input of the
on-chip front-end and it is equal to:

Vsens[Vrms] =

√
10((Psens−LPRFB)/10) ·Re{ZOCFE,in} ·1mW

2
(A.4)

where LPRFB is the insertion loss of the RF passive block of the front-end (PRFB) (see
Fig.A.4). ZOCFE,in is the input impedance of the on-chip front-end.

The quantization noise Vqn,ADC can be calculated from the dynamic range of the ADC:

DRADC[dB] = 20log
Vf s,ADC

Vqn,ADC
(A.5)
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as:

Vqn,ADC =
Vf s,ADC

10DRADC/20 (A.6)

According to Fig.A.5 the following equation can be written:

Vsens,ADC[dB]−Vqn,ADC[dB] = SNRBER +10[dB] = 20log
Vsens,ADC

Vqn,ADC
. (A.7)

The overall high voltage gain of the on-chip front-end can be calculated as:

Ghigh = 20log
Vsens,ADC

Vsens
(A.8)

Low voltage gain - Glow

Any input level above the sensitivity level, (see Fig.A.5) exceeds the full-scale voltage of
the ADC when is amplified by the high voltage gain Ghigh. Therefore, strong signals need
to be amplified by a lower voltage gain. The low voltage gain for the maximum input
signal can be calculated as:

Glow = 20log
Vf s,ADC

Vmax,OCFE
(A.9)

where Vmax,OCFE [Vrms] can be calculated as:

Vmax,OCFE [Vrms] =

√
10((Pmax−LPRFB)/10) ·Re{ZOCFE,in} ·1mW

2
. (A.10)

A.2.3 Selectivity
The selectivity of a receiver is determined by the filtering in the PRFB (RF filter - RFF)
and in the OCFE (low pass filter - LPF). The filtering provided by the RFF and the LPF
has to be enough so that the ADC can handle the down-converted RF signal within its
dynamic range. The required attenuation and the order of the filter can be determined in
the following way.

First, the RFF has to attenuate strong out-off band blockers or un-modulated signals.
The attenuation of the RFF is expressed by:

ARFF = Pblocker−Pint . (A.11)

where Pblocker are the strong blockers or un-modulated signals presented in section A.1.
The Pint denotes the interferer level that has to be further filtered-out by the LPF. From the
RFF attenuation (ARFF ) the interferer level Pint can be calculated. From Pint the required
attenuation and the order of the LPF can be determined in the following way.

Due to the sampling components Psam around the fsam will fold back around the zero
frequency (see Fig.A.6). In order to minimize the deteriorations, the interferers that fall in
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Figure A.6 A spectrum of a dow-converted signal with a strong interferer at
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the wanted band (Pint = Psam) have to be attenuated by the LPF 20 dB bellow the wanted
signal. The attenuation of the LPF, ALPF , can be calculated as:

ALPF = Pint − (Pwanted −20dB). (A.12)

The order of the LPF can be calculated as:

n =
log(10

ALPF
10 −1)

2log( 2π fsam
πBWLPF

)
. (A.13)

where BWLPF is the bandwidth of the filter.

A.2.4 IIP3
The overall IIP3 of a front-end can be calculated as:

PIIP3 = Pint +
Pint −Pim3

2
. (A.14)

PIIP3 is the power with respect to the source impedance Rs = 50Ω. Pim3 = Pwanted −SNR
is the level of the IM3 components, where Pwanted is the wanted signal given by the system
specifications (see sections A.1.1, A.1.2 and A.1.3). Pint is the intermodulation interferer
given by the system level specifications.

The IIP3 that corresponds to the on-chip part (OCFE) can be calculated as:

PIIP3OCFE = PIIP3−LPRFB. (A.15)

PIIP3OCFE is the power with respect to the on-chip input impedance ZOCFE,in.
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B

Computation of nonlinear response of a
common-source amplifier

The simplified nonlinear model of a MOS transistor is depicted in Fig. B.1. There are

r
01

G D

S

C
GSC

GB i
D C

DB

C
SB

B

C
GD

Figure B.1 Nonlinear model of a MOS transistor

three non-linear elements that affect the transfer function of the MOS transistor. They
are the parasitic source-bulk capacitance (CSB), drain-bulk capacitance (CDB) and drain
current (iD). CSB and CDB are the junction capacitances between the n+ source and drain
regions and bulk. An extensive analysis of the impact of these capacitances on the non-
linear behavior of the MOS transistor is given in [33]. Considering the frequency range
of interest (850 MHz - 6 GHz) these impact of this capacitances on the non-linearity of
the transfer function of the MOS transistor is not dominant. Therefore, they will not be
taken into account in this thesis.

A MOS transistor is a four terminal device, the terminals being gate, drain, source and
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bulk. Hence, the drain current of the MOS transistor can be described as a function of
the three voltages vGS, vDS and vSB. Based on the basic MOS model, the drain current of
MOS transistor in the saturation region can be expressed as [33]:

iD =
µ0

1+θ(vGS−VT H)
C′ox

W
L

(vGS−VT H)2(1+λvDS) (B.1)

The variable θ is the fitting factor. In (B.1) the mobility degradation due to the vertical
electrical field and channel length modulation are modeled. More extensive models for
the MOS drain current can be found in [33].

Considering the computation of a nonlinear response, a straightforward approach is to
find the Taylor expansion of the output quantity (current or voltage), around the operation
point, as a function of the input quantity. The nonlinear response (harmonic distortion or
intermodulation distortion) can be then easily computed using the coefficients from the
Taylor expansion [33]. Unfortunately, the computation of the coefficients in the Taylor
expansion is difficult task. In [33] an easy and efficient method for computation of a
nonlinear response is presented. It is called direct method for calculation of nonlinear
response. The power of this method is in the fact that the nonlinear response can be
obtained by solving sets of linear equations. Using a common-source amplifier as a test
circuit, it will be briefly demonstrated how to use this method.

In general, the drain current (iD) of a MOS transistor is a function of gate-source (vGS),
drain-source (vDS) and source-bulk (vSB) voltages. Therefore, it can be represented by the
three-dimensional power series [33]:

iD = gmvGS +K2gm v2
GS +K3gm v3

GS + ...

+govDS +K2go v2
DS +K3go v3

DS + ...

−gmbvSB−K2gmb
v2

SB−K3gmb
v3

SB + ...

+K2gm&gmb
vGSvSB +K32gm&gmb

v2
GSvSB +K3gm&2gmb

vGSv2
SB...

+K2gm&go
vGSvDS +K32gm&go

v2
GSvDS +K3gm&2go

vGSv2
DS...

+K2gmb&go
vSBvDS +K32gmb&go

v2
SBvDS +K3gmb&2go

vSBv2
DS...

+K3gm&gmb&go
vGSvSBvDS + ... (B.2)

The first three lines in (B.2) contain powers of one single control voltage vGS, vDS or vSB.
These three lines represent the nonlinearity of transconductance (gm), the nonlinearity of
the output resistance (ro) and the nonlinearity of the transconductance corresponding to
the back-gate (gmb). The next three lines contain cross-terms. Actually, these are the terms
that contain a nonzero powers of two control voltages. Finally, the last line represents the
cross-term that includes three voltages. In this approximation the nonlinearities are taken
up to third order. The analytical expressions of the nonlinear coefficients in (B.1)), are
summarized in Table B.1 [33].

An equivalent circuit of a MOS transistor that contains the nonlinear current sources
is presented in Fig. B.2. The basic behind this model is that nonlinear components can
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gm = diD
dvGS

K2gm
= 1

2
d2iD
dv2

GS
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6
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=− 1

2
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6
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6
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2
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2
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2
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2
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= 1
2
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= 1
2
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Table B.1 Definition of the nonlinear coefficients for the AC drain current as
a function of the terminal voltages
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Figure B.2 Linearized equivalent of the nonlinear MOS transistor

interact with each other and with fundamental components producing in this way new
components. For example, the output current iD is a nonlinear function of vGS and this is
presented with the first series in (B.2). If the output resistance of a MOS transistor (ro)
is finite, id creates a voltage drop on ro. This voltage drop vDS consists of a fundamental
and harmonics. Due to the cross-terms this harmonics mix with the fundamental and/or
harmonics of vGS. As a result of this mixing, the number of distortion components in the
output current further increase.

The variable iNL2 denotes the current source associated to the second order nonlin-
earity. It has six contributors: iNL2gm , iNL2gmb

, iNL2go , iNL2gm&gmb
, iNL2gm&go

and iNL2gmb&go
.

They correspond to the second order nonlinearity coefficients K2gm , K2gmb
, K2go , K2gm&gmb

,
K2gm&go

and K2gmb&go
, respectively. Finally, iNL2 can be expressed as:

iNL2 = K2gm v2
GS +K2go v2

DS−K2gmb
v2

SB +
+ K2gm&gmb

vGSvSB +K2gm&go
vGSvDS +K2gmb&go

vSBvDS (B.3)

Here, vGS, vDS, vSB denote fundamental components of gate-source, drain-source and
source-bulk voltages. In a similar way the current iNL3, which corresponds to the third
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order nonlinearity of the MOS transistor, has ten contributors iNL3gm , iNL3go , iNL3gmb
,

iNL32gm&gmb
, iNL3gm&2gmb

, iNL32gm&go
, iNL3gm&2go

, iNL32gmb&go
, iNL3gmb&2go

and iNL3gm&gmb&go
.

They are proportional to the third order nonlinearity coefficients.

iNL3 = K3gm v3
GS +K3go v3

DS−K3gmb
v3

SB +K32gm&gmb
v2

GSvSB +

+ K3gm&2gmb
vGSv2

SB +K32gm&go
v2

GSvDS +

+ K3gm&2go
vGSv2

DS +K32gmb&go
v2

SBvDS +

+ K3gmb&2go
vSBv2

DS +

+ K2gm&go
(vGS,2vDS + vDS,2vGS)+

+ K2gm&gmb
(vGS,2vSB + vSB,2vGS)+

+ K2go&gmb
(vDS,2vSB + vSB,2vDS)+

+ K3gm&gmb&go
vGSvSBvDS (B.4)

In this equation vGS,2, vDS,2, vSB,2 denote second order components of gate-source, drain-
source and source-bulk voltages.

In Fig. B.3(a) a common source amplifier is shown. The source and the bulk of the
MOS transistor are grounded. The amplifier is loaded with the load resistance RL. The
AC-equivalent circuit of the common source amplifier including the nonlinear current
sources is shown in Fig. B.3(b). Since the source of Mn is connected to the bulk, the drain
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Figure B.3 A common source amplifier: (a) schematic; (b) AC-equivalent cir-
cuit including nonlinear current sources

current of Mn (iD) can be described as a function of vGS and vDS. It is assumed that the
circuit is excited with a single tone. iNL2 and iNL3 denote the second and the third order
components of the drain current of Mn. go = 1

ro
is the output conductance of Mn. The

fundamental component in the output current of Mn, which flows through load RL, can be
approximated as [33]:

iD, f und =− GL

GL +go
gmVr f (B.5)

where GL = 1
RL

is the load conductance. The variable Av = gm/(GL + go) is the low
frequency voltage gain. The second order component of the output current of Mn is given
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by:

iD,2 = −(iNL2gm + iNL2gm&go
+ iNL2go )

GL

GL +go
V 2

r f =

= −(K2gm −K2gm&go
Av +K2go A2

v)
GL

GL +go
V 2

r f (B.6)

The third order component of the output current of Mn can be approximated as:

iD,3 = −V 3
r f

GL

GL +go
[K3gm +A2

vK3gm&2go
−A3

vK3g0
−AvK32gm&go

+
Av

GL +go
(K2gm&go

)2− K2gm&go
K2gm

GL +go
+

2A3
v

GL +go
K2

2go

+
2Av

GL +go
K2gm K2go −3

A2
v

GL +go
K2gm&go

K2go ] (B.7)

The fundamental component in the output voltage is equal to:

vD =−RLiD, f und (B.8)

Then, the second order component of the output voltage can be expressed as:

vD,2 =−RLiD,2 (B.9)

Finally, the third order component of the output voltage is given by:

vD,3 =−RLiD,3 (B.10)

When the nonlinear responses (second and third order components at the output) are
known, the quantities describing the nonlinear dynamic behavior (second and third order
harmonic and intermodulation distortion) can be easily calculated. Taking into account
the last three equations, the second order harmonic distortion HD2 and the third order
harmonic distortion HD3 can be expressed as:

HD2 =
1
2
| vD,2

vD, f und
| (B.11)

HD3 =
1
4
| vD,3

vD, f und
| (B.12)

Considering intermodulation distortion, for weakly nonlinear systems the following rela-
tions are valid [33]:

IM2

HD2
= 2 (B.13)

IM3

HD3
= 3 (B.14)
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IM2 and IM3 are the second and the third order intermodulation distortion. Thus, IM2 and
IM3 can be calculated as:

IM2 = | vD,2

vD, f und
| (B.15)

IM3 =
3
4
| vD,3

vD, f und
| (B.16)

From the previous analysis it can be concluded that for the common source amplifier
with a low voltage gain (Av) the harmonic distortion will be determined by K2gm and K3gm .
In this case the linearity of the common source amplifier can be improved by increasing
the overdrive voltage (vGS−VT H ) of transistor Mn. In case the voltage gain is high, the
linearity can be improved by increasing the output resistance of the MOS transistor.
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Summary

This thesis studies configurable circuits and their impact on multi-standard RF front-end
architectures. In particular, low-voltage low-power linear LNA and mixer topologies suit-
able for implementation in multi-standard front-ends are subject of the investigation. With
respect to frequency and bandwidth, multi-standard front-ends can be implemented using
either tunable or wide-band LNA and mixer topologies. Based on the type of the LNA
and mixer(s), multi-standard receiver RF front-ends can be divided into three groups.
They can be (tunable) narrow-band, wide-band or combined. The advantages and dis-
advantages of the different multi-standard receiver RF front-ends have been discussed in
detail. The partitioning between off-chip selectivity, on-chip selectivity provided by the
LNA and mixer, linearity, power consumption and occupied chip area for each multi-
standard RF front-end group are thoroughly investigated. A Figure of Merit (FOM) for
multi-standard receiver RF front-ends has been introduced. Based on this FOM the most
suitable multi-standard RF front-end group in terms of cost-effectiveness can be selected.
In order to determine which multi-standard RF front-end group is the most cost-effective
for a practical application, a GSM850/E-GSM/DCS/PCS/Bluetooth/WLANa/b/g multi-
standard receiver RF front-end is chosen as a demonstrator. These standards are the most
frequently used standards in wireless communications, and this combination of standards
allows to users almost ”anytime-anywhere”voice and data transfer. In order to verify
these results, three demonstrators have been defined and designed. Two wide-band RF
front-end circuits have been implemented in 90nm CMOS and 65nm CMOS, while one
combined multi-standard RF front-end circuit has been designed in 65nm CMOS. The
proposed multi-standard RF front-ends have been compared with the state-of the art multi-
standard RF front-ends using the introduced FOM. The comparison shows that the com-
bined multi-standard RF front-end group is the most cost effective multi-standard group
for this application.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift bestudeert configureerbare schakelingen en hun invloed op multi-standard
RF front-end architecturen. Het onderzoek richt zich in het bijzonder op lage-voed-
ingsspanning laag-vermogens lineaire LNA en mixer topologien die geschikt zijn voor
implementatie in multi-standard RF front-ends. Met betrekking tot frequentie en band-
breedte kunnen multi-standard front-ends gemplementeerd worden met instelbare of met
breedbandige LNA en mixer topologien. Op basis van het type LNA en mixer kunnen
multi-standard ontvanger RF front-ends ingedeeld worden in drie groepen: instelbare
smalbandige, breedbandige en gecombineerde front-ends. De voordelen en nadelen van
de verschillende multi-standard RF front-ends zijn in detail geanalyseerd. De verhouding
tussen off-chip selectiviteit, on-chip selectiviteit door de LNA en mixer, lineariteit, vermo-
gensverbruik en chipoppervlak is grondig onderzocht voor elke multi-standard groep. Een
figure-of-merit (FOM) voor multi-standard ontvanger RF front-ends is voorgesteld. Op
basis van deze FOM kan de meest geschikte multi-standard RF front-end groep in termen
van kosteneffectiviteit worden gekozen. Om te bepalen welke multi-standard RF front-
end groep het meest kosteneffectief is voor praktische toepassingen, is een GSM850/E-
GSM/DCS/PCS/Bluetooth/WLANa/b/g multi-standard ontvanger RF front-end als voor-
beeld gekozen. De genoemde standaarden zijn de meest gebruikte standaarden in draad-
loze communicatie, en deze combinatie geeft de gebruikers vrijwel altijd toegang tot de
overdracht van geluid en gegevens. Om deze resultaten te verifiren werden drie opties
gedefinieerd en ontworpen. Twee breedbandige RF front-end schakelingen werden gem-
plementeerd in 90nm CMOS en 65nm CMOS, en een gecombineerde multi-standard
RF front-end schakeling werden ontworpen in 65nm CMOS. De voorgestelde multi-
standard ontvangers werden vergeleken met state-of the-art smalbandige, breedbandige en
gecombineerde multi-standard RF front-ends met behulp van de gentroduceerde FOM. De
vergelijking laat zien dat de gecombineerde multi-standard RF front-end groep de meest
kosteneffectieve groep is voor deze toepassing.
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